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Introduction

Marcus Widenor

This year,s Monograph examines how particular workplace disputes are
being resolved in the public sector. We have selected four issues for cover-
age: off-duty conduct, the "public poliry excePtion" to arbitrator's awards,
sexual harassment in the workplace, and employer policies on the use of E-
mail systems.

Arbitrator Carlton Snor,r/s paper on off-duty misconduct gives us a fresh
look at an old problem faced by Plactitioners and arbitrators-under what
circumstances may an employer discipline an employee for conduct that
occurred off the job? Professor Snou/'s focus on the question of whether the
employee's conduct damaged the reputation and the employer, and how
neutral parties must evaluate this, is a comprehensive treatise on this prob-
lem. His paper provides a detailed look at decisions of arbitrators and the
courts and applies the standards they have developed to a series of well-
known and controversial Oregon cases.

Our chapter entitled "A Dialogue on the Public Employee Collective
Bargaining Act's Public Policy Exception" allows us to revisit a contentious
issue that arose in L995 during the drafting of the revisions to the statute in
Senate Bill 750. In LERC Monograph SeriesNo,l4Henry Drummonds dis-
cussed the legislative negotiations over the final bill's language from the
point of view of the govemor's office. Arbitrator Howell Lankford added his
observations on how the public poliry exception might affect the behavior of
labot management, and neutrals in handling these cases. Il:I this issue we
continue the diaiogue with a Paper by Oregon Senator Gene Derfler, a co-
author of SB 750, and management attomey Les Smith, outlining their view
of the original intent of the statute's Public poliry exception section. Their
view is joined by labor attomey John Bishop's countervailing view of how
the exception should be applied by arbitrators.

The third section of our monograph provides an update on sexual ha-
rassment case law-a topic that has been covered in our series before but
that continues to evolve. This topic is no less important today than it was
when we last covered it in 1993. With several highly visible national cases
involving sexual harassment being debated throughout our country, this
topic continues to deserve examination by all labor relations professionals.
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Management attomeys Kathy Peck and Lisa Freiley have provided us with
an up-to-date analysis of how the courts are deciding cases, including a
summary of the most recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in Oncale a.
Sundowner Offshore Seroices.In addition to setting out the views of the
courts, their paper provides the practitioner with some very practical advice
on how to create effective workplace sexual harassment policies.

Our final paper deals with a topic that is wholly a creation of the rapidly
changing technology of our workplaces-eiectronic mail use poliry. Profes-
sor Stuart Kaplan has given us a primer on an issue that all of us are likely to
face as E-mail becomes more and more commonplace in our public sector
workplaces. Anallzing the early court and arbitration decisions on employee
E-maii use, Kaplan also provides us with some guidelines that employers
and unions should consider in drafting policies goveming the "new elec-
tronic workplace."

Some of the issues covered in this yea(s monograph are old problems
for the labor reiations practitioner and neutral, while others indicate the
speed of change in our workplaces, and the contentiousness of difficult is-
sues that have received broad public exposure. We hope readers will find
the perspectives contained here useful not only as a practical tool in their
day-to-day labor relations work but also as a starting point for broader dis-
cussion and debate within labor and management cirdes about the future
course of workplace govemance in Oregon's public sector.

The editor would like to thank all of the authors for their perseverance
through the review revision, and publishing process. Thanks also to the
members of the editorial board who gave of their time in reviewing manu-
scripts and offering their suggestions. Thanks also to the University of
Oregon's Office of University Publications ,George Beltran, Barbara
Oppligea and Allen Mather-for their help designing and layrng out the
monograph. Copy editor Ron Renchier assisted us with excellent quality
work on short notice. Finally, a thank you to LERC secretary Priscilla Earls
who marshalled the papers through the editorial process with patience and
good humor.

Marcus Widenor
Editor

The Long Arm of the Boss: Employee
Off-Duty Conduct and the Reputation of the

Employer 1

Carlton J. Snow

INTRODUCTION
This article explores the length of an employer's reach into off-dufy em-

ployee conduct. How far may an employer intrude into an employee's pri-
vate life? The general rule is that what an employee does off-duty is none of
an employe/s business. That bromide quickly dissolves, however, if reason-
able lin}s exist between off-duty activity and work. is the prevailing rule
followed in Oregon?

Of all the factors an arbitrator must consider when determining whether
an employee may be disciplined for off-duty conduct, none is more difficult
to evaluate than the question of whether the conduct damaged the
employels reputation. That is, did the employee's actions so harm the repu-
tation of the employer among the public and customers that it had an im-
mediate or future effect on the success of the business or the mission of the
public agency? This artide examines various aspects of how off-duty con-
duct is judged by the courts and arbitrators, but the question of employer
reputation will be the focal point of the discussion.

Arbitrators label the need to establish a link between off-duty activities
and work as "the nexus requirement." This article, first, will summarize
briefly general principles used by most arbitrators to determine if a nexus
exists between work and nonwork activity.2 Attention will also be given in
this first part of the essay to cases not directly covered by arbitral principles.
An effort will be made to examine differences between private and public
sector arbitration decisions. We will also examine several federal sector
cases, where the courts have adopted a different approach to the nexus
problem-a "presumption of nexus"-to cases of off-duty misconduct. An
argument will be made that the standards set in federal sector judicial deci-
sions should not be extended to private and public sector arbitration deci-
sions at the state and local level. Finally, general principles used by arbitra-
tors in off-duty misconduct cases will be reviewed in relationship to several
Oregon decisions.3

t8l tq l
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Experts have suggested that at least 150,000 employees in the United
States are unjustly fired each year.a A number of these cases involve off-duty
activity. Some arbitrators have argued that it is always unjustified to dis-
charge an employee for off-duty conduct.s Most modem arbitrators, how-
ever, reject such an extreme view and recognize the legitimate extension of
an employe/s authority over some off-duty misconduct. For example, if an
employee, even though off duty, falsely shouts "fire" in a crowded theater, it
may irrevocably breach the employment relationship, especially if there is
adverse publicity about the incident.6 The question is not whether an em-
ployer may control an employee's off-duty activities but, rather, what is the
extent of such influence. Recently, for example, the U.S. Govemment fired a
civilian employee for off-duty adultery.7 May an employer legitimately dic-
tate the social activities of its employees?

Inquiring into discipline for off-duty misconduct is a nettlesome topic
because it involves a need to balance conflicthg rights. Employers are justi-

fiably concemed about off-duty activities affecting job performance. Em-
ployees are equally concemed about maintaining freedom in their private
lives. Courts and arbitrators have evolved rules that determine where an
employels control ends when an employee is off the clock. Such rules,
however, can be seducLive because they appear to be reasonably straightfor-
ward, but an analysis of the cases will show that arbitrators and judges aiike
are masters at manipulating the rules to their ends.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES GOVERNING OFF-DUTY CASES

Nonarbitration Cases

Many guidelines for and restrictions on employer control of off-duty
conduct emanate from sources other than arbitrators. Individual conffacts
may exist between employers and employees. Such personal employment
contracts may cover a range of duties and rights, and standard rules of con-
tract law will determine whether such employment contracts give an em-
ployer control over an employee's off-duty condud. Constitutions and legis-
lation also provide important sowces of guidelines and regulations for
conholling off-duty conduct.8 Such legislation serves as a restricLion on the
common law doctrine of employment-at-will.

The doctrine of employment-at-will is the traditional rule goveming
emplo).Tnent contracts in the United States. This doctrine teaches that an
employer may terminate an employee at will, that is, for good cause, bad
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cause, or no cause at all. An employee is said to be equally free to sever the
employment relationship at any time deemed desirable.e Neither employer
nor employee is required to retain the work relationship and may terminate
it for any reason and without notice, including objectionable off-duty
activity.lo

The starkness of the employer's power in an "employment-at-will" case
was captured by a court when it stated:

May I not dismiss my domestic servant for dealing, or even visiting
where I forbid? And if my domestic, why not my farmhand, or my me-
chanig or teamster? And, if one of them, then why not all four? And if
all four, why not a hundred or a thousand of them?ll

Constraints, however, have arisen on the right of an employer to intrude on
an employee's privary interests. As one court observed,"there exists a pubiic
poliry protecting employee conduct into which employers may not in-
trude."l2These privary interests generally have involved themes such as free
speech, personal beliefs, freedom of association, and lifestyle.

For example, despite the doctrine of employment-at-will, some states
protect the right of employees to smoke off the job.13 If, of cowse, an em-
ployer is able to prove the existence of a bona fide occupational qualification
or can meet a "rational relation" test for banning off-duty activity such as
smoking, an employer, nevertheless, may reach the off-duty activity. Al-
though not as refined, this is not unlike the test used by arbitrators.

Another example of statutory constraint on the employment-at-will doc-
trine arises from employee indebtedness. If a worker's debt caused personal
bankruptcy, the Bankruptcy Code protects a person from being discharged
for such off-duty activity.l4 Likewise, the Fair Credit Reporting Act protects
an employee from being discharged based on a worke/s lack of credit wor-
thiness.ls Should an employer use a consumer report from a credit agenry as
a basis for personnel action involving an employee, the employer is obli-
gated to give notice to the employee and to tell the worker the name of the
credit agenry that compiled the information.l6

Not withstanding the traditional rule of employrnent-at-will, a number
of statutes keep an employer from reaching an employee's off-duty conduct.
Nonarbitration cases, however, are not the main focus of this paper, and the
primary concem is with guidelines that have arisen from arbitrators as well
as judicial decisions involving employees in a collective bargaining unit.
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Moreover, the keenest treatment of off-duty misconduct is to be found in
arbitral decisions. Arbitration and litigation in the labor-management arena
reveal some differences befween public and private sector arbitration deci-
sions in off-duty misconduct caser. Such differences and a presumptron
unique to federal sector off-dufy cases will be explored in the next sections
of this essay.

The Kesselman Factors

A high degree of consensus exists among arbitrators regarding standards
to be used in analyzing cases of off-duty misconduct. As a fundamental
point of departure, employers are not expected to be the guardian of em-
ployee morals. If, however, a reasonable link exists between an employee's
off-duty activity and an employer's legitimate business interests, what arbi-
lrators characterize as the nexus requirement has been met.17 To determine
if the nexus requirement has been met, most arbitrators apply some varia-
tion of the Kesselman Factors, drawn from the 1957 decision of arbitrator
Lewis Kesselman inW.E. Caldwell C0.18 Although arbitrator Kesselman's
analysis is relatively old, nothing significant has happened to sap its
strength. The Kesselman Factors focus on (1) harm to an employels repu-
tation or product, or (2) the ability of an offending employee to perform
assigned duties or to appear at work, or (3) the refusal or reluctance of other
employees to work with the person charged with off-duty misconduct. The
first factor, reputationai impact, will receive special attention in this paper.
Evidence generally weighed by an arbitrator in establishing the first
Kesselman Factor generally focuses on (L) the source and degree of any
publicity, (2) the type and seriousness of misconduct, (3) the nature of the
employee's position with the employer, and ( ) the nature of the employer's
business.

Harm to the Employer's Reputation-Two Approaches to
Publicity

Confusion is to be found in off-duty misconduct cases that generate
adverse publicity. Two approaches exist to proving reputational harm from
adverse publicity, but arbitration literature has failed to clarify these differ-
ent approaches to publicity about off-duty activity. A few arbitrators de-
mand "concrete" evidence that adverse publicity caused a negative impact
on an employer. Most arbitrators, however, are willing to accept evidence of
adverse publicity as meeting the nexus requirement if it contains certain
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elements.le The publicity generally must name the employer, coverage must
be more than nominal, and the conduct needs to be egregious. Some arbi-
trators also weigh the potential for future adverse publicity. Decision-
makers seeking concrete evidence are unwilling to infer reputational dam-
age and want objective proof, such as a chorus of customer complaints or a
significant decrease in sales or even an actual boycott.2O Demanding con-
crete evidence of reputational damage sets an extremeiy high barrier for an
employer to overcome, and most arbitrators generaily reject such a require-
ment. Professor Marvin Hill believes that insisting on concrete evidence is
not the preferable approach. He states:

When confronted with arguments that a grievant's off-duty misconduct
damaged the company's reputation, most arbitrators have required a
clear showing before sustaining discharges. This may be accomplished by
reference to adoersemedia coaerage or, in selective cases, by direct refer-
ence to the conduct itself.2l

For example , in City of Pasadena, a police officer of five years engaged in
"a loud argument which had significant physical involvement, and there
was a threat of some sort made with a gun by the grievant."22The distur-
bance took place in the grievant's aparlment. The incident became public
when neighbors heard the dispute and filed a police complaint. Balancing
the grievant's right to off-duty privary and damage to the employels repu-
tation, the arbitrator upheld action taken against the employee based on
limited public knowledge of the incident as well as the potential for further
reputational damage. The arbitrator stated:

It is entirely logical that the grievant's behavior in this case would reflect
on the department's reputation. In other words, if the department em-
ploys someone who appears violent or unstable, then how many others
are there like that? This nexus hinges entirely on reasonably based pub-
lic perception. In this case, the arbitrator has found that the perception
of the citizens, who testified, were reasonably based. The grievant may,
in fact, be a relatively satisfactory officer, but the public has perceived
him in situations where members of the public become very uncomfort-
able with his behavior. The City need not show widespread damage to
its reputation to prove damage or reasonable potential damage. If the
midence produced at the heaingwere knoam to the general public, it would
follow that the departtnent's reputation would be negatiaely fficted.z3

In Delta Bmerage Group, lnc., the employer discharged an employee after
his publicized arrest for conspiring to distribute the illegal drug Ecstasy
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while off duty and off premises.2a Recognizing the difficulty of proving the
negative impact of adverse publicity, the arbitrator inferred it. The arbiffator
concluded that it was reasonable to infer reputational damage even in the
absence of concrete evidence. As the arbitrator stated:

Direct proof of adverse reaction or damage to reputation is always diffi-
cult to prove, and perhaps, that is especially true among the Company's
customers, since they were not known for complaining about drivers.
Just because no customer ever complained about Grievant does not
mean that indirect harm to the company's reputation did not occur.
Perhaps, Grievant's misconduct did not affect his performance as a
driver, but it certainly could have diminished his credibility as an agent
of the comp any. Such damage to his own personal uedibility certainly trans-

fers back to the company and its products. Arbitrators have consistently
upheld discharges when employees' off-duty misconduct adverseiy af-
fects an employer's reputation and/or business. The arbitrator is of the
belief that the company's reputation was, in fact, adversely affected
perhaps only indirectly,by the newspaper publicity in which Grievant was
named as an indicted co-conspirator and as one who pleaded guilty to
the charge of conspiring to distribute the drug "EcsLasy" over a two-year
neriod in the New Orleans area. Company testimonv evidenced the fact
ihat customers had read the newspaper articles and had identified
Grievant as a company delivery driver. One cannot expect that the company
should haae waited for an actual complaint by a customer before taking action
against Gimant.Indirect harm did occur, and that is sufficient to justify
management's action in dismissing Grievant.s

A fundamental departure point in the analysis, of course, always is whether
the event about which there was adverse publicity actually occurred. If cred-
ible evidence calls into question the accurary of news reports, proof of harm
to an employer's reputation will be undermined; and it will be assumed that
publication of the fruth will repair any damage to an employels image.

The Doctrine of Mitigation

Satisfying the nexus requirement does not end an arbitrato/s analysis. If
the nexus requirement is met, the doctrine of mitigation becomes relevant.
in other words, if evidence establishes that off-duty behavior harmed an
employe/s reputation or product, or caused an employee to be unable to
perform assigned duties or to appear at work, or caused other employees to
refuse or to be reluctant to work with the offending employee, arbitrators
ask whether there is evidence that might reduce any discipline imposed by
management.25 Standard mitigating factors are considered, such as an
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employee's work record, years of service, past discipline, and the nature of
the misconduct. Sufficient mitigation shouid cause an arbitrator to modify
the sanction. Altematively, an arbitrator might sustain it if the off-duty mis-
conduct outweighs the mitigating evidence.

The Arbitrator's Use of the Kesselman Factors

Although often couched in different verbiage, scholars and arbitrators
show a high degree of agreement with regard to this analytical approach to
off-duty misconduct.2T Almost half a century ago, arbitrator Kesselman es-
tablished the prototype analysis and made clear that, as a general rule, what
an employee does off duty is none of an employe/s business.z8 Anallzing a
modem case by Professor Reginald Alleyne, one cofirmentator concluded
"arbitrators generally rule that employers do not have jurisdiction to disci-
pline employees for off-duty activities because to do so would be an inva-
sion of the employee's private life."ze As long as off-duty conduct does not
have an adverse effect on an employer, it may not be a basis for discipline.3O
Even though an off-duty act is serious, it is not an appropriate basis for dis-
cipline unless there is reasonable evidence that the misconduct had an effect
on an employer with regard to mission or productiory workforce morale, or
community image.3l For almost half a century scholars and arbitrators alike
have recognized the tension in balancing an employee's right to live freely
and an employer's right to run its business efficientiy.

In1967, the eminent arbitrator Saul Wallen described the general prin-
ciple this way, using a "preponderance" evidentiary standard:

While there may be circumstances where an employee involved in a
scandal for which he is not arrested tried, or convicted may nonetheless
properly be discharged because his continued emploirment would place
his employer in ill repute, the facts of such a case must plainly demon-
strate the existence of just cause for such a discharge. The company must
sustain the burden in proving by at least a preponderance of the eaidence
that the employee was culpable and, if the acts complained of did not
arise out of the employment relationship, that the publicity so affected his
usefulness to the company as to justify his discharge.3i

[n1972, arbitrator Alfred Dybec( past president of the National Academy of
Arbitrators, stated the general principle as follows:

\,Vhile generally an employee's conduct away from the place of business
is normally viewed as none of the employer's business, there is a signifi-
cant exception where it is established that the employee's misconduct off
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the premises can have a detrimental effect on the employer's reputation
or product, or where the off-duty conduct leads to a refusal, reluctance
or inability of other employees to work with the employee involved.33

In1989,Amold Zack,past president of the NationalAcademy of Arbitrators,
stated the principle as follows:

The general standard is that employers may impose discipline for off-
duty or off-premises conduct if it has an impact on the employment
relationship or performance. 3a

In a 1997 edition of the much acclaimed How AnnnnanoN WoRrs, the co-
editors observed that"the right of management to discharge an employee for
conduct away from the plant depends upon the effect of that conduct upon
plant operations,"and the editors highlighted the Kesselman Factors as pro-
viding an exemplary analysis.3s

Applying the First Kesselman Factor: Reputation of the Employer

In this essay, only the first Kesselman Factor, namely, the impact of off-
duty behavior on an employer's reputation or product, will be examined in
detail.36 hjrry to an employels business or reputation mightbe established
in a number of ways, but one of the most traditional is through proof of
adverse publicity. The First Amendment permits publication of nonpublic
information of legitimate concem to the public as long as the information
was lawfully obtained from public records and is truly reported.3T

Of interest is how arbitrators conclude that adverse publicity harms an
employer's reputation or public image. Once evidence persuades an arbitra-
tor that an employer's reputation has been harmed by an employee's off-
duty conduct, it becomes a legitimate basis for discipline, unless protected
by contract or law.38 At least five factors guide arbitrators in determining
whether publicity had a harmful impact on an employer. They are as
follows:

1.. Mentioning the employer by name in the publicity;

2. Size of the community;

3. Source and degree of publicity;

4. Position held by the offending employee; and

5. Nature of off-duty activity.

WORKPLACE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Identification of the Employer

Arbitrators generally want to know whether an employer's name has
been mentioned in media reports of an employee's off-duty misconduct.3e A
typical exampie is found inTrailways SoutheasternLines,lnc1o An off-duty
bus driver was shot while breaking into the home of his former wife with an
intent to commit murder. Several news articles mentioned the name of the
employer for whom the grievant drove a bus. In upholding the discharge,
the arbitrator noted that "the grievant's conduct was reported in the press in
detail; and he was identified as a Trailways bus operator."4l The arbitrator
infened that the grievant's conduct "cleariy could not help but result in
damage to the reputation of the Company," because of the notoriety the
grievant received in newspaper reports.a2 Likewise, inHaskell Pittsburgh, lnc.,
newspaper articles about an employee's drug dealing mentioned the em-
ployer by name; and the arbitrator concluded that "this publicity clearly had
a negative impact on the Company's reputation."as

On the other hand, a failure to mention an employer's name in a news
article typically causes arbitrators to conclude that there has been no dam-
age to an employer's reputation. For example, in Mobil Oil Corporation, an
arbitrator reinstated a worker involved in drug dealing and reasoned that
"in perusing the newspaper items submitted into evidence, the undersigned
arbitrator did not detect any mention of the company's identification. Thus,
one could logrcaily argue that the company's name and/or image was not
significantly damaged as a result of L's trial."aa Likewise, rn Champion lnter-
national, the arbitrator thought it relevant to note that "none of the newspa-
per articles mentioned the fact that the grievant was an employee of Cham-
pion. Therefore, the company's reputation or image was not damaged
through the news media."as

Size of the Community

The size of a community is also important in determining the impact of
adverse publicity on an employer's reputation. The smaller the community
the easier it is for an arbitrator to conclude that reputation has been harmed.
Arbitrators seem to impose a somewhat greater evidentiary burden on em-
ployers in larger communities to prove that adverse publicity about off-duty
misconduct had a negative impact on an employer's image or ability to di-
rect its work force. For example, Dean Roger Abrams of the Rutgers Law
School upheld an employee's suspension pending resolution of a murder
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charge because of news reports about the scandal in a small town. The arbi-
trator reasoned that the employer was affected because such allegations
"were not a daily occurrence in this small Tennessee town."a6

Source and Degree of Publicity

Arbitrators also look carefully at the source and degree of publicity in
concluding whether it adversely affected an employer's reputation and im-
age. In deciding that an employer failed to prove damage to its reputation,
arbitrator Jonathan Dworkin reasoned that adverse publicity did not
threaten public confidence in the employer because "the only mention of
(the employee's) connection to the city was at the bottom of the tenth para-
graph of the first newspaper story."aT InDeltaBmerage Group,Inc., the arbi-
trator combined the source and degree of publicity with market forces con-
fronted by the employer to conclude that the employels reputation had
been harmed by publicity. The arbitrator stated that, "given the fragility of
the local soft drink market and the company's dependence upon the image
portrayal that it must maintain through its drivers, the company had no
choice but to remove Grievant from his delivery driver position."as

The degee of pubiicity may cause arbitrators to infer reputational dam-
age without further proof. In Westlake City School Distrtct, a school secretary
with an excellent work record was found to be guilty of grand theft. When
she grieved her discharge for the off-duty misconduct, the arbitrator stated
that:

Widespread publicity was given to this incident in the local media. It is
not too much to say that this incident was a cause celebre in the com-
munity. It requires no stretch of the imagination to conceive that the
good name of the District would be called into question by continued
employment of the Grievant.ae

In Owens-lllinois Glass Cornpany, the employer discharged a worker after his
conviction on a grand larceny charge. The arbitrator inferred reputational
damage from the negative news coverage and stated:

It would be difficult for any fair-minded person to take the position that
the grievant's poiice record would not serve to the detriment of the em-
ployer should he be retained on his job after the widespread publicity
contained in newspaper articles, radio, and television broadcasts which
brought the facts to the public's attention over a substantial period of
ttme. The aboae nsws media did not mention the fact that the grimant was an
employee of Owens-Illinois, but this fact did not prnent the information from
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being disseminated to the public. The fact that 500 feliow employees knew
it was sufficient within itself for this knowledge to reach the general
public and customers of the employer.so

On the other hand, an off-duty deputy sheriff who physically assaulted his
spouse outside a bank but identified himself as a deputy sheriff oniy to a
single person did not generate sufficient publicity to create a nexus to the
workplace.sl

Position Held by the Employee

In determining whether an employe/s reputation has been harmed by
adverse publicity, arbitrators also inquire about the position held by an em-
ployee. If an employee's title is mentioned in a news article, it increases the
probability of reputational damage.s2 Some arbitrators seem to apply a vari-
ant of an "apparent authorit/' theory and suggest that the morereiponsible
an empioyee's position, the more likely it is that adverse publicity will tar-
nish an employer's reputation.s3 Some arbitrators combine the position held
with the nature of the work performed by an employee to test the impact on
reputation of negative publicity. Arbitrator Marvin Hill, Jr., offered the fol-
lowing observation inWest Monona Community School Distnct:

Truck drivers for municipa[ties are not expected to be anv more circum-
spect in their off-duty aitivities than their private sector counteqparts. It
is unquestionably the case, however, that public employees in particu-
larly sensitive jobs and those whose misdeeds are mosl subject to ad-
verse publicity, such as teachers, police officers, and firefighters, are held
to higher standards than most other private or public employees.sa

Nature of the Off-Duty Conduct

Finally, the nature of off-duty activity is a factor given weight by arbitra-
tors in determining whether adverse publicity undermined an employer,s
reputation.ss For example, in Fairmont Gsneral Hospital, an employer dis-
charged an employee after she was convicted of shoplifting in an off-duty
incident. Despite publicity about the matter, the arbitrator concluded that
"the misdemeanor nature of the misconduct was not serious enough, even
combined with the degree of publicity within the community likely engen-
dered by the newspaper notation, to create the likelihood of detriment or
harm to the hospital.s6 on the other hand, in commonwealth of Pennsylaania,
a employee brutally beat a 70-year-old woman, causing her death. The arbi-
trator reasoned that one could infer potential harm to the employer's rela-
tionship with its customers because of the nature of the misconduct and the
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resulting publicity. Arbitrator William Stonehouse concluded:

The great weight of arbitral authority holds that off-duty mi'qconduct by
an employee does not generally come within the purview of the em-
ployer. But a widely held exception to this view is that where the off-.duty
miiconduct affects or is likely to affect the employee's relationship with
other employees or with customers, it does become the employer's busi-
ness andihe employer may take appropriate action, including the dis-
charge of the employee.sT

Even if an arbitrator concludes that adverse publicity harmed an employer's
reputation, the doctrine of mitigation may be applied by an arbitrator to re-
duce a sanction. While the"duty"to mitigate is a well-recognized principle in
"backpay" cases requiring a grievant to minimize losses, a different doctrine
of mitigation is also used by arbitrators to test discipline imposed by an em-
ployer.ssThe ne)us requirement might have been satisfied by the evidence,
and damage to an employer's reputation might have been established as a
result of adverse publicity. But an arbitrato/s traditional role with regard to
fashioning an appropriate remedy, nevertheless, might lead to a modification
of an employe/s personnel action.

Despite damaging publicity that harmed an employer, arbitrators cannot
complete their analysis without studying factors such as an employee's
length of service, contribution to the negative publicity by managemenf any
issue of an employee's mental illness, and the appropriate weight to be
given a good record. A predominant factor used by arbitrators to balance
negative publicity is an employee's length of service and performance evalu-
ations.se In City of Shawnee, considerable adverse publicity about off-duty
misconduct was not sufficient to overcome a fourteen-year work record,
especially in the absence of evidence that citizens of a community objected
to retaining the grievant.60In addition to proving that the employee did the
off-duty deed and that publicity adversely affected the employer, it is also
necessary for management to show that it did a standard "mitigation analy-
sis" in selecting an appropriate sanction.

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR

CASES

\,Vhile in public sector cases the analysis is slightly different, arbitrators
apply esseniially the same standard in public and private sector cases to test
the propriety of discipline for off-duty misconduct. The primary difference is
that arbitrators in public sector cases are influenced by constitutionally
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rooted prerogatives that grant, for example, the right to petition govem-
ment. At the same time, the Constitution will not be used to oversee every
minute work rule in the public sector.6l As one court observed, "the Consti-
tution is not an empioyment manual."62

It is self-evident that the U.S. Constitution as well as state constitutions
cast a shadow over and embrace all "just cause" clauses to the extent that
the Constitution is relevant. The principle of just cause in collective bargain-
ing agreements does not destroy constitutional protections. But every high
school student knows that the "state action" doctrine, as a general mle,
limits application of constitutional protections to disputes involving govem-
ment at any level. Unless exceptions to the "state action" requirement have
been carved out by legislation or case law, the Constitution does not apply
to private actions such as those that might be taken pursuant to a "just
cause" clause. Govemrnent sometimes enacts laws, such as the Civil Rights
Act of 1-964, requiring private action to conform with constitutional norms.
Apart from an exception or application of a constifutional norm, however,
constitutional protections apply oniy to the govemment and generally do
not reach private actions.

Whether they are deciding a public or private sector dispute, arbitrators
seek compliance with the nexus requirement. First, arbitrators ask if there is
proof that the alleged off-duty incident actually occurred.63 Next, evidence
must be adduced of injury to an employer's mission or business. Third, any
impact on an employee's ability to report for work must be examined.
Fourth, the reluctance of employees to work with the individual who com-
mitied the off-duty misconduct will be weighed by the arbitrator. Finally,
some public sector arbitrators add to the Kesselman Factors by inquiring
about the suitability of the grievant for continued employment after off-duty
misconduct served as the basis for discharging an employee.5a Ln the public
sector, however, arbitrators scmtinize whether rights of public employees as
private citizens have been denied them simply because they happen to be
employed by a state or local goverrrment. At the same time, both public and
private employers must establish that an employee's off-duty misconduct
adversely affected the workplace.5s

It is not unusual for public sector employees, more so than private sector
employees, to challenge discipline for off-duty misconduct based on consti-
tutional claims of freedom of speech, freedom of association, or equal pro-
tection of the law. It is clear, for example, that public employees do not lose
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their right of freedom of speech as a result of working for state or local gov-
ernments. But to challenge discipline for off-duty conduct because it vio-
iated a worker's freedom of speech, it is necessary to establish that the
speech invoived a matter of public concem.66 In Pickeing o. Board of Educa-
tion,lhe U.S. Supreme Court concluded that a public employels need to
regulate free speech of its employees differs from a state interest in regulat-
ing the speech of citizens generally. A public employer may place some re-
strictions on free speech rights of public employees. A public empioyer must
strike a balance that permits its employees to comment on matters of public
concem as long as such speech does not override a public employer's need
to promote "the efficienry of the public services it performs through its em-
ployees."67 If an employee's speech "cannot be fairly characterized as consti-
tuting speech on a matter of public concem, it is unnecessary (for a court) to
scrutinize the reasons for [personnel actions taken by a public employer]."68

Be it a public or private sector case, arbitrators expect an employer to
satisfy the nexus requirement. If it is a public sector case, typical constitu-
tional claims cannot be ignored in determining whether the nexus require-
ment has been satisfied. For example, if a private sector employer disci-
plined a worker for off-duty speech, it would be necessary for management
to prove that such off-duty conduct negatively affected the employels busi-
ness. If ii did so, the nexus requirement would have been me! and the
question, then, would become whether ihe doctrine of mitigation should be
used to modi$z any sanction. In the public sector, a similar analysis would
be used. The balancing test in Pickeringwould weigh a public employer's
interest in accomplishing the mission of the public agenry against a
worke/s right to speak freely on matters of public concem. ln order to jus-

tify disciplining a public worker for off-duty speech, it would be necessary
for management to prove that the employee's speech "interfered with the
efficient functioning of the office ."6e For example, a corrections officet while
off duty and out of uniform, had no "free speech" right to make an anti-
Semitic remark to a bank teller because such speech hinders a public func-
tion and potentially undermines the operation of a correctional facility.To
Nor was an off-duty firefighter protected from discipline by the First
Amendment when he said to an African-American police officer, "Oh no,
don't start that nigger shlt."71

While it is clear that public employees do not lose constitutional protec-
tions as a result of working for a public employer, neither does the Constitu-

tion shield employees from discipline if exercising tlpical constitutional
rights undermines a significant govemmental interest. Despite consfitu-
tional protections, off-duty conduct that interferes with the ability of a pub-
lic employer to maintain discipline or to accompiish its statutory objectives
may result in disciplinary actron.7z Public sector case law is consistent with
the nexus analysis used by arbitrators in private sector cases.73

A Higher Standard for Public Employee Off-Duty Conduct?
A significant difference in public sector off-duty cases is the fact that

some pubiic employees are held to a higher standard of behavior than other
employees. ln public and private sector cases, the nexus requirement is ap-
plicable, although public sector cases require a closer scrutiny of constitu-
tionally protected rights. Ii however, the public sector dispute involves pro-
tective services employees or teachers, it generally is easier for an empioyer
to comply with the nexus requirement. Teachers as well as police and fire
personnel more than other public employees are expected to be sensitive to
protecting their employels reputation.

In 1985, Professor Michael Marmo of Xavier University studied more
than 100 public sector arbitration cases involving disciplinary action for off-
dufy misconduct. Based on an analysis of those cases, professor Marmo
concluded that, as a general rule, "arbitrators do not believe that as a group
public employees should be held accountable to higher standards of olf-
dufy behavior than their private sector counterparts.,,Ta Despite a general
conclusion that a truck driver in the private sector and a truck driver in the
public sector will be treated similarly for off-duty misconduct, professor
Marmo found that arbitrators apply a higher standard to selected pubiic
sector employees. He stated:

Not only-is the-argument that police and fire employees can be held
accountable to higher standards for off-duty behavi-or frequently raised
by employers, it is uniformly acceptedby arbitrators. . . . Arbitrators be-
lieve it is_appropriate to apply higher standards for police and fire em-
ployees than for other workers.Tt

In his study of more than 100 cases, Professor Marmo also concluded that
arbitrators in public sector cases applied different evidentiary standards for
establishing the nexus requirement. Some require concrete evidence that off-
duty misconduct has adversely affected an employer. others used reasonable
inferences to be drawn from the evidence to establish an adverse impacr on a
public agency. He conciuded that those arbitrators who demand concrete
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evidence of some objective, demonstrable, verifiable impact on a public
agenq/ are in a minority. Professor Marmo stated:

Although oery much a minoity approach, based on the cases examined,
some arbitrators demand clear and convincing proof before they rule
that a worker's off-duty activity adversely affeifs an empioyer's business.
Unless hard evidence is introduced at the hearing to establish that a
grievant's off-duty behavror causes an adverse iripact on the employer,
the arbitrator will make no infuences based on his or her or,ln p"rc'eptiott
of the world.76

\A4rile most arbitrators use rational deductions to inJer the existence of a
detrimental impact as a result of off-duty misconduct, a minority of arbitra-
tors will use only hard evidence to show the connection.

THE FEDERAL SECTOR_A PRESUMPTION OF NEXUS
\A/hile arbitrators and courts have appiied the Kesselman Factors wideiy

in public and private sector cases, the federal sector has followed a different
path with regard to establishing a nexus between employee conduct and the
workplace. This analysis can best be described as a ,,presumed nexus,,
theory. This section discusses the divergent opinions of different courts in
interpreting federal sector off-duty conduct standards and argues that they
should be applied cautiously in the public and private sector environments.

In the federal sector, the employer may discipline an employee for of{-
duty misconduct only if it will improve "the efficienry of the service.,,77In
1912, Congress enacted the Lloyd-LaFollette Act. For the first time, it pro-
tected federal employees from at-will dismissals and established the "effi-
cienry of the service" principle. This principie has remained a part of suc-
ceeding laws, but the latest incamation of the principle, the 1,979 Civi,l
Service Reform Act, failed to define the term with any specificity.zs As a con-
sequence, federal circuit courts have taken a more active role in federal em-
ployee claims of managerial arbitrariness. A general understanding of the
term, "efficienry of the service," has come from case law. If a federal sector
employer disciplines an employee for off-duty conduct, the personnel action
may be appealed to the Merit systems Protection Board and from there to
the u.s. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, although several circuits
also have had occasion to address issues inherent in off-duty misconduct
cases.

Even before passage of the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act, the u.s. Court

of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit addressed the issue of employee off-duty
misconduct.InYounga. Hampton, the Seventh Circuit established a two-
part test for analyzing off-duty misconduct.Te First, the employer should
determine that the employee committed an improper act that served as the
basis of discipline or discharge. Second, the effect of any sanction should
promote the efficienry of the service.InYoung, the court also established an
important presumption and stated that proof of a negative impact on the
efficienry of the service did not need to be offered if the off-duty misconduct
was sufficiently egregious. In this way, the court implied that a decision on
off-duty misconduct may be made without the required Kesselman Factor
test regarding the effects of the conduct on the reputation of the employer-
the nexus is presumed. As the court stated, some conduct simply speaks for
itself:

In certain egregious circumstances, where the adverse effect of retention
on the efficienry of the service could, in light of the nature of the mis-
conduct, reasonably be deemed substantial, and where the employee
can introduc" no 

".tidence 
showing an absence of effect on the service,

the nature of the conduct may speak for itse1f.80

The court failed to give guidance regarding what egregious misconduct will
give rise to the presumption.

Divided Opinions on the Presumed Nexus in Federal Sector
Court Decisions

Federal circuit courts have split in their support for the proposition that
egregious off-duty conduct speaks for itself in affecting an employee's abil-
ity to perform a job or in damaging the employer's reputation. Cases relying
on an allegation of egregious off-duty misconduct typically involved drug
use, sexual assault, or child abuse. The D.C., Second, Fourth, and Eleventh
Circuits find merit in presuming that the nexus requirement has been met if
off-duty misconduct is sufficiently egregious. The Fifth and Ninth Circuits
reject the presumption of nexus based on egregious off-duty misconduct.

In1978, the Fourth Circuit restricted the scope of the presumption by
concluding that a presumption of nexus will arise only if off-duty miscon-
duct was connected to duties performed by an employee.sl In 1981, the Sev-
enth Circuit addressed the presumption of nexus again inWilde o. Depart-
ment of Housing andlhbanDmelopment.s2lnWilde, an employee who
worked for the Deparhnent of Housing and Urban Development also man-
aged real estate for his spouse. These were slum properties.s3 The Seventh
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Circuit concluded that the employee's off-duty activity of managing slum
properties was so inconsistent with the mission of the Deparlment of Hous-
ing and Urban Development that such conduct gave rise to a presumption
of nexus. The employer needed to do no more than to establish that the
employee was guilty of the conduct, and a presumption arose that such off-
duty activity negativeiy impacted the efficienry of the service. To require the
employer to prove such an impact wouid have been time-consuming and a
waste of public resources. The court believed that the inconsistenry between
the employee's off-duty activity and the mission of the agenry was
obvious.sa

The Fourth Circuit again addressed the presumption of nexus in Cosey a.
Department of the Nazsy.ss In Cosey, management discharged an employee on
a drug-related charge. He was guilty of possessing and attempting to sell
marijuana to military personnel. This conducl "was of such character as to
authorize a presumption of nexus with the efficiency of the service."85

In 1983, the Third Circuit, in Abrams a. U.S. Department of the Naay, ap-
plied the presumption of nexus after, during an off-duty card game, an em-
ployee shot another card player. The violent nature of the off-duty miscon-
duct in the Abrams case gave rise to a presumption that the employee's act
affected the efficienry of the service.87 Management needed oniy to prove
the employee did the deed to raise the presumption.The Abram.s case of
1.983 is significant because it brought forth a framework that is popular for
processing the presumption of nexus.

In the Abrams case, the Court concluded that the employer had an obii-
gation to prove the employee was guilty of the misconduct that served as
the basis of discipline or discharge. The burden, then, shifts to the employee
to rebut the presumption of nexus by showing that the off-duty misconduct
(1) did not affect the employee's ability to perform assigned duties, or (2)
did not affect the ability of other employees to perform their duties, or (3)
did not impede the ability of the employer to achieve its mission. Unless an
employee is able to rebut all three parts of the presumption, the employer
has no obligation to submit additional evidence of an adverse impact on the
efficienry of the service.

In 1983, the Second Circuit also examined the presumption of nexus. In
Borsari o. Federal Aaiation Administration, the court needed to determine
whether off-duty misconduct undermined the efficienry of the service.

Management charged an air traffic controller with possessing and selling
iliegal drugs. The Second Circuit reasoned that a presumption of nexus
arose based simply on the fact of "the incompatibility of drugs with success-
ful air traffic control."88 According to the Second Circuit:

When an employee's misconduct is in conflict with the mission of the
agency, dismissal without proof of a direct effect on the individual's job
performance is permissible under the "efficienry of the service"
standard.8e

In 1983, the Eieventh Circuit added its support to the presumption of nexus
in Boylan a. United States Postal Sentice.eo After a postal employee discarded
deliverable mail, the court validated a Merit System Protection Board deci-
sion, stating that"where a letter carrier is charged with disposing of maii
entrusted to him for delivery a connection between the misconduct charged
and the efficienry of postal service seems cleat."e1

Federal circuits applying the presumption of nexus have done so in two
ways. Some courts conclude that the off-duty conduct is so egregrous that
"it speaks for itself," and management is under no obligation to submit proof
of an adverse impact on the workplace. Other federal courts reason that off-
duty misconduct is so egregious it is self-evident that there wiII be an impact
on the efficienry of the service. They reason that, instead of the act speaking
for itsell cofiunon sense makes it unnecessary for an employer initially to
prove more than the fact that the grievant was guilty of the off-duty
misconduct.

In 1997, the Federal Circuit reaffirmed its commilment to the presump-
tion of nexus in Kelly t:. Departrnent of Transportation.e2In Kelly, an aircraft
safety inspector falsified documents for travel expenses of $16,000 to which
he was not entitled. He was a seventeen-year employee. The court con-
cluded that the employee's falsified documents triggered a presumption of
nexus and also that the sanction of discharge was not outrageously dispro-
porlionate to the grievant's offense.

The Fifth and Ninth Circuits have rejected the presumption of nexus in
off-duty misconduct cases. In 1981, the Fifth Circuit rejected a presumptive
nexus rule in Bonet u. United States Postal Seruice.e3 Even though the em-
ployee had been indicted for indecent acts with his eleven-year-old step-
daughter and the indictment had been published in the newspaper, the
Fifth Circuit concluded that such misconduct did not merit using a pre-
sumption of nexus. When the mother failed to prosecute, the indictment
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was dismissed.ea

The employer, nevertheless, discharged the employee, who appealed the
decision to the Merit Systems Protection Board. The board concluded that
the employee's termination promoted the efficienry of the service. The Fifth
Circuit, however, disagreed and insisted that the employer must prove the
employee's guilt with regard to the alleged misconduct as well as that dis-
charging the employee because of the misconduct wouid promote the effi-
cienry of the service. In the view of the court, " the 1978 [CMl Service Re-
form] Act does not permit the [Merit Systems Protection] Board to
characterize even grossly immoral off-duty conduct as establishin& per se, a
nexus between the misconduct and the efficienry of the seryice."e5

In 1983, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals also rejected the presump-
tion of nexus in D.E. o. Department of the Naoy.e6 In D.E., an empioyee
worked as a mechanic at a naval facility. The employer discharged him
when he pled "nolo contendere" to a charge of sexually abusing his seven-
year-old daughter for the past three years. The Court reviewed a Merit Sys-
tems Protection Board decision that had applied a presumption of nexus
between the employee's off-duty conduct and the efficienry of the service.
The Ninth Circuit agreed with the Fifth Circuit and reasoned that "a pre-
sumption of nexus may not be used because it allows an agency to remove
an employee without offering evidence of actual adverse impact on the ser-
virce."e1 The Ninth Circuit disagreed with using the presumption of nexus in
off-duty misconduct cases because

[t]he presumption arbitrarily shifts to the employee the burden of pro-
ducing evidence that his ernploymurt does not ffict the efficimcy of the
seroice. Courts have expressly required the agencies to show the oppo-
site: that his continued employrnent does affect the service such that his
termination will promote its efficienry.e8

Wthout the benefit of the presumption of nexus, the employer failed to es-
tablish that dischargng an employee who sexualiy abused his child for three
years would promote the efficienry of the service. According to evidence
before the court:

The [employee's] off-duty conduct hqs not been a source of notoiety, em-
barrassment, or discomftture to the Naw. The onlv evidence of nexus
raised by the Navy is itatements mad6 by [the employee's] supervisors
that they no longer had any trust or confidence in [the employee] . ee

The court had no occasion in the case to address the impact if the incident
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had been the subject of adverse publicity.

The disagreement amongthe circuits regarding the presumption of
nexus in off-duty misconduct cases is about statutory interpretation. Some
courts believe Congress did not intend to enact a presumption of nexus in
the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act, whiie most courts believe that the legisla-
tion supports the use of such a presumption. Unless Congress more care-
fuliy defines what it means by "conduct that has an impact on the efficienry
of the service," courts will continue to pour meaning into the legislation.
Use of the presumption shifts the burden of going forward with the evi-
dence to the employee who must submit proof that egregious off-duty mis-
conduct has not undermined the efficienry of the service.

A forceful argument against any use of the presumption of nexus is that
it requires an employee to prove a negative, something not commoniy done
in the Anglo-American evidentiary system.1oo It, however, is important to
recognize that use of the presumption of nexus does not shift the burden of
proof. It is a rebuttable presumption and only shifts the burden of going
forward with the evidence.101 A strong argument in favor of the presumption
of nexus is that it preserves taxpayer resources and fosters judicial efficienry
in cases where off-duty misconduct is so blatant that rational inferences
support a conclusion of an adverse impact on the efficiency of the service.
Instead of requiring the employer to use cumbersome litigation to prove
what seems obvious, the presumption of nexus shifts the burden of going
forward with the evidence to an employee who, by rebutting the presump-
tion, shows the need for further review by management.

Problems with the Use of a Presumed Nexus

\tVhile there are disagreements among circuit courts on using a presumed
nexLls, the question rareiy arises unless off-duty activities invoive fairly out-
rageous misconduct. Such cases generally have involved a criminal convic-
tion for use of deadly force or sexual misconduct with minors. \,Vhile there is
no exact standard by which to measure egregious misconduct, judges and
arbitrators are familiar with applying imprecise mles. For example, courts
regularly apply the concept of a reasonable person, and arbitrators fre-
quently use the doclrine of just cause. The imprecision of the presumption is
not an especially strong argument against its use. But requiring an employee
to prove a negative is an argument with considerabie force.

Courts and arbitrators are experienced in weighing the gravity and na-
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ture of conduct on a case-by-case basis. Moreover, social norms are inher-
ent in the law of the shop as well as the law of the land, and use of a pre-
sumption that shifts the burden of going forward with the evidence allows
such social norrns to be incorporated into the decision-making process in a
controlled way. It is important not to lose sight of the narrowness of the
presumption of nexus. In a few selected cases, it may make sense to allow
an employer to use the presumption of nexus rather than wait until it is too
late when serious off-duty misconduct has been repeated at work. Use of
the presumption, however, ought to be reserved for the most extreme fact
pattems and used with great caution.

SELECTIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN OREGON

Reprising the Principles

The Kesselman Factors teach that an employee's conduct away from the
place of work does not expose a worker to discipline or discharge unless,
among other considerations, off-duty behavior harms an employer's reputa-
tion.102 No bright line can be drawn between where an employels reputa-
tion ends and an employee's privary begins. Permitting an organization to
encroach on an indMdual's privary is no small matter, and privary must be
overridden only by grave institutional concems, such as preventing harm to
individuals or an organization. VVhile the inherent value of privacy should
be strongly endorsed by all, some off-duty acts justiSr an employe/s inva-
sion of individual pnvac1u, especially if the inteni is to protect the fundamen-
tal well-being of the organization itself. Injury to an organization's reputa-
tion could have a substantial impact on work performance, employee
morale, and, ultimately, on society at large if an organization's survival is
threatened.

"Reputation" is "what one is thought by others to be./'103 The reputation
of an individual or an organization is subjective and represents a general
estimate of a person or an organization in a community. "Reputation" cov-
ers the esteem or good name of a person or organization. \A/hile recognizing
reputational evidence as hearsay, the Federal Rules of Evidence, neverthe-
less, permit such evidence to be used as an exception to the hearsay ruie.le
' 

Strict mles of evidence are not generally applied in arbitratiory and evi-
dence about reputation gained from any reasonable source, such as the
news media, should be admissible and given some weight. Reputational
evidence is traditionally used in a legal setting as a means of proving charac-

ter, despite the highiy suggestive nature of such evidence. Assuming a rea-
sonable basis to support an opinion, evidence of reputahon customarily
would be admitted in a court of law and. almost without doubt, in an arbi-
tration proceeding.los An organization has a relational interest in preserving
its good name and reputation, and widespread pubiicity about an
individual's off-duty conduct that negativeiy affects an organizatlon's repu-
tation may potentially subject the individual to the possibility of discipline.

Assuming an employer has proven that an empioyee actualiy committed
harmful off-duty misconduct, it remains the employer's burden of proof to
establish that the off-duty activity harmed the employer's reputation. A
typical way of doing so is to show that the off-duty conduct has been publi-
cized. If an incident has been publicized, arbitrators consider factors such as
(1) the source and degree of publicity, (2) the type and seriousness of mis-
conduct, (3) the nature of the offending employee's position in the organi-
zalton, and (4) the type of business conducted by the employer. If consider-
ation of these requirements shows that an employer's reputation has been
harmed, the nexus requirement has been met. \A/hile some arbitrators will
infer reputational harm based on adverse publicity, others require hard evi-
dence of a demonstrable effect on an employe/s image.106

Only after the nexus requirement has been satisfied does the sanction
imposed by an employer for off-duty misconduct become relevant. By prov-
ing the eistence of a nexus, an employer estabiishes its right to discipiine
an employee. it is at this juncture that the principle of mitigation becomes
relevant. Only after an employer has decided that a nexus edsts between
off-duty conduct and at least one of the Kesselman Factors does an em-
ployer have a right to impose discipline. Off-duty misconduct cases usually,
but not always, invoive a number of the Kesselman Factors. In conjunction
with seiecting an appropriate sanction an employer has a duty to weigh any
mitigating circumstances or management risks having the discipline over-
tumed by a reviewing court or arbitrator.

An analysis of selected Oregon arbitration cases reveals that arbitrators
have grappied with how to use the Kesselman principles in their decisions
involving off-duty conduct. They illustrate the majority and minority use of
the standards for assessing damage to the reputation of the employer. The
analysis that follows seryes to highlight the differences in the two ap-
proaches so that arbitrators and advocates can be more clearly aware of the
choices they are making in presenting and deciding cases.
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City of Portland Bureau of Police and PortIand Police Association

Because of its high profile, the City of Portland Bureau of Police and Port-
Iand Police Associationl1T case deserves some mention, although it is not di-
rectly relevant to this study. \tVhiie the case involved on-duty as opposed to
off-duty conduct the incidents surrounding the dispute received substantial
radio and television coverage, raising the question of the effect of publicity
on the employer's reputation. Furthermore, the decisioninBureau of Police
was cited by the arbitrator in the more controversiai decision in City of Port-
land and Portland Firefighters Association which follows.lo8

In Bureau of Police, two police officers each threw two dead opossums on
a public sidewalk in front of "a black-owned and operated business."lOe The
Bureau of Police case was not a nexus case. The dispute in Bureau of Police
was not about whether off-dufy misconduct of police officers was sufficiently
harmful to the employer that it had a delrimental effect on the employer's
reputation or rendered the two officers unable to perform their duties or led
to a reluctance of other officers to work with them. The issue in the case was
the appropriateness of the sanction selected by management for on-duty
misconduct. Therefore, it was unnecessary for arbitrator Gary Axon to reach
the issue of nexus. Comments in the case about extensive publicity were
made in connection with testing the propriety of discipline imposed on the
police officers for on-duty acts. The question was never whether negative
publicity created a nexus between off-duty misconduct and the employment
relationship, but rather whether it was legitimate for management to con-
sider the extensive publicity as a factor in selecting an appropriate sanction
for on-duty misdeeds. While the decision in Bureau of Police addressed some
simiiar issues as the following decision in Portland Firefighters (the employer
was the same in both instances), it should not be seen as a guide for arbitra-
tors in establishing nexus in an off-duty case.

City of Portland and Portland Firefighterc Association

Tlte Portland Firefighters Association case provides a ciassic example of a
nexus case.110 In Portland Firefighters Association, the empioyer discharged a
seventeen-year employee after a widely publicized incident involving off-
duty actions that "were violent and without excuse" involving both discour-
teous treatment of and offensive conduct toward two women.11l No nexus
was found by the arbitrator.

The facts are memorabie. On a Tuesday moming, a firefighter was re-
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tuming to Portland from the Oregon coast when he found himself behind a
van moving at a slower speed than he desired.l12 What the firefighter did
not realize was that a slow-moving camper had backed up not only the van
but a long line of approximately fifteen other vehicles. The firefighter also
did not know that in the van was an Oregon state senator retuming to Port-
land from her district on the coast. The two vehicles began passing each
other leap-frog fashion. At one point, when the employee was ahead of the
van, he stopped his car in the middle of the highway, generating traffic con-
gestion in back of him. Walking to the van, he shouted obscenities at the
occupants. He then traveled on, with the occupants in the van keeping him
in sight. Farther along the road, highway construction caused both cars to
stop; the firefighter again left his car, yelled obscenities at the occupants,
attempted to open the door of the van, pounded on the vehicle, and made
obscene gestures to the occupants, allegedly in response to provocation.
According to the police report, the firefighter told the deputy sheriff that

[t]he two women were lesbians and that he knew that because of their
appearance and the special plate on their vehicle, FiB 3435 (House Bill
3435 is a law enforcement bill). [The employee] seemed focused on his
perception that the victims lived a homosexual lifestyle. [the deputy
sheriffl asked the suspect if he pursued the victims because he felt they
lived a homosexual lifestyle, and he indicated that was not the case but
that he felt that theywere playrng games with him.113

The firefighter pled"No Contest"to committing intimidation, a misde-
meanor. He received a jail sentence of ten days, probation for two years, a
fine, and a requirement that he complete communify senrice and anger man-
agement counseling.Virfuaily all news media in the state gave the incident
extensive coverage. Management also received a number of telephone calls
about the episode.The matter ultimately went before an arbitrator.

Applyt.g an approach used by a minority of arbitrators inPortland
Firefighters Association, arbitrator John Abemathy conciuded that the nexus
requirement had not been met in the case. Because the highway incident
culminated in a criminal conviction against the employee and also because
the employer relied on the conviction in its decision-making process, the
arbitrator weighed evidence in the case using a "clear and convincing" evi-
dentiary standard. He stated:

The employee was accused of violating a series of City code provisions
and Fire Bureau rules and regulations. While these provisions are not
necessarily ones that constitute a crime in a court of law, the basis for
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violent off-duty misconduct by an employee whose assigned duties required
him to deal with the public, especially since he was held to a higher stan-
dard by virfue of being a firefighter, (2) dangerous driving by an employee
whose employer required him to be licensed to drive,118 (3) disrespect for
and offensive conduct toward members of the general public for whom he
was obligated to show the utmost respect, and (4) widespread publicity
about the incident that clear$ linked the employee with his employer.rle

Using a standard approach followed by a majority of arbitrators, nexus
would have been found in Portland Firefighters Association; and such an
analysis would have validated the right of management to impose discipline
on the grievant for his off-duty misconduct. The focus of the dispute, then,
would have shifted to the propriety of the sanction selected by manage-
ment, and an allegedly flawed investigation in the case would have been
evaluated by the arbitrator as a potential reason for modifying the sanction.
Only after nexus has been established does a dispute about the degree of
discipline become relevant. Satisfying the nexus requirement merely gives
management the right to impose discipline for off-duty conduct, and then
the principie of just cause appropriately may be used to test the level of
discipline.i20

Although the arbitrator used the Kesselman Factors framework in Port-
land Firefightus Associatio4 he adopted a minority interpretation of the first
element-damage to the employels reputation. Instead, he chose to follow
a well-established minority approach to off-duty misconduct that has an
impact on organizational reputation. He refused to draw inferences about
reputational damage and sought hard evidence of "a demonstrable adverse
effecl" on the employer. ln order to harm reputation, the arbitrator ruied
that "the misconduct must have a demonstrable adverse effect on the
employer's business, mission or purpose"; and adverse publicity could be
used as an element of proof if there were hard evidence of its negative im-
pact.l2l Furthermore, the arbitrator discounted the relevance of the per-
ceived damage to the employe/s reputation in management's originai deci-
sion to discipline the employee. He noted that there was confusion in the
record regarding the extent to which management reiied on publicity about
the incident as a basis for discipline.l, Recognizing that there had been bad
publicity about the incident, the arbitrator ultimately concluded, "I do not
consider the negative publicity had a 

'demonstrable 
adverse effect' on the

Fire Bureau's mission."123

the charges was the september 6, 1.994 incident, which resulted in an
actual cinviction of a cnme as well as conviction of a traffic infraction.
The employer stressed these convictions in making its decision to dis-
charge ihe employee. In this case, I find ihat the_app.ropriate standard of

prooT ir proof 6y ilear and convincing evidence. I will apply that stan-
bard in my review of the evrdence submitted in this case. I further note
that in upi,ty"g such a standard, reasonable doubt must be resoived in

favor of the accused.lra

As a point of departure, the general rule made it easier for management

to expeci to establish a connection between the grievant's off-duty miscon-

duct and harm to the employer's reputation because the employee was a

firefighter. As one arbitrator observed:

Because public employees, such as firemen, carry the reputation of their

departments with ihe;n, even when they are off duty, they can be.held
to'a higher standard than employees in many other occupations'r1s

The arbitrat or in Portland Eirefighters Association subscribed to this gen-

eral proposltion, observing that "firefighters are properly held to a higher

standard of conduct than other employees avs."116

If the Kesselman Factors had been applied in their standard way n Port-

land Firefighters Association, il is likely that the grievance would have been

denied. The threshold issue of whether the employee committed the off-

duty misconduct was proven because the employee, in effecf conceded this

point. Moreover, the irbitrator expressly found that the employee engaged

in vioient off-duty misconduct without excuse and that the employee

treated members of the public discourteously and offensiveiy. Additionally,

evidence before the arbitrator established that the employee was guilty of

careless driving, even though that was not the legal charge against him.

Widespread p,rUti.ity informed citizens in Portland and throughout the state

that ttre 
"-ploy"t 

hid on its pal'roll an employee who drove erratically and

acted violently and with disrespect toward members of the public' Common

sense and logical inferences support a conclusion that such off-duty behav-

ior harmed the employe/s reputation'

Publicity about the event was extensive. The nature of the misconduct

was violeni and threatening, including pounding on a windshield and

abruptly stopping a car in the middle of a public highway to yell obscenities

while traffic-collected in back of the stopped vehicle.l17 using standard

Kesselman Factors, the nexus requirement was met by a combination of (1)
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Other equally highly regarded arbitrators have ruled in a similar fashion.

In an unpublished decision involving a large midwestem city, arbilrator

Harvey Nathan maintained that "an employer must show that the [off-duty]
conduct has a demonstrable effect on the employer's business./124 Media

coverage of a drug conviction, for example, would not necessariiy satisfii the

nexus requirement, and some arbitrators seek evidence of an actual business

loss before upholding an employee's discharge for publicized off-duty mis-

conduct.ls The arbitrator in Portland Firefighters Association sought objective,

verifiable evidence of an adverse effect on the workplace caused by the

employee's off-duty misconduct. He believed it to be unprincipled to infer

such harm. As the arbitrator obsewed:

It is insufficient simply to assert that such a connection exists. Such an
assertion without any factual evidence to support it cannot meet the test
of a demonstrable, adverse effect on the Employer's mission or Purpose/
in my judgment.i25

In an unpublished decision involving a flight attendant, the eminent arbitra-

tor Richard Bloch agreed with such reasoning and offered this justification:

The Employer is neither the guardian nor the monitor of its employee's
off-duty aciions. Basic precepts of privary require that, unless a demon-
strable iinkmay be established between off-duty activities and the em-
ployment relaiionship, the employee's private life, for better or for
worse, remains his or her own.i27

Other Oregon Cases

Not ali arbitrators in Oregon use the minority approach to testing the

adverse impact of off-duty misconduct. In1987, arbitrator Edward P. Heid,

in Childrsn's Seruices Dittision, applied standard Kesselman Factors to off-

duty misconduct, as dtd a1994 decision in Coos County. In Childrcn's Su'

aices Diaision, management discharged a client service worker after he was

convicted of growing and possessing marijuana. A newspaper article de-

scribed his arrest and police confiscation of six ten-foot marijuana plants.

The article mentioned the employee, the employee's position, and the name

of the employer. Using the Kesselman Factors to find that the nexus re-

quirement had been satisfied, the arbitrator stated that "the arbitrator has

found the [oftduty] conduct reasonably could affect Grievant's responsibili-

ties, his relationship with other employees, and CSD's public image.128 
a

In International Brothrhood of Teamsters, Local No. 57 and Coos County ,
arbitrator Frederick P. Kessler applied the Kesselman Factors to uphold an
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employee's discharge after widespread publicity of off-duty conduct. An
employee's former wife sent him a letter, with a carbon copy to the local
sheriff, in which she hinted that the employee, a correctional officer for the
county and also a candidate for county commissioner, sexually abused his
daughter approximately a decade eariier. Management discharged the griev-
ant for conduct unbecoming a county employee, even though the employee
denied the charge of sexual abuse and no criminai charges were brought
against him. After a three-day hearing, the arbitrator upheld the employee's
discharge because the arbitrator believed the evidence proved the employee
was a child abuser and common sense showed that there was a relationshin
between a crime of child sexual abuse and the employee's work as an adult
corrections officer. The arbitrator cited with approval the following com-
ments by another arbitrator:

Peace officers are pubiic figures in a defined sense that they are held by
the general public to a higher standard of respect for and adherence to
the law. That expectation speaks to their general charge and becomes
part of the 'public trust' so that violations of the law by off-duty police
bfficers creaie more devastating and widespread impact than #o'uia the
same or similar action by an average citizen: fellow police officers unfairly
sffir for the improper acts of their colleagues. Suspicions spread about
other police agencies, and a dangerous general lack of respect for the
law follows.l2e

\tVithout any empirical evidence, the arbitrator in Coos County inferred that
publicity about the incident had a negative impact on the reputation of the
empioyer.l30

CONCLUSION

This article explores the reach of employers into the private life of em-
ployees. Employers are not the guardian of private morals and shouid not be
permitted to invade indMdual privary. Privary, the right to be let alone,
remains a strong value in the United States. \A/hile the right of privary may
not be expressly mentioned in the U.S. Constitution, the U.S. Supreme
court has developed zones of privacy that are rooted in provisions of the Bill
of Rights.13l The commitment to privary is also a part of the common law of
the shop.

Common law tort principles also recognize the right to be let alone as a
value highly prized in civilized society.l32 Likewise, in public sector arbitra-
tion cases involving off-duty speech, a balance is generally struck between
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other employees. If a nexus is found between off-duty conduct and the
workplace, arbitrators ordinarily evaluate the propriety of discipline selected
by management, appiying standard principies of mitigation to do so.

An approach used by a minority of arbitrators in off-duty misconduct
cases follows much of the analysis found in cases using the Kesseiman Fac-
tors. A significant difference, however, is to be found in the evidentiary
standard used to weigh harm to an employer's reputation. Unless an em-
ployer is able to produce verifiable, quantifiable evidence of an adverse im-
pact on reputation or product, arbilrators using this altemate approach gen-
erally conclude that evidence of harm to an employer's image or reputation
is insufficient to establish a iink between off-duty activity and the work-
place. Inferences are generally not drawn by followers of this minority ap-
proach. If an employer cannot show an objectiveiy demonstrable effect on a
business or agency, arbitrators using this approach conclude that manage-
ment failed to carry its burden of proving a clear, discemible, specific link
between off-duty acts and the workpiace.

In the federal sector, a majority of U.S. courts of appeals now use a pre-
sumption of nexus in some cases. If off-duty misconduct is sufficiently noto-
rious or egregious, the burden of going forward with the evidence, after
proof of the misdeed, is shifted to the offending employee; and the em-
ployee is expected to prove that reinstatement would not undermine the
efficienry of federal service. if the presumption of nexus had been used in
the Portland Firefighters Association case, it would have produced a different
result. Use of the presumption in the Coos County and Children's Seroices
Diaision cases would have supported the same results that using the
Kesselman Factors produced in these tvvo cases.

No "bright iine" test exists for determining when off-duty activity will
subject an employee to discipline in the workplace, but the common law of
the shop and of the land regularly makes good use of many imprecise
rules.133 For almost half a century a reasonably well-defined analytical pro-
cess has been used by arbitrators to address problems of discipline and dis-
charge for off-duty misconduc! and the Kesselman Factors are at the heart
of this well-established process. The Kesselman analysis strikes a reasonable
balance between a fundamental right of employees to be let alone on their
off-duty time and the need of employers to intrude on an employee's pri-
vary when acts committed off the job have a negative impact on the inter-
ests of the employer.

38

an employer's interest in workplace efficiency and an employee's right not

to be inided on by an employer and the employee's right to speak out on

matters of public concem.

Asittumsout,anemployer,sreachintoanemployee,soff_dutyactivi_
ties is quite long, At the same time, an employer,s potential intrusion into

un 
"rnploy""'s 

frivate life is restricted' As a general rule' what an employee

ao", *nitl off duty is none of an employels business; and an employee has

u,ign'toafundamentalexpectationofbeingletalonebyanemployer.If,
ho#"v"r, an employe, .- iho* a reasonable connection or nexus between

u" .-pfoy""', of-iuty activity and the-workplace' it oPens the door for

management to exercise some control, based on off-duty activity, over an

.*pfu:y".. Only, however, after a nexus has been established and discipline

nus'b"ln imposed because of off-duty misconduct does it become relevant

to review the degree of discipline selected bymanagem"tl: tr.^3 nexus is

established, an ehployer hai no right in the first place to discipline an

employee.

Arbitrators use various approaches to examine managemenys conclusion

that a sufficient connection exists between off-duty activity and the work-

place to justify imposing discipline or discharge on an -employee' 
The most

pr.ua"r,t approach to eitablishing ne)0.1s is to use the Kesselman Factors'

ini, u^ayris requires an employei firstto establish that an off-duty em-

pioyee actually committed offending misconduct. To test whether a connec-

ton exists between the off-duty activity and the workplace, arbitrator

Kesselman inquires (L) whether off-duty behavior harmed an employe/s

i.pututio^ o, irodr.i,'or (2) whether off-duty activity caused an offending

"rlpfoy"" 
to bL unable to perform assigned duties' or (3) whether the off-

arry 
"|ri"iry 

caused other employees to refuse or be reluctant to work with

the offending worker. Some arbitators ask whether off-duty conduct made

an employee"unsuitable to continue the emploFnent relationship.

In cases where off-duty conduct genelates adverse publicity, it is cus-

tomarytoaskwhetheritharmedanemployer,sreputation,'lnmakingsuch
un urr"rr-.nt, arbitrators typically elevate factors such as the source and

degreeofthepubl ic i ty, thertp.*gseriousnessoftheemployee'smiscon-
duct as described ln ti e pubiicity, the nature of the employee's position and

whether it and the emplbyer's name were mentioned in adverse publicity,

and the nature of the employels business. Teachers, police officers, and

firefighters are generally'held to a higher standard of conduct than most
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A balanced judgment must be made on a case-by-case basis, and
weighed in the balance must be the needs of an employer and the rights of
an individual employee.l3a Only when an employee's off-duty behavior in-
terferes with job performance or adverseiy affects an employer's reputation
should off-duty privary and respect for an indMdual employee be compro-
mised in favor of an employe/s interests. An equally balanced judgment
must be made by arbitrators with regard to an appropriate standard of
proof. Applyrng a heavy evidentiary standard to establish an adverse impact
will make employers reluctant to discipline or discharge an employee whose
off-duty conduct injured an organization's reputation but failed to generate
quantifiable proof of harm. Applying a standard of proof that is too light will
expose an employee's legitimate expectation of privary to arbitrary intrusion
by management and violate strongly held attitudes toward norns of privary.
A balance between the two views must be found in combining a generous
view of privary rights with a strong sense of the importance of organiza-
tional health in American life. Merging common sense with a quest for
sound evidence of adverse impact should enable arbitrators to strike an
appropriate balance.

I In modern-day joumal writing, many catchy titles are used. See, e.g., Karen E. Crummy,
Uine or You're Out,29 U.S.F.L. REV. 197 (7994); or Pamela F. Karlan, Richard Posner's
lust-so Stoies: The Phallacies of Sex and Reason,lYl.. J. Soc. PoL'y L.229 (1,993); or
David R. Fine, Lex, Lies, and Audiotape,96 WESr VA. L. REV. 449 (L993-94). "The key to
unlocking a publisher's door is simple: a catchy title. The title should be clever, cute,
sexy, or witty." Leonard B. Mandell, Publish or Perish: ludging an Article by lts Cooer, L5
N. ILL. U. L. Rrv.373 (1995).

It is hoped that the copious endnotes do not cause tedium for readers or reveal linguis-
tic insecurity. Most disciplines today, except iaw joumals, use fewer endnotes than was
formerly the case. Law journals have gone in the opposite direction and tumed
endnotes into a veritable cottage industry. In a delightful book, Anthony Grafton makes
a case for endnotes, observing that

" []ike the high whine of the dentist's drill, the low rumble of the footnote on
the historian's page reassures: the tedium it inflicts, like the pain inflicted by the
drill, is not random but directed, part of the cost that the benefits of modern
science and technology exact." Sie AN'rHoN"y GRArroN, Tm FoorNore A CuRr-
oUS HISToRY 5 1997.

2 Several years ago Judge Harry Edwards, former arbitrator and professor of law at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and now a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, concluded that there is a "growing disjunction between legal education and
the legal profession," and he divided scholarship by law professors into theoretical and

practical categories. He sought "a heaithy balance between'impractical' and'practical'
scholars." See Harry P. Edwards, The Growing Disjunction Between Legal Education and the
Legal Profession, 91 MIcH. L. REV. 34, 35 (1,992) . The hope is that this article has a rea-
sonable balance between theory and doctrine, but an effort has been made to err on the
side of practicality.

3 While there has been a fair amount of schoiarly writing about off-duty conduct of employ-
ees, much of it is descriptive and does little to advance the practical decision-making
tool provided by Arbitrator Louis Kesselman in W.E. Caldwell Co., 28 Lab. Arb. 434
(1957). Thanks is due Ms. Shannan Hewitt for her help in obtaining these materials. See
JAMES BAIRD,ET. AL,, PTELIC EMpLoyEE PRIVACv (1995); PsrEn BRorDA, A Gr.nDE ro
Menrr Sysrsvs PRoTECnoN BOARD LAW AND PRACilcE (1995); Rosalind Wilcots, Err-
ployee Discipline for Off-duty Coniluct: Constitutional Challenges and the Public Policy Excep-
tion, 1.995 Len. L.J. 3 (1995); Waurre OLn-rEN, Er. AL, THE Rrcrm or EMpLoyEES AND
UxroN Mrvrnrns (1994); Manvnv Hnr, Jn. & JAMES WRrcFil, E\,rLoyEE LTFESTyLE AND
Orr-rury Cor."uucr REGULATIoN (1993); AoorrH KovEN & SUSAN Sumr, Jusr Causr:
THE SEVEN TESTs (1992); ALFRED FELru, PRIMER oN INDMDUAL EN,IPLOYEE RcTns (1992);
ERNEST C. HADLEY, A GLITDE To FEDERAL SECIOR LABOR ARBIRATI]N:1979-1991
(1991); Neal Mlller, Ciminal Conoictions, Off-Duty Misconduct, and Federal Employment:
The Need for Better Defnition of the Basis for Disciplinary Action, 39 Au. U. L. REV. 869
(1990); ]AMES REDEKE& EMpLoyEE DISCrLINE (1989); Marvin Hill, Jr. & Mark Kahn,
Discipline and Discharge for Off-Duty Misconduct: Wat Are the Arbitral Standards?, in
ARBTRATIoN 1986: CunnsNT AND E)eANDnIG RoLES, 121 (Walter Gershenfeld, ed.
1987); Michael Marmo, Public Employees: On the lob Discipline for Off the Job Behaoior, 40
Ana. J. 3 (1985); Sanford H. Kadish, The Criminal Law and lndustrial Discipline as Sanc-
tioning Systans: Some Comparahrse Obseroations in Labor Arbitration: Perspectioe and Prob-
lems, Pxoc. UrH ANN. MEETING, NAr. AcAD. ARB. 125 Qr4ark Kahn, ed. 1,964);
LAWRENCE STESSIN, EMPLOyEE DISCtrL TE 96 (1960).

a See Jack Steiber & Tom Murray, Protection Against Unjust Discharge: The Need for a Federal
Statute,1.6 U. MrcH. J.L. REFoRM 2 (1983).

5 See, e.g., Pioneer Gen-E. Motors Corp., 3 LA 486 ('1946); Jacob Blair and Caterpiliar Tractor
Co., 7 L.A 554 (1947); Chas. Hampton and Terminal Cab Co., 7 LA780 (1947).

6 "Justice Holmes' famous remark about'falsely shouting fire in a theater and causing a
panic' occurred oniy a few years after a real incident." See C. Edwin Baker, Harm, Lib-
erty, and Free Speech,70 So. CAL. L.Rw.979,982 (1997).

TSee Jacqueline Gaulin, 33 Fronner TIMES 1 (September 7, 1997).
8See, e.g., Age Discrimination and Employment Actof.1967,29 U,S.C. g 623; Americans

With Disabilities Act,42 U.S.C. S 12203; Asbestos School Hazatd Detection and Control
Act, 20 U.S.C. $ 3608; Civil Rights Act of 1.964, Title VII, 42 U.S.C. g 2000e-3; Civil Ser-
vice ReformActof 1978,5 U.S.C. SS 2301 and,7102; Consumer Credit Protection Act of
1968, 15 U.S.C. S 7674; Employee Polygraph Protection Act, 29 U.S.C. g 2002; Employee
Retirement Income SecurityAct of 1974,29 U.S.C. S 1140; Fair Labor Standards Act, 29
U.S.C. S 215; Jvry Duty Act, 28 U.S.C. $ 1875; Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural
Worker Protection Act of 1983, 29 U.S.C. g 1855; Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970, 29 U.S.C. 560; Toxic Substances Control Act of 1,976,15 U.S.C. g 2622; and Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Act o11973,29 U.S.C. S 701-96.
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Oregon state statutes may offer firrther restrictions. See, e.9., ORS 23.185 (unlawful to
discharge for garnished wages); ORS 25.363 (liability of withholder for withholding and
for failing to withhold); ORS 171.120 (unlawful emplol'rnent practices); ORS 399.230
(emplo1,rnent rights of members of organized militia when called into active state ser-
vice); ORS 657.620 (filing claims for unemployment benefits); ORS 659.010 (enforce-

ment of cMl rights); ORS 659.036 (empioyer prohibited from obtaining, seeking to
obtain, or using genetic information); ORS 659.155 (political subdivisions prohibited
from enforcing certain law relating to sexual orientation); ORS 659.270 (discharge or
discrimination against employee because of legislative testimony Prohibited); ORS
659.340 (refusal to employ or othervvise discriminate solely because of emplo1'rnent of
another family member prohibited); ORS 659.380 (prohibiting use of tobacco rn non-
working hows); ORS 659.410 (discrimination against workers applying for worker's
compensation benefits prohibited); ORS 659.550 (prohibition against discrimination in
employrnent based on initiating or aiding in criminal or civil proceedings).

e But cf . Palmateer v. Int'l Harvester Co, 421N.E.2d 876, 878 (1981) ("With the rise of large
corporations conducting specialized operations and employing relatively immobile
workers who often have no other place to market their skills, recognition that the em-
ployer and employee do not stand on equal footing is realistic.").

10 The doctrine of emplol,rnent-at-will has its roots in a publication by Horace Wood entitled
A TREATTSE oN TFIE Law or MASTER AND SERVANT (1877). In 1895, the highest court rn
New York observed that the doctrine had been "correctly stated by Mr. Wood." See
Martin v. N|YLIC, 42 N.E. 476 (1,895); see also Ann C. McGinley, Rethinking Cioil Rights
and Employment at WiIl: Toward a Coherent National Discharge Policy, 57 Orilo SrATE L.J.
1.443 (1ee6).

Discharging an employee for the following actions by employers is statutorily prohib-
ited in Oregon:

. employee's service as a member or prospective member of ihe Legislative Assem-
bly (oRS 171.120);

. opposition, reporting, and testi{ying with regard to safety and health regulations
(oRS 654.062);

o testimony at an unemployment compensation hearing (ORS 657.260);

. pregnancy, childbirth, and related medical conditions (ORS 659.029);

. age of other person with whom the indMdual associates (ORS 659.030);

. on the basis of refusal to take a breathalyzer test. However, the employer may
require a blood-alcohol or breathalyzer test if there are reasonabie grounds to
believe that the individual is under the influence of intoxicating liquor (ORS
659.227);

r on the basis of refusal to take a polygraph test (ORS 659.227);

r on the basis of refusal to take a psychological stress test (ORS 659.227);

on the basis of refusal to take a genetic test (ORS 659.227);

on the basis of refusal to take a brain-wave test (ORS 659.227);

testimony before the Legislative Assembly or one of its committees (ORS 659.270);

. because another member of an individual's family works or has worked for that
employer, unless pursuart to state or federal law, or the individual would be in a
supervisory position over the family member, or other bona-fide occupational
requirement (ORS 659.340).

11 See Payne v. Western and Atiantic Railway Co., 81 Tenn. 507, 518 (L884); but see, Montana
Code Ann. S 39-2-503 (1993), where Montana has enacted the nation's first compre-
hensive wrongful discharge legislation.

1'?See Luedtke v. Nabors Alaska Drilling, lnc.,768 P.2d 1123 (1989). In general, an employer
may discharge an employee at any time, for any reason, unless doing so violates a con-
tractual, statutory or constitutional requirement. Patton v. J.C. Penny Co., 301 Or.11.7,
120 (1986). There are exceptions to the general rule. A cause of action will lie against an
employer who discharges an employee for performing a public duty, or for fulfilling a
societal obligation such as serving on a jury, Ness v. Hocks,272 Or. 210,219 (1975), or
for refusing to commit a potentially tortious act of defamation, Delaney v. Taco Time
Int'\, 297 Or. 10, 17 (1984). An employer also may be held liable for discharging an
employee for pursuing private statutory rights that are directly related to the employ-
ment, such as resisting sexual harassment by a supervisor, Holien v. Sears, Roebuck and
Co.,298 Or.76,90-97 (1984), or for filing a claim for worker's compensation benefits,
Brown v. Transcon Lines, 284 Or.597 (1978).

The availability of a common law remedy is further conditioned upon the absence of
adequate stafutory remedies: "ffihere an adequate existing remedy protects the inter-
ests of society an additional remedy of wrongful discharge will not be accorded."
Delaney, 297 Or. at 16; see Walsh v. Consolidated Freightways, 278 Or. 347 (1977).
Thus, the availability of an adequate statutory remedy precludes an otherwise sufficient
common law wrongful discharge ciaim. Holien v. Sears, 298 Or. at97 (1990)

In Karren v. Far West Federal Savhgs, 79 Or. App. 131 (1986), the court held that an
employee, who brought a wrongful discharge action on the ground that she was dis-
charged for becornhg engaged to marry, had asserted a right which was otherwise
protected by ORS 659.00, and therefore no common law action was available. ORS
659.030, 659.121.

But in Kelly v. Sisters of Providence in Oregon, 98 Or. App. 684 (1989), the court held
that the hospital technician's gender did not play a role in her termination, where she
was discharged after grving birth. Although it appeared that her supervisor harbored
prejudice against women with small children and an offer of new firli-time position was
conditioned on her immediate return, she was unable to recover for sex discrimination
because when the job offer was made her leave of absence had technically expired. ORS
659.029, 659.030.

Under ORS 659.00 et seq., ltts an unfair labor practice to discharge an employee on the
basis of religion, unless the employer is a religious organization and there is a bona-fide
occupational reason. Freedom to practice one's religion is also a right protected under
Articles. 1.,2 and 3 of the Oregon State Constitution. In Meltebeke v. Bureau of Labor
and Industries,322 Or.132 (1994), the court held that the statute also protects discrimi-
nation based on lack of religious belief. In that case the employer was an evangelical
Christian and believed it was his duty to convert a_ll non-believers. The employee was
not Christian, and the employer repeatedly told him he was going to hell if he did not

a

o

a
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convert. The employee eventually quit but filed a wrongful discharge claim, alleging the
employer created a hostile work environment and that he was constructively
discharged.

The court held that the employer must know that its activity created an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive working environment in order to violate the ruie against religious
harassment, where the employer's activity constitutes religious practice. Const. Art. 1,

SS 2, 3. ORS 649.030(1). This is so since the government may not constitutionally im-
pose sanctions on an employer for engaging in religious practice without knowledge
that the practice has a harmful effect on employees intended to be protected. Id.

13Sae ORS 659.380(1), (2); ORS 659.000-Oregon Civil Rights Act (prohibits employment
practices that discriminate on the basis ofrace, reiigion, color, sex, national origin,
marital status, age if the indMdual is over 18, disability, or expunged juvenile criminal
record); ORS 659.400-Civil Rights of Disabled Persons (Americans with Disabilities
Act/Vocational Rehabilitation Act) (prohibits discrimination against employees with
mental and physical disabilities unless related to a bona-fide occupational requirement
and where reasonable accommodation is not possible. Also prohibits discharge of em-
ployees who have filed for workers' compensation benefits).

laSee 9 U.S.C. S 525. ORS 23.185 protects an Oregon employee from discharge because
wages have been gamished. ORS 25.363 prevents discharge because wages are subject
to withholding for support purposes.

15 See 15 U.S.C. S 1681.. See also Marvin Hiil, Jr. and Emily Delacenseie, Promtstean Beds and
Draconian Choices: Ltfestyle Regulations and Officious Intermeddlers-Bosses, Workers,
Courts, and Inbor Arbitrators,5T Mo. L. REV. 51, 85 (1992).

16See15 U.S.C. S 1681(n).
17 See E.B. Eddy Paper, Inc. and Paperworkers Local 51, 92-2 ARB 8397 (1992), where an

employee argued that, even though management placed him on a Last-Chance Agree-
ment, the empioyer had no authority to control what he did on his off time. The arbitra-
tor disagreed with his assertron.

18 See W.E. Caldwell Company, 28 LA 434 (1957) (Lewis Kesselman was the arbitrator).
le See United Paper Workers International Union, Local 1468 and C & A Wallcoverings, Inc.,

90-1 ARB 8110, 3541 (1990), where the arbitrator stated: "ln cases where the outside
activity is one about which reasonable people may disagree, then indeed the company
should be required to present specific proof that its image was damaged. But inherently
disreputable outside conduct is analogous to the doctrine of [ab]e or slander per se." See
also National Railroad Passenger Corporation and American Federation of Railroad
Police, Inc., 89 LA 309 (1987), where the arbitrator found an absence of reputational
harm, in large part, because there was no evidence of publicity.

2B See, e.g., Martin Oil Company, Inc.,29 LA54,56 (1957); Vulcan Asphalt Refining Com-
pany,82-2 Arb.8407 (1982); and Movielab, Inc., 50 LA 632 (1,968).

21 See supra n. 3, Hill & Wright, 182-183. Emphasis added. See also State of Ohio. 94 LA 533,
538 (1990) ("An actual adverse impact need not be shown in order to establish the
n r n n e r  n e r t c  " ' l

2 See City of Pasadena and Texas Conference of Police and Sheriffs, 89-2 ARB. 2928, 2954
(1 989).
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ts See City of Pasadena and Texas Conference of Police and Sheriffs, 89-2 Am. 4948, 4955
(1989) (emphasis added).

Alcoholism and HIV status sometimes are implicated in "off-duty conduct" cases. The
Oregon Supreme Court held that alcoholism is a "physical or mental impairment"
within the meaning of ORS 659.425(1)(a), Braun v. AIH&RS, 315 Or. 460,469 (1993).
Accordingly, the stafute imposes an affirmative duty on the employer "to make a rea-
sonable accommodation for its employee's physical and mental impairments where
such accommodation would enable the individual to perform the work involved in the
position occupied or sought." See OAR 839-06-245.

However, the standards required by this statute are less rigid than those required by the
federal govemment by federal statute. Specifically, with regard to alcoholism, the court
stated that the Oregon legislature did not intend to impose as high a standard as man-
dated by federal statutes with regard to federal employers on the private employers
under 659.425(1)(a). The court further concluded that the legislature did not intend to
impose on employers the requirement that an employer accommodate an employee
based on mere suspicion of impairment . Id. T\e employer's duty of reasonable accom-
modation is vitiated by the employee's denial of impairment.Id. See also OAR 839-06-
245(3) (A handicapped person who is an employee . . . must cooperate with an em-
ployer in the employels efforts to reasonably accommodate the person's impairment.).

Accordingly, the Oregon Supreme Court held that it is not an unlawful employment
practice for an employer to discharge an alcoholic employee whose present off-duty use
of alcohol prevents him or her from performing duties of his or her job even though the
empioyee asserts the non-existence of a problem with alcohol. Braun v. American Inter-
national Health & Rehabilitation Services,315 Or. 460 (1993).

AJthough a person's HIV status should not be analogized to misconduct, the disease is
often viewed as a product of socialiy undesirable off-duty behavior, such as drug use or
homosexuality. For this reasory a case is included where an employee claimed she had
been constructively discharged in violation of ORS 659.425 due to her status as HIV
positive. In that case, the empioyer called the employee to his office and advised her
that a customer had complained because he knew the employee and knew of her HIV
status. The court held that this did not constitute an unfair employment practice since
no evaluation of the employee's past work performance occurred during the meeting.
Further, there was no evidence that any employee or customer had harassed the em-
ployee because of her condition prior to the meeting or had acted in some other way
that had affected her work environment so that a duty to undertake preventative or
remedial measures was imposed on the employer. Also relevant were the following
facts: the employer did not fire the employee, change her work hours, pay her less
money, or deprive her of benefit or privilege that other employees had under their
employment relationship. ORS 559.425. Doe v. Denny's, 146 Or. App. 59 (1996).

See also Lone Star Gas Co., 56 LA 1221 (1971), where an employer properly discharged
an employee after his conviction of incest was the subject of negative commentary in
the press. Future reputational damage concemed the arbitrator, and he stated:

Lone Star Gas Company, being a public utility, is dependent upon the actions of gov-
eming bodies of cities for its existence. The good public image is not only desirable but
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is mandatory if good public relations are to be maintained. Id.
2a SeeDelta Beverage Group, Inc. and General Truck Drivers, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen

and Helpers, Teamsters Local,270, 96 LA 454 (1991).

% Id. at 456 (emphasis added).
26 See, e.g., City of Sheboygan Falls and Labor Association of Wisconsin, Inc., Sheboygan

Falls Policemen's Association, 93-1 ARB 3223 (1992), where, despite twenty years of
service, the arbifrator upheld a police sergeant's dlscharge after he harassed his former
gulfriend, even entering her apartment uninvited while she was in the shower.

27 See, Safeway Stores, inc. of Stayton, Oregon and United Food and Commercial Workers,
95LA63,66 (1990), where the arbitrator observed that "the basic rule is that for off-
duty misconduct to serve as the basis for discipline, management must establish a nexus
between the misconduct and the operation of the company's business." See also Joseph
R. Grodin, Constitutional Values in the Piaate Sector Workplacq 13 INp. REL. L.J. 1, 8
(1991), where Professor Grodin stated:

Collective bargaining agreements typically require "just cause" (or something iike it) for
disciplinary action, and within that rubric there evolved a kind of common law consen-
sus among arbitrators as to certain propositions. This consensus, included, for example,
the conviction that . . . discipline should not be imposed for conduct off the job unless it
could be shown to affect the job, and employers ought not intrude upon employee
privary without offsetting justification.

28SeeW.E. Caldwell Company, 28LA436 (1957).

2eBNA's CoLLEC[\,'E BARGA]NING BL'LLEIN, Sepi. 12, 1996, p.161, commenting on S.B.
Thomas, Inc., 105 LA 449 (1995), Reginald Alleyne.

30See Pearl Brewing Co. and Int'l Union of United Brewery, Flour, Cereal, Soft Drinks and
Distillery Workers, 61-1 ARB 8156 (1967).

3l See Warner-Lambert Co., 89 LA265 (1987), James Sloane.
32 See Bridgeport Gas Co. and United Mineworkers of America (1967), as quoted in THE SAUL

WALLEN PAPERs 91 (Byron Yaffe ed. 1974) (emphasis added).
3358 LA 1293,1295 (1972).

3a See ARNoLo ZACK GRTEVANCE ARBITRATIoN 59-60 (1989).

35See How AnnITMTIoN WoRKS 896 (Marlin M. Volz & Edward P. Goggrn, eds., 1997).
36ln 1986, Professors Hill and Kahn proposed a fourth factor, namely, off-duty misconduct

that makes an employee unsuitable for continued emplo1.rnent. See Marvin Hill, Jr.&
Mark Kahn, Discipline and Discharge for Of-duty Misconduct: What Are the Arbitral Stan-
dards in Arbitration 1986: Cunent and Expanding Roles, PRoc. 39TH ANN. MEETING NAT.
ACAD. ARBS. 121. (1986).

37 See, e.g., Cox Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn, 420 U.S. 469 (1975); Smith v. Daiiy Mail Pub-
lishing Co., 443 U.S. 97 (1979).

38 See, e.g., Chicago Pneumatic Tool, Co., 38 LA 891 (1961).

3e See, Govemment of the Virgin Islands, Department of Health and Seafarers, 91-2 ARB
8543 (1,991), where an auxiliary police officer stopped a woman for an alleged traffic
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violation and unlawfully kissed and fondled her. Aithough the empioyee's crime made
the front page of the local newspaper, his primary job as a hospital security guard was
not mentioned in the publicity. Hence, the arbitrator found no job nexus and no harm
to the reputation of the hospital.

481 LA 712 0983).
al Id. al71.6.
42ld.

4396LA1208, 1211, (1,991). See also, State of Ohio, 94 LA 533 (1990); West Monona Commu-
nity School District, 93 LA 414 (1989); City of Meriden and AFSCME, Council 15, Local
1,026, 1993 W.L. 800920 (1993).

4495 LA 162, 169 (1990). See also CSXHotels,93 LA1.036, 1040 (1989). ("The grievant's
sentence was published by a iocal newspaper. There was no publication of grievant's
address, nor was there any mention of his employer.").

4s 96 LA 325, 332 (1.991). But f Genesee County, Michigan and Genesee County Social
Service Worker's Uniory 90 LA 48, 56 (1987). ("The absence of any mention of Genesee
County or the grievant in an article in the Ft-tNr JoL'RNAL does not preclude damage to
the reputation of the employer. The mere presence of an employee who is guilty of
welfare fraud working in a law-enforcement agenry has the potential to create harm to
the department's image. Moreover, the knowledge that an employee has committed a
crime can certainly have a detrimental effect on the morale of other employees, who
need to take pride in successfully supporting the goals of the sheriff's department. ") .

a6See Westvaco Corp., Virginia Folding Box Division and Graphic Communications Union,
95L4169,173 (1990). See also Inspirarion Consolidated Copper Co., 60 LA 173,177
Q9@ ("The small size and closeknit character of the Mining Community made clear
that the grievant's conduct affected the community at large.").

a7 See City of Cleveland, Ohio and Municipal Foremen and Laborers' Union, State, County,
and Municipal Employees, Local 1099, 91. I-A265, 273 (1988).

48 96 LA 454, 456 (1991). See also N.Y. State Dept. of Corrections, 86 LA 793, 797 (1985)
("The smoking of marijuana by an off-duty Corrections Officer and Peace Officer in the
presence of minors on more than one occasion is an action of sufficient severity likely to
bring considerable discredit on the employer. to warrant discharge on its own.); Tibbetts
Plumbing-Heating Company v. Teamsters, 46 LA 124, 127 (1,966) (reinstatement of the
grievant might reasonably "be *pected to ffict" the employer's affairs). On the other
hand, see Italco Aluminum Corp., 68 LA 66 (1977), where arbifrator Charles LaCugna
faulted the company for failing "to adduce hard, specific, and compelling evidence to
show the Grievant's act dtd actually and adverseiy affect the company." Sea also Robert
A. Keamey, Arbitral Practice and. Purpose in Employee Off-duty Misconduct Cases, 69
NorRE DAME L. REV. 135, 1,44 (1.993), where the author studied 125 off-duty misconduct
cases and concluded Ihat the possibility of risk to the employer's reputation played a
significant role in the arbitrato/s decision.

Finaliy, see Broderick v. Police Commissioner, 330 N.E. 2d199 (1,975), where a police
commissioner had a right to inquire about off-duty events that affected the fitness of
officers to do police work United Transportation Union v. Union Pacific R.R., 593 F.
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Supp. 1993 (1984), aff'd.8I2F.2d 630 (10th Cr.1.987), where an employee was con-
victed of drug possession; Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 37 LA 906 (1961), where an em-
ployee had two automobiie accidents while drinking; American Airlines, Inc.,46LA737
(1966), where an employee spent a night in jail.

aeWestlake City School District and Ohio Association of Public School Employees, Chapter
31,9, 94 LA 373, 37 6 (1.990).

50See Owens-lllinois Glass Company, 38 LA 1003, 1005 (i962) (emphasis added).
51 See County of Orange and Association of Orange County Deputy Sherjffs, 901-A 117

(1987).

s2 See City of Cleveland, 911A,265 (1988) (the news article did not say that he was a high-
ranking superintenden! and that fact helped prove an absence of reputational damage).

53See Federal Aviation Administration, 108 LA 857 (1997) ("The grievant did not occupy a
prominent position with the agency.").

s4 93 LA 41,4, 41.0 (1.989).

55 Occidental Chemical Corp., Electrochemicals, Detergents, and Specialty Products and
Niagara Hooker Employees Union,97 LA 585 (1981), where publicity about an
employee's acts of arson provided a basis for discharge.

56 See 91, LA 930, 934 (1988).

sTSee Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 55 LA 280, 282 (1975) (emphasis added).
ssGenerations of scholars have recognized that use of the term "duty to rnitigate" is not

technically accwate. See Farnsworth, Legal Remedies for Breach of Contract, T0 CoLUM. L.
Rsv. 1145, 11.84 (1970). A grievant does not have a"duty" to make reasonable efforts to
minimize losses, but a failure to do so allows an employer to reduce damages for which
it otherwise would be liable. Likewise, an arbifrator has no "duty" to reduce a sanction

"!i"t:1".1 

*tatt"ing factors but may exercise an affirmative choice to do so in appropri-

se See Atr Treads, Inc., 86 LA 545 (1986); Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company, 73 LA
1.1,85 (1,979); Olin Corp., 86 LA 1.096 (1986), tor the proposition that a long-term em-
ployee with a good work record should receive a lesser sanction than short-term em-
ployees. In State of Minnesot4 adverse publicity was not sufficiently bad to overcome
an employee's high performance evaluations after twenty years of service. See State of
Minnesota and Minnesota State Patrol Troopers Ass'n, 96 \NL 807566 (1966).

60 See City of Shawnee and IAFF, 91 LA 93 (1988). See also Armco Steel Corp., 43 LA 977
(1964) where a sixteen-year employee was reinstated after taking indecent liberties wlth
a nine-year-old child, but he had no contact with the public h his job. But cf, Northwest
Airlines, Inc., 53 LA203 (1969), where management discharged a long-term flight at-
tendant after he, while off-duty, photographed a male in the nude. The arbitrator be-
lieved some patrons of the employer would be reluctant to travel on an airiine under the
control of personnel "who are so inept at managing their own affats."

5lSee ANToNIN ScALtA, A Merrun oF INTERPRETATIoN (1997). "ln texhral interpretation,
context is everything, and the context ofthe Constitution tells us not to expect nit-
picking detail, and to give words and phrases an expansive rather than narrow interpre-
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tation-though not an interPretation that the language will not bear."

62See Swank v. Smart, 898 F.2d1247,1252 (7th Ct. 1990). As the U.S. Supreme Court stated
in Connick v. Myers, 461 U.S. 138, 147 (1983), "\Ahen a public employee speaks not as a
citizen upon matters of public concern, but instead as an employee uPon matters only of
personal interest, absent the most unusual ctcumstances, a federal court is not the
appropriate forum in which to review the wisdom of a personnel decision taken by a
public agency ailegedly in reaction to the employee's behavior."

63See Borschelv.Perry,5I2 N.W.2d 565 (lowa 1994).
6a SeeW .E. Caldwell Company, 28 LA 434 (1957); State of Ohio and Fraternai Order of Po-

[ce, 94 LA 533 (1990).

6s See Rosaly'n Wilcots, Employee Discipline for Ot'f duty Conduct,1995 Lan. L.J. 3, 4 (1995)
("Public and private sector arbitrators apply simliar standards in examining challenges
to disciplinary actions for off-duty conduct.").

66See Pickeringv. Board ofEducation,39l U.S.563 (1958).

6' Id. at 568.
68Sea Connickv. Myers,461 U.S. 138, 147 (1973).

5eSee Rankin v. McPherson, 483 U.S. 378,389 (1987).

70See Hawkins v. Dept. of Public Safety. 602 A.2d712,713 (1992). Management fued a
corrections officer who, while off-duty, out of uniform, and away from the prison, said
to a bank teller, "Hitler should have gotten rid of all you Jews."

7r See Karins v. City of Atlantic City, 1998 WL 63078 (l.J.J.). Nor did the Fjrst Amendment
protect a teacher from being transferred to another location after she selected, pro-
duced, and directed a school play containing controversial materials. See Boring v.
Buncombe County Board of Education. CA4, No. 95-2597, decided Feb. 13, 1998.

T2SeeGlassv. Dachel,2F.3d733 (7thCt. 1993).Seealso,Ciry of WoosterandWooster
Employees Associalion, 1,09 LA230 (1997), where the employer suspended a clerk-
typist after she sent a memorandum to city council members aileging iilegal acrivify, and
an arbitrator useda"Pickering-Connick" analysis to uphold her suspension. Finally, see
AFSCME Local642*1, and City of Silverton, Oregon (unpublished decision on file with
Oregon Employment Relations Board, Nov. 2, 1,997), where the arbitrator used U.S.
Supreme Court guidelinesnPickeringto uphold discipline against a police officer for
discussing personnel matters outside the police department.

73 See, Bemadette Marczela, Free Speech or Public Agency Effciency?, October 1996, DISPI TE
Rrs. J. 18 (1996).

7a See Michaei Marmo, Public Employees: On the lob Discipline for Off the Job Behaoior, 40 Ann.

J.3 (1e85).
h See Marmo, p. 15 (emphasis added). Cases since 1985 continue to apply a higher standard

of conduct to police and fire personnel. See, e.g., City of Petersburg, Florida and
Firefighters, Local747, St. Petersburg Association of Firefighters, 94-2 ARB 4922, 4928
(1994) ("Because public employees, such as firemen, carry the reputation of their de-
partment with them even when they are off duty, they can be held to a higher standard
than employees in many other occupations."). See also, Fratemal Order of Police, Ohio
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Fifth Circuit, it affirmed the decision of the MSPB
e6 721 F .2d 1.164 (1.983) .
e?ld. at11.68.
eB Id. at 1.168 (emphasis added).
ee Id. at 1,1,69 (emphasis added).
100 See Ruggero J. Aldisert, The FaIIacy of Negatioe Premises, Loctc ron LAWYERS 756 (1.997) .
101 Federal Rules of Evidence 301 adopts the "bwshng bubble" approach to a rebuttable

presumptiory nameiy, that once an empioyee submits sufficient evidence of no em-
ployee or patron reluctance to have the employee in the work force and no damage to
the employer's reputation, the presumption disappears and leaves no trace behind. The
burden of persuasion remains with the employer. See E. C\eaty, Presuming and Pleading,
12 SrAN. L.F. 5 (19s9).

102 See W .E. Caldweli Company, 28 LA 434, 436 (1957)

lBSee Bnyax Gerxpn, A DICiloNARy oF MoDERN LEGAL UsAGE I1.0 (1.98n.

luSee FEDERAL RULES oF EwDENCE, Rule 803(21): "The following are not excluded by the
hearsay rule, even though the declarant is available as a witness.

(21) Reputation of a person's character among associates or in the community."

For the importance of reputation to an organization, see also ANDREw S. Gnor,t,
Orty rHe PARANoID SURVIVE 20 0996\ where the author states:

"All businesses operate by some set of unstated rules, and sometimes these
rules change, often in very significant ways. Yet, there is no flashing sign that
heralds these rule changes. They creep up on you as they crept up on us, with-
out waming."

"You only know that something has changed, something big, something signifi-
cant, even if it's not entireiy clear what that something is."

lsSee 7 WIGvoRE, EvIDENCE $ 1986, at 244,3d ed. 1940. ("The Anglo-American Rules of
Evidence have . . . never done anything so curious in the way of shutting out evidential
light as when they decided to exclude the person who knows as much as humanly can
be known about the character of another and have still admitted the secondhand, irre-
sponsibie product of multiplied guesses and gossip which we term 'reputation."').

106 See Stark County Sheriff and Ohio Civil Service Employee's Association (AFSCME), 88 LA
65 (1986), where the arbitrator found an absence of evidence of probable damage to
reputatlon.

10777 LA 820 (198i).

108 See City of Portland and Portland Firefighters Association, Local 43 (Harder Discharge
Grievance, unpublished decision on file with Employment Relations Board of Oregon in
Salem, Oregon, p. 117.

loeId. at825.
110 City of Portland and Portland Firefighters Association, Local 43, p.721.
111ld. at121.

Labor Council (Patrol) and the City of Mansfield, ohio, 96-2 ARB 7478 (1996) (,,1 recog-
nize that police officers in Mansfield (and elsewhere) are held to higher standards. By
joining a police force, they accept the higher codes of conduct articulated (in standard
operating procedures)."). Finaily, see Children's services Division (on file with oreson
Employment Relations Board), where arbitrator Edward Heid upheld a worker's telni-
nation in part because "the grievant's position as a public employee in a position of
trust-working with young people who have serious problems with criminal behavior
and drugs-does require a higher standard for off-duty conduct similar to a police
officer or a teacher." See pp. 27-25 (1982).

76 SeeMarmo, p. L7 (emphasis added).
77 see5u.s.C. g 7513(a) (7994). See generally,Jamesw. Hunt and patricia K. srrongin, Rrg/rfs

of Employers and Employees, Tur Law oF rHE WoRKpL^cE 21.6 (1,994) .
78See 5 C.F.R. 5752.403 (1976).
7e see,Youngv. Hampton, 568 F.2d 12s3 (7rh c.r'.1.97n. A civjjian emplovee of the united

states Army was convicted of possessing marijuana in an off-duty incident. The em-
ployer argued that such conduct undermined the efficienry of the service and termi-
nated the employee. The U.S. Court of Appeals reinstated him.

80 ld. at 1'257 . see also, Neal Miller, ciminal contsictions,3g AM. u. L. Rrv. g69 (1990);
stephen Yaskov,ludicial Rmiew of Dismissals of cioil Sercice Employees for off-Duty
Misconduct,34AM. U. L. REv.439 (1985).

81Sae Phillips v. Bergland, 586 F.2d 1007 (4th Ctr.1978). The off-duW misconduct n phiilios
involved a confrontation between two employees while they were off-duty, off-
premises, and not around other employees.

82692F.2d1729 (7th Cir. 1982).
83Ld. at1,1,33.
uId. at1134.
85689 F.2d 470 (4th Ct. 1982).
86ld. at470.
8TAbrams v. U.S. Dept. of the Navy, 774F.2d1219 (3rdcir. 1983).
88see Borsari v. Federa-l Aviation Administration, 699 F.2d.1,06, "110 (2d cir. 19g3).
8eId. atI1,0.
eo704F.2d 573 (11th Cir.  1983).
e1 ld. at575.
,,108 F.3d 7395 (199n.
'3 661, F.2d, 1071 (5th Cir. 1981).
'aId. at1,073.
e5 see Bonet v. u.s. Postal Service, 77zF.2d2rg, zrs (5th cir. lgg1) citingBonet v. united

States Postai service 661 F.2dr07r, 1077-78 (5th ct. 1981). on remand, the Merit
systems Protection Board found substantial evidence of the fact that removing the
employee would promote the efficienry of the service. When the matter retumed to the
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ll2Arbitrator 
John Abernathy faced the daunting task of sifting through evidence from nine

days of hearings as well as arguments in a 65-page brief from thJ employer and a 235-
page brief from the union. Id. at 7 -8. He showed that he was equal to the task and
responded with an extensive review of the evidence in an arbitration report of 154
Pages.

113[d. at 72-1,3.
114 Id. at 37 . The arbilrator reasoned that, in the absence of hard evidence showing harm to

reputation or an inability of the employee to perform his duties or a reluctanie of others
to work with him, management had no right to make off-duty conduct a basis of disci-
pline or discharge. Hence, the arbitrator ordered reinstatement with a ,,make whole,,
remedy, including back pay for sixteen months. Id. at 1,53; see aIso[ILLAMETTE ryEEK. D.
16, June 1.9-25,1996.

11s see City of st. Petersbrrrg, Florida and FirefightersLocalT4T, si. petersburg Ass,n of
Firefighters, 94-2 ARB 4922, 2988 (1.994).

116 Portland Firefighter Association at 1,1,3.
1r7ln Central Illinois Public service Company, 105 LA gzg, gT6 (1995), an arbitrator upheld

discipline against an employee for off-duty violence. The arbitrator stated:
"stories of serious rnjury or even death occurring as a result of violence in the
workplace have escalated. It is almost to the poiit where it is necessary for the
safety of everyone to have zero tolerance for violence. In short, times liave
$a1e5d Many of the incidents that the union mentions as showing rack of
discipline for attacks of various kinds occurred as m.rny as ten years aso. For
everyone's safety, it is necessary to show all members bf the work forie that
violence, even of a minor nature, is not to be tolerated. Minor vioience can
quickiy escalate into serious situations. I do not, therefore, view this situation as
one of disparate treatment, but simply as one of different treatment occurring
because of different circumstances.,T 

-

see also, Yollp!"y violence: Awareness and preoention 
for Employers and Employ-

ees, oct.1997, washington Department of Labor andlndusfoel, 2. (,,violence rr
the workplace, in the horne, ana in the community are stongly associated.,,).

r18 see Autoworkers Local 6000 and State of Michigan, 90-2 ARB g4rg (1,9gg), where the
arbihator found nexus in the fact that off-duty misconduct and on-duty assignments
both involved driving.

lle Evidence in Portland Firefigltter Association supported an inference that the employee,s
off-duty violence likely would d.go ,1. *-i.plu." in the future. Before the precrpitating
incident, the grievant had been discipline for insubordination. The employee,s angry
outbursts were a sufficient problem tha! on his own volition, he entered i. urr*", 1nur,-
agement program. Id. at 78. Yet, the employee was "unwilling to provide -y ,i"di.ul o,
treatment evidence that he is not a danger or that he had learned'to control his anger.,,
Id. at723.

120 For exarnple, prior speeding tickets of the employee n portland Firefghters Association
would nof be a factor in satisfying the nexus requirement with rega;d to the employee,s
traffic-stopping incident on the highway, but speeding tickets ptiuia. a legitimate factor
to be considered in assessing an appropriate sanction, if information about"them was a

part of the employee's personnel file. See Bob Young, Axed! , WtrtntETTE WEEK, June
1,9-25,1996, where a news reporter wrote an extensive article on the incident and
pointed out that the employee had collected six speeding tickets as a civilian between
1.989 and 1.994.

Some arbitrators using the Kesselman Factors find nexus in the fact that returning an
employee to work after adverse publicity of off-duty misconduct might, itself, generate
additional adverse publicity. In United Airiines Flight Attendants System Board of Ad-
justment (SFO 105-84) (unpublished decision on file with the author, p. 21), arbitrator
Mark Kahn, past president of the National Academy of Arbitrators, upheld the dis-
charge of an employee with an unblemished record after she admitted to a sexual rela-
tionship with a twelve-year-old boy. The arbitrator reasoned that her off-duty miscon-
duct affected the reputation of the employer and that "there is a high risk of additional
publicity adverse to the Company that could be generated by her reinstatement."

\21 See Portland Firefighters Association, ar 710.
12 Id., at 112-1,13. The arbilrator had an opporfunity to review negative articles about the

incident and to hear about telephone calls from citizens. It was unclear from the record
to what extent the fire chief used publicity about the incident as a basis for disciplining
the grievant. Here is what the arbitrator stated:

"The Union is correct that the Chief testified that these (publicity) materials werc not a
factor in his decision. The Chief did not actually testify that he did not rely on any of
this material in making the decision to terminate, but the City represented that his
decision was not based on any of the materials contained in City Exhibit 38 (publicity
materials). Even if the Chief had considered it I do not consider the negative publicily
had a "demonstrable adverse effect" on the Fire Bureau's mission." (emphasis in the
original).

One can only speculate about the outcome had such confusion not been a part of the
record.

lts ld. aL I13; see also Allegen General Hospital and Michigan Nurses Association, 92-2 ARB
8494, 5302 (1991). A nurse went home and shot her husband. The arbitrator stated:

"Here is a small hospital in a small community that probably would be more
affected than wou-ld a large hospital in a larger area such as a big city. There was
much publicity and media attention to the event, and there could be no question
that an event such as this was a topic of much conversation in the community.
However, it would only be speculation on the part of the hospital, and I do not
think I am in a position to make judgements as to the effect this event has had
on the employer's business."

12a As cited ir Menrnq Hn l, Er. Ar., Wltnmtc AnnrrnaroN ApvocAcy 373 (1,997); see also
Keebler Co.,92LA871. (7989), where even pushing and threatening a supervisor while
off-duty produced insufficient objective proof of workplace impact to establish nexus;
hnally, see Maust Transfer Co. and Int'l Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Ware-
housemen and Helpers of American, Local,t74,78 LA 780 (1982), where the arbifrator
sought empirical, statistical evidence to show the effect of the employee's criminal
dishonesty on the employer.

la See, e.g., Movielab, 50 LA 632 (7968). See alsoYa. Electric and Power Co.,87 I-A1271,
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(1986), where the arbilrator required proof by clear and conoincing eaidence that off-duty
misconduct adversely affected the empioyer; Indian Head, Inc.,71 LA82 (1.978), where
the arbitrator sought "compelling evidence" of reputational damage.

126 ld. aI 1.13. See \t\trirlpool Corporation and Stove, Fumace and Allied Appliance Workers,
90LA41,47 (1,987), where requiringthe companyto produce "concrete evidence," the
arbitrator observed that "it is not enough to charge that the company will suffer."

127 As ated in Manrry Hnr, Er. Ar, WnNwc ARBrrRArroN ADVocACy, 382 (1997) (emphasis
added). Butcf.State of Ohio,94LA533,538 (1990),whereprofessorof lawCaivin
William Sharpe concluded that " an actual adverse impact need not be shown in order to
establish the proper nexus." The minority approach to safislring the nexus requirement
simply disagrees with this underlying principle as expressed by Professor Sharpe.

128See Children's Services Division and Oregon Public Employees Union, p. 27, unpublished
decision on file with Oregon Emplo1'rnent Reiations Board (emphasis added).

l2eSee Internat'l Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local No. 67 and Coos County, p. 19 (emphasis
added), unpublished decision on file with Oregon Empioyment Relations Boatd, citing
New York State Department of Corrections and AFSCME, Council 82, 86 LA793, 797
(1e8s).

13o Id. at20.
131See Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510

(1925); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262U.5.390 (1923); Skinner v. Okiahoma, 315 U.S. 535
(1e42).

ra2 See, e.g., Santiestedan v. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, 306 F.2d 9 (1,962); Davis v.
General Finance Corp.,57 5.8.2d225 (1950); Gill v. Hearst Publishing Company, 253
P .2d 441. (1953). See also RssrerEvENr (SECoND) oF ToRrs, S 652(D).

rt3 See, e.g., Cafeteria and Restaurant Workers v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895 (1961) ("Due
process, unlike some legal rules, is not a technical conception with a fixed content unre-
lated to time, place and circumstances."); or see Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 47I, 481
(1972) ('Due process is flexible and calls for such procedural protections as the particu-
lar situation demands." A lack of precision does not foresta-ll heary use of due process
protections.).

lsAs the Greek god Helios advised his son Phaetory there are times when "the middle
course is best." See, THoMAS BULFINCH, AcE oF FABLE 46 (1990). Opposite dangers beset
an arbitrator's course in off-duty misconduct cases. The dangers of steering too close to
either side are legendary and are colorfr:Ily described in myths of the two monsters
Scylla and Charybdis. Incidit in ScyIIam, capiens oitary Charybdim. (He runs on Srylla,
wishing to avoid Charybdis.). See, john Miiton, Comus in 32 GREAT BooKS oF TlrE WEST-
ERN WORLD 33,39 (1952).

WORKPLACE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

A Dialogue on the Public Employee Collectiae
Bargaining Act's Public Policy Exception Proaision

The PECBA's Public Policy Exception to Arbitral
Finality: A Plea for Principled Application

John Bishop

INTRODUCTION
The 1995 enactment of Senate Bill 7501 has generated much discussion

about "new" definitions of mandatory and permissive subjects of bargaining
under Oregon's Public Employee Collective BargainingAct (PECBA). But
what are we to make of the bill's effect on that other, more conunonplace
aspect of public sector collective bargaining: the grievance/arbitration Proce-
dure? In addition to redefiningog at least, restating the definition of "em-
ployment relations" under the PECBA, Senate Bill 750 included an addi-
tional wrinkle for grievance procedures. \A/hile the PECBA after SB 750 still
authorizes a public employer to agree to follow grievance procedures ending
with binding arbitratiory the L995 bill added to the PECBA an express "con-
dition of enforceabilif' for arbitration awards. In plain, nonlegalistic En-
glish, that condition is that arbitration awards must not violate public
poliry.2

Arbitrator Howell LanKord provided a thorough analysis of this new
PECBA language in a prior mono$aph in this series.3 And Professor Henry
Drummonds offered a first-person account of the legisiative history behind
the new PECBA la4guage in the same monograph.a This author would not
be so bold as to attempt to correct or expand on such scholarship. Nor can
he offer any cornmentary on Oregon case iaw since the writinp of Messrs.
LanKord and Drummonds. No Oregon court or ERB decision has conslrued
the new PECBA language. What will be offered, then, is simply a labor
advocate's perspechive on the dangers inherent in misconstruing the public
poliry exception to the finality of labor arbitration awards. This perspective
comes from a review of federal sector cases that have misunderstood and
misapplied the exception. Ln short, this will be a plea for a principled appli-
cation of the PECBA's new condition of enforceability. A failure by Oregon
courts or the ERB to avoid the "sins" of federal courts in reviewing arbitra-
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tion awards on public poliry grounds could result in an unraveling of the
decades-old poliry favoring the prompt and finai resolution of labor
disputes.

THE LIMITS OF ARBITRAL REVIEW

For nearly forly years the U.S. Supreme Court has stated and restated
the strong federal poliry favoring judicial deference to labor arbitration
awards. This policy found its first important expression in the three 1960
Supreme Court cases known as the Steeltnorkers Tilogy.5

in that coliection of cases, the Court heid that "outright refusal to review
the merits of arbitrators' awards was normally the proper approach for
courts to follow when a disgruntled parly sought to challenge them."6 The
Court reasoned that "federal policy of settling labor disputes by arbitration
would be undermined if courts had the final say on the merits of the
award."7

The Court has not wavered over the years in its efforts to shieid labor
arbitration awards from invasive judicial scrutiny-even when such scrutiny
has been based on public poiicy grounds. Nearly thirly years after the Steel-
workers Tilogy, the Court held in United Papmnorkers Int'l Union o. Misco:8

Because the parties have contracted to have disputes settled by an arbi-
trator chosen by them rather than by a judge, it is the arbitrator's view of
the facts and the meaning of the contract that they have agreed to ac-
cept. Courts thus do not sit to hear claims of factual or legal error by an
arbitrator as an appellate court does in reviewing decisions of a lower
court. To resolve disputes about the application of a collective bargaining
agreement, an arbitrator musf find facts and a court may not reject those
findings simply because it disagrees with them . . . . So, too, where it is
contemplated that the arbitrator will determine the remedies for contract
violations that he finds, courts have no authority to disagree with his
honest judgment in that respect. If the courts were free to intewene on
these grounds, the speedy resolution of grievances by private mecha-
nisms would be greatly undermined . . [A]s long as the arbitrator is
even arguably construing or applying the contract and acting within the
scope of his authority, that a court is convinced he committed serious
error does not suffice to overtum his decision.

The federal circuit courts, of course, have generally followed the Su-
preme Court's pronouncements on this issue-in principle if not aiways in
practice. Thus, for example, the Ninth Circuit has interpreted the Steelworker
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Tilogy and its progeny as clearly implying that courts "are not competent to
second-guess an arbitrator's judgment," since they are "[u]nfamiliar with
the practice of the industry and the shop."'e ln the same ruling, the Ninth
Circuit flatly declared: "[A]court is barred from disregarding an arbitrator's
factual determinations, let alone supplementing them with its own or from
correcting' an arbitrator's effoneous understanding of the law."10

Studies have confirmed that arbitral review by the courts is indeed a rare
event in the post-Sfeelworker era. One analysis of private sector cases be-
tween 1960 and L988 found that less than 1% of arbitration awards are chal-
lenged in the courts and only a quarter of these resulted in reversals of the
arbitratols original decision. Furthermore, public poliry exception case rep-
resented a minuscule fraction of all arbitral review cases heard by the
courts-only seven per cent.l]

The NLRB has also made it clear over several decades that it is loathe to
interfere with dispute resolution mechanisms voluntarily chosen by the par-
ties. The board, like the courts, has recognized that final and binding arbi-
tration serves a very important public interest. The National Labor Relations
Act-iike the PECBA-is designed to promote labor peace and stability by
encouraging collective bargaining.lz And, as the NLRB noted years ago,
"experience has demonstrated that collective bargaining agreements ihat
provide for final and binding arbitration of grievance disputes arising there-
under, as a substitute for industrial strife, contribute significantly to the at-
tainment of this statutory objective."l3 Accordingly, the NLRB has long held
that it will defer to private arbitration awards so long as, (1) the arbitration
proceedinp were fair and regular, (2) all parties agreed to be bound by the
award, and (3) the arbitrato/s decision is not "clearly repugnant to the pur-
poses and policies" of the NLRA.la

The PECBA" of course, was promulgated in the context of this substantial
body of judicial and administrative private sector case law, which recognized
the very important public poliry promoted by labor arbitration. And, surely,
there can be no dispute that the PECBA framers intended to create legisla-
tion that would facilitate speedy and peaceful resolution of labor disputes.

ARBITRAL REVIEW UNDER THE PECBA
The PECBA before SB 750 merely stated that a pubiic employer could

enter into a labor agreement that included a grievance procedure ending
with binding arbitration. After SB 750, the PECBA now also states:
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As a condition of enforceability, any arbitration award that orders the
reinstatement of a public empioyee or otherwise relieves the public em-
ployee of responsibility for miscbnduct shall comply with public poliry
ieqlirementi as clear$ defined in statutes or judicial decisions including
bui not limited to poliiies respecting sexual harassment or sexual mis-
conduct, unjustified and egregious use of phy_sical or deadly force and
serious criminal misconduct, related to work.ls

one might ask, how did this new language change oregon law? Arbitrator

Lankford and Professor Drummonds have suggested it changed nothing.

This author agrees.

Beginning wlth willamina Education Ass'n o. Willamina School District,l6

the EI{B andlhe Oregon courts have long held that public sector labor arbi-

tration awards should be enforced "unless it is clearly shown that . . .

[e]nforcement of the award would be contrary to public poliry (for example,

the award requires the commission of an unlawful act; the arbitration proce-

dures were not fair and regular and, thus, did not conform to normal due

process requirements)." Moreover, the ERB and the oregon courts have

iong held ihat enforcement of labor arbitration awards should be governed

by the principles set forth in the Steelworkers Trilogy. Following from those

principies, the Supreme Court has declared and redeclared that iabor arbi-

iration awards should not be enforced where the labor contract, as inter-

preted by the award, "would violate 'some explicit public policy' that is 'well

defined and dominant,' and is to be ascertained'by reference to the laws

and legal precedents and not from general considerations of supposed pub-

lic inteiesis ."'77 Thus, SB 750's public poliry exception to arbitration enforce-

ment merely restated-if somewhat inartfully-the current case law on that

subject.

The worry this inspires, however, stems from the way the "current case

law" has developed in the federal sector, notwithstanding the U' S' Su-

preme Court's relatively strong and clear pronouncements on the public

poliry exception.

CIRCUIT COURT AND FEDERAL SECTOR DECISIONS

In W.R. Grace the Supreme Court plainly stated that the public poliry

exception applies "if. the contract as interpreted by [the arbitrator] violates

some exphCif public poliry."l8 As noted, the Court also cautioned that the

explicit pubhJpohcy must be "well defined and dominant" and is not to be

ascertained "ffom general considerations of supposed public interests."

Many lower courts have properly construed and applied these principles.
For example , in American Postal workers lrnion o. Ilnited states postal su-
oice,le the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals enforced an arbitra-
tion award that calied for the reinstatement of a postal employee who had
admitted that he converted postal funds to his own use. Inrejecting the
Postal service's argument that reinstating the employe" ro.tid be contrary
to public policy, the court stated:

The arbitrator's award was not itself unlawfur, for there is no leeal oro-
scription against the reinstatement of a person such as tn. sri.r?unti La
the award did not otherwise have the efiect of mandating a"ny illegal
c o n d u c t . . . . 2 o

The Ninth Circuifs holding in Bmles Co. ts. Tbamsters Local g8G21is also illus-
trative. That decision enforced an arbitrator's award reinstating two employ-
ees who were fired because they were undocumented aliens. Th e Bmlei court
stated:

we hold that the arbitratols award of reinstatement and backpay nor-
withstanding the immigration status of the employees neitheriolut., u
clearly defined public poliry nor is in manifest iisiegard of the law. Nei-
ll:l.lh" company nor its employees are subject to aiy criminal or civil
liability. . . .2

More recently, the second Circuifs decision n st Mary Home,lnc. a. seruice
Employees Int'I union, Dist 11g9,n employed similar reisoning. ln that case
the court enforced an award reinstating a nursing home emp-ioyee who alieg-
edly assaulted his co-worker and who was subsequently anested for possesl
sion of marijuana while working. The arbikator reduced a discharge penalty
to a seven-month unpaid suspension. The Second Circuit reiected the
employer's plea to overfum the arbitration award on public poliry grounds,
holding that there was no established policy for',a fixed disciplinary action of
permanent dismissal in all cases where drug related conduct occurs in the
workplace."2a

These cases were not appropriately decided just because they all upheld
reinstatement. Rather, their reasoning is appropriate because, in each case,
the court focuses narrowly on whether the iward itself compels the em-
ployer to violate some positive law.2s The couts do not pror,our,.. their own
opinions on the offensive nature-of the grievants' misdeeds or the appropri-
ateness of termination as a penalty. They simply look to see whether the
arbitrators' intelpretation of "just cause'l undlithe parties, labor agreement
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will compel the employer to violate any explicit public poliry. Historically,
Oregon precedents are in the sarne camp with these soundly reasoned
cases. As noted above, the ERB's view has been that an award is not con-
trary to public poliry unless it would "require the commission of an unlaw-

ful act" by the empioyer."26

The Ninth Circuit's en banc decision in Stead Motors a. Automotiae Ma-

chinists Lodge 1L732? sums up the proper analysis of public poliry exception
CASCS:

If a court relies on public poliry to vacate an arbitral award reinstating an
employee, it must be a poliry that bars reinstatement Courts cannot de-
temnine merely that thele is a "public poliry" against a particular sort of
behavior in society generally and, irrespective of the findings of the arbi-
trator, conclude that reinstatement of an individual who engaged in that
sort of conduct in the past would violate that policy. In our view, a faith-
ful reading of llJnited'Paperworkers u. Miscof requiies something more. A
court must delineate an overriding public poliry rooted in something
more than "general considerations of supposed public interests," and, of
equal signifiiance, it must demonstrate that the poliry is one-that spe-
cifically militates against the relief ordered by the arbitrdtor.2s

Unfortunately, the Ninth Circuit's excellent summary and analysis of the
public policy exception and the circuit court decisions cited earlier afford
only half the picture. For there have been all too many other federal court
decisions since I4l.R. Grace and Misco that have misapplied the Supreme
Court's principied analyses. In these other decisions, the courts have not
deferred to the arbitrator as the parfies' chosen factfinder and
decisionmaker. Instead, the courts have plunged right into the parties' dis-
putes, almost de norso, to analyze the ultimate merits of the arbitratols
award. The courts' subjective views on the offensiveness of the grievants'
misconduct have been in plain view. Indeed, these appellate courts have
even second-guessed the arbitrators'views on mitigation and the grievants'
chances for rehabilitation from their past misdeeds.

The Eighth Circui/s post-Misco decision in lowa Electric Light A Power
Co, a. Local l-Inion 204,IBEW,2e provides a telling example of the "other side"
of the "public poliry exception" analysis. In that case, an arbitrator had or-
dered the reinstatement of a nuclear power plant employee who had been
fired for deliberately breaching the plant's safety system. The Eighth Circuit
held that the award should be vacated on public poliry grounds. in support
of its decision the court reasoned that "retuming [the empioyee] to work
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would violate the pubiic policy of this nation conceming strict compliance
with safety regulations at nuclear facilities."30 The court apparently believed
it was complying with Miscobecause the employee had violated a well-
established public poliry expressed by "a strict regulatory scheme devised by
Congress for the protection of the public from the hazards of nuclear radia-
tion."31

Ironically, the Eighth Circuit's efforts to emphasize the limitations of its
ruling reveal the dangers inherent in its misapplication of the public poliry
exception. The court said

Our holding today should not be read as a blanket justification for the
discharge of every employee who breaches a public safety regulation at a
nuclear power plant. There may be circumstances, under which a viola-
tion might be excused. But in this case, [the employee's] violation of the
safety rule was serious. Nor, as the Union contends, was it an unknowing
violation . . . . [The empioyee's] call to the confol room for permission
to defuse the system demonstrates that he knew the interlock was im-
portant.32

In other words, the court may decide in other cases of nuclear plant safety
breaches that an employee canbe reinstated if so ordered by an arbitrator.
This will depend upon whether the court agrees that the safety ruie violation
is less"serious,"less"knowing,"or"less important."That is, the court wtllhave
to look at these matters on a case-by-case basis. This compels one to ask why
the parties would even resort to arbitration at all. \,Vhy would they not simply
turn to the court in the first instance for such de nooo review? The Iowa Elec'
tric cowt's anaiysis therefore provides no guiding principle for the public
poliry exception analysis.

This problematic application of the public poliry exception has continued
since lowaElexric and parficuiarly in cases involving drug/alcohol and safety
issues. One of the more characteristic examples is the First Circuit's decision
in Enon Corp. a. Esso Workers' Union Inc.33 In that case, a fuel tmck driver
was fired after he tested positive for cocaine during a random drug screen.
The employee had taken the drug test and had driven his regular route be-
fore the results came in.3a There was no conclusive proof that the employee
had driven while under the influence of cocaine.35 An arbilrator found that
dismissal was too severe a penalty and ordered, instead, that the employee
serve a two-month unpaid suspension.36 The arbitrator also conditioned the
employee's reinstatement upon his passing a contemporaneous drug test.37

b l60
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in vacating the arbitrator's award, the First Circuit went to great lengths
to illuminate the public poliry that allegediy would be violated by
enforcement:

In our judgment, society has achieved a broad national consensus that
persons should not be allowed to endanger others while laboring under
ihe influence of drugs. This consensus is made manifest by positive law
and translates into a well defined and dominant public poliry-indeed, a
national crusade-counselling against the performance of safety-
sensitive tasks by individuals who are so impaired.38

In support of this propositiory the court then went on to identifr numerous
laws and regulations that criminalize the operation of a motor vehicles by a
person under the influence of drugs or controlled substances. Noticeably
absent from the courfs lisi of explicit policies, however, was any statute or
regulation that makes it illegal to hire or rehire any person who was once
found guilty of driving while under the influence. The court brushed aside
the union's argument about the lack of proof that the grievant ever actually
drove while under the influence. After invoking"the notorious mishap in-
voiving the E>aonValdez,"lhe court concluded"that the well defined and
dominant public poliry which we have identified does not require an em-
ployer to await an occulrence of an accident before discharging an employee
who tests positive for drug use."3e

The Enon court blatantly second-guessed the arbitrato/s alternative
remedy of a two-month suspension, holding that it "does not hold out
much promise for the safety of either the public or Smith's fellow employ-
ees."40 Acting as an unabashed factfinder, the appellate court declared that

[the employee's] failed drug [test] evinces his inability and unwillingness
to conform to the strictures of the [Drug-Free Workplace] program. If he
were retumed to a safety-sensitive position, as the arbitrator suggests,
there would be no sound reason for believing that the leopard had
changed his spots.al

The court found that the grievant"scomed the employer's drug-free work-
place program"and held that"it would insult pubiic poliry for a court to en-
force a contract that requires the ongoing employment [of such an employee]
in a safety- sensitive cap ac|ty." a2

Once again, the First Circuit inE;aon provides no useful guiding prin-
ciples for applyrng the public policy exception in future cases. \{hat will a
future court make of an employee who "evinces a sincere willingness" to
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conform to the strictures of an empioye/s Drug-Free Workpiace progam
following a failed drug test? What would be made of an award that clearly
required reinstatement only to a nonsafety-sensitive position and a thor-
ough and complete rehabilitation by the employee?

The following hypothetical, perhaps, best illustrates the flaw in the First
Circuit's application of the public poliry exception: Assume the employer in
Exonhad entered into a labor contract that expressly provided that any fuel
truck driver who tested positive for drugs or alcohol would receive on the
first offense only a two-week unpaid suspension and would be required to
complete a drug/alcohol rehabilitation program. If this contract did not pro-
vide for the automatic termination of an employee testing positive for drugs,
would judicial enforcement of the contract amount to a violation of public
poliry? It seems highly uniikely.a3 Yet the process of the employer agreeing
ahead of time to such discipline and the arbitrator's fashioning such disci-
pline at the request of the parties are essentially the same. An arbitrator who
is called upon to decide whether there is "just cause" for discipline "is de-
signed to function in essence as the parties' surrogate." The arbitrator "is
speaking for the parties and his award ls their contract."aa Accordingly, if an
arbitrator declares-at the request of both parties-that "just cause" re-
quires something less than termination for a parficular type of misconduct,
his deciaration is the same as if the parties had written the iesser discioline
for the misconduct into their contract. And, unless there is some positive
law prohibiting reinstatement of the employee, that award should be as
enforceable as if the employer had agreed ahead of time to such discipline
for the same misconducr.

Unforfunately, the Enan NrdlowaElectric courts have not stood out
alone in their misapplication of the public policy exception. But this is not a
iine of cases that any Oregon court or the ERB should follow in construing
the PECBA's condition on enforceability of arbitration awards. The problem
with the anaiysis is that it throws out one veryvaluable and well established
public poliry in exchange for a hodgepodge of other purportedly well-
defined and dominant public policies-which, in realiry are nothing more
than the "general considerations of supposed public interests" that tV. R.
Gracewamed against. What is lost in the analysis is the decades-old poliry
favoring the prompt, final, and peaceful resolution of labor disputes through
binding arbitration.
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The U.S. Supreme has emphasized time and again:

that the courts play only a limited role when asked to review the deci-
sion of an arbitrator. The courts are not authorized to reconsider the
merits of an award even though the parties may allege that the award
rests on errors of fact or on misinterpretation of the contract . . . . "The
federal poliry of settling labor disputes by arbitration would be under-
mined if courts had the final say on the merits of the awards."as

This poliry favoring resolution of iabor disputes through binding arbitration
is equally well recognized in Oregon. The Oregon courls have fully adopted
the Steelworkerkilogy, including the Supreme Cour(s emphasis on affording
labor arbitrators great latitude in fashioning grievance remedies.a6 Moreover
the legislature itseif has expressed its great preference for the"peaceful ad-
justment"of labor disputes, along the lines traditionally followed in the pri-
vate sector.aT Senate Bill 750 did not change this legislative pronouncement.

Accordingly, if and when the Oregon courts or the ERB are called upon
to construe the public poliry exception to arbitral finality now expressly
stated under the PECBA, they should adhere to their past analyses. Unless
the award "requires the commission of an unlawful act" by the employer, it
should not be overtumed based on public poliry grounds. To hold otherwise
would be to open the door to far more searching anaiyses of the merits of
the arbitrato/s reasoning and the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the
arbifrator's chosen remedies. There is no call for the courts or the ERB to
evaluate the seriousness of a parricular grievant's misconduct or the likeli-
hood of the grievant's rehabilitation or the extent of the grievant's remorse-
fulness and/or deception in committing the alleged misconduct-all of
which seems to enter into the analyses used by courts like the First Circuit
inEmon and the Eighth Circuit inlowaElectric.

The PECBA's condition of enforceability should lead to just one simple
question: Would the arbitrator's award of reinstatement (or some lesser
discipline) violate any Oregon statute or regulation? If not, the public poliry
exception to enforcement should be rejected. It is by no means far-fetched
to think of situations when this analysis might come into play. The Oregon
legislature has fully demonstrated its ability to enact legislation prohibiting
the continued employment of individuals who have engaged in conduct that
violates public poliry.a8 If the public poliry of Oregon against certain em-
ployee misconduct is so well-defined and dominant as to prevent the future
employrnent of certain individuals in certain occupations, then the legisla-
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ture should say so expressly in the statutes or reguiations. Otherwise, the
countervailing public poliry favoring resolution of labor disputes through

final and binding arbitration should take precedence.

To reason otherwise would be to invite the cavalcade of inquiries already
seen in the federal sector. This would do a disservice to public employers,
public employee unions, or the public at large. As arbitrator Lankford has
already suggested, the explicit reference to the public poliry exception added
by SB 750 created a "potential treasure chest for creative attomeys." Re-
gardless of whether the express condition of enforceability was intended to
change etsting iaw, its explicit presence in the statute alone creates a new
incentive to challenge arbitration awards that might otherwise have been
presumed final. If the courts or the ERB entertain attacks on arbitration
awards reinstating drug users, negligent workers, or sexual harassers be-
cause public poliry is opposed to such conduct, where will the atta&s on
awards stop? Will we then see attacks on awards reinstating employees who
had committed a traffic violation, failed to pay child-support, or had ne-
glected to make income tax payments? \A4rile the latter examples may seem
absurd, how and where will the line be drawn to determine when pubiic
poliry trumps arbitral finality?

CONCLUSION

It is suggested that neither management nor labor will benefit from go-
ing down the road that (part of) the federal sector has traveled in appiying
the public poliry exception. As our own legislature recognizes, " [e]xperience
in the private and public sectors . . . has proved that unresolved disputes in
the public service are injurious to the public, the govemmental agencies,
and public employees."ae Opening wide the door to another avenue of ap-
peals from labor arbitration will do nothing to foster the prompt and certain
resolution of labor disputes. In construing the PECBA's condition of en-
forceability of labor arbitration awards, the Oregon courts and the ERB
should adhere to their past narrow view of the public poliry exception. In
doing so, they would emphasize that binding, final arbitration furthers the
well-established labor "poliry of peaceful resolution of labor disputes and
thus best accords with the parlies' presumed objectives in pursuing collec-
tive bargaining."so
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The Public Policy ExceptionWas Placed in Senate
Bill750 as aWake-up Call

Gene Derfler and Les Smith

THE ISSUE
Legal scholars have been debating why the 1995 amendments to the

Public Employees Coliective Bargaining Act (PECBA) contain a reference
that an arbitrator's decision must be consistent with "public policy" require-

ments, including references to various $pes of misconduct that should pre-

vent the reinstatement of a discharged public emPioyee.l

This language was included in ORS 243.706(1) to send a clear message

to arbitrators, employers, and union representatives that if an employee is

discharged for certain types of conduct, that employee should stay dis-

charged. There is no exhaustive list of such conduct, but specific examples

are listed elsewhere in this afticle. In short, the intent of the legislation was

to send a wake-up call that a discharge for such activities as sex in a patrol

car, Sex.lal harassment, or other egregious conduct cannot be tolerated re-

gardless of the employee's record or the public employe/s previous aP-

proach to such misconduct.2

REASONS FOR THE CHANGE AND THE LEGISLATIVE
PROCESS

ORS 243.706(1.), as changed by Senate Bill 750, now reads:

A public employer may enter into a written agreement with-the exclusive
represeniative 6f an appropriate bargaining unit setLing forth the gnev-
ance procedure culminating in binding arbitration or,any other dispute
resolution process agreed to by the parties. As a condition of enforce-
ability, any arbitration award that orders the reinstatement of a public
employee or otherwise relieves the public employee of responsibility for
miiconduct shall comply with public policy requirements as clearly de-
fined statutes or judicial decisions including but not limited to policies
respecting sexual harassment or sexuai misconduct, unjustified and
egrigious use of physical or deadly force and serious criminai miscon-
duct, related to work. In addition, with respect to claims that a grievant
should be reinstated or otherwise relieved of responsibility for miscon-
duct based upon the public employer's alleged previous differential
treatment of empioyees for the salne or similar conduct, ihe arbitration
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award must conform to the following principles:

(a) Some misconduct so egregious that no employee can reasonably rely
on past treatment for similar offenses as a justification or defense to
discharge or other discipline.

(b) Public managers have a right to change disciplinary policies at any
time, notwithstanding prior practices, if such managers give reasonabie
advance notice to affected employees and the change does not otherwise
violaie a collective bargaining agreement.

The legislative record shows two primary reasons for the inclusion of the
amended arbitration language: L) to specifically define certain public poiiry
considerations within PECBA regarding an arbitratols review of public em-
ployee discipline and discharge cases and to, 2) send a clear message to
arbitrators, employers, and union representatives that if an employee is
disciplined or discharged for certain tlpes of conduct, the discipline or dis-
charge may not be overtumed by an arbitrator.

On April 6, \995, as chair of the Senate Labor Committee, Senator Gene
Derfler, one of the present authors, placed SB 750 into consideration by the
fuil Senate. His discussion in the Senate that morning included comments
regarding Section 6 of the bill, which contained the proposed pubiic policy
and related changes to ORS 243.706(1). His statement summed up lengthy
committee discussions regarding the need to restrict and prohibit an arbitra-
tor from overtuming discipline or discharge of a public employee:

Section 6 of Senate Bill 750 takes care of a problem that we've all be-
come aware of from the press coverage of a couple of years ago when
Oregon State Police were required to reinstate two police officers who
admitted to having sex in their police cars while on duty. The arbitrator
in those cases . . . relied on . . . allegations that others in the police
agency had not been punished for similar conduct, and reinstated the
two officers, based on the alleged disparate treatment. Section 5 of the
bill prohibits arbitrators from taking into consideration the disparate
treatment in reviewing the discipline or discharge of public employees. 1
belisoe we aII agree that public employees must account to a standard which is
responsiae to the erpectations of the Oregon public. Immoral . . and illegal
employee conduct, regardless ofhow it is handled on a case-by-case basis by
the public employer, should not be adjusted by a standard that fwo u)rongs
make a ight. But thqt is the standard under the canent 1aru.3 (emphasis
added)

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshali once said that he could
not define pomography but he knew it when he saw it. In that regard, it

cannot be that difficult for an arbitratol to know when a case evokes public

poliry considerations. Moreover, it is very clear that the public poliry lan-
guage in Section (1) of ORS 243.706 is not to be read in isolation. The new

language does not just iimit an arbitrator from overtuming a decision that

violates public poliry. If it did, we might agree with arbitrator Howell
LanKord, who suggested that the iegislature merely placed the current 1995

law into the statute.4

In amending the statute, the legislature provided considerabie direction

regarding the specific tlpes of behavior that should raise a red flag for an
arbitrator in reviewing a public employee discipline or discharge case. The
SB 750 language directs the arbitrator to determine whether the law or the
courts have determined that certain conduct is inappropriate or illegal in the
workplace. If so, then the behavior is a violation of public poliry, and in
Oregon, under the new law, an arbitrator may not overtum an employer's
decision to discipline or discharge an employee for ihe behavior.s The new
language carefully spells out a clear message that arbitrators may no longer
unravel a public employer's decision or process used in disciplining or dis-
charging a public employee. Immoral or illegal behavior by a public em-
ployee may no longer be excused by an arbitration technicality like the one
that allowed two Oregon state policemen to be reinstated in L993 after be-
ing discharged for repeatedly having sex in their patrol cars, as well as other
misconduct, while on duty.6

During the SB 750 committee hearings we heard a considerable amount
of testimony from police agencies regarding the difficulty of terminating a
police officer. This was so even when the misconduct of the officer involved
iilegal behavior. The new iaw was intended to provide that as a matter of
public poliry, serious criminal misconduct related to work (not necessarily
on the job) would be a sustainable basis for discipline or discharge. One
sheriff testified that he had been required to reinstate an officer even though
the officer had been involved in off-duty drug use and sales.T The amend-
ments to the law were intended to assure that employees fired for this kind
of misconduct would stay fired.

We noted above that the new public poliry language should not be read
in isolation..The legislature also added the differential-treatment language
to the amended statute to clarify that if an employee's misconduct is found
to violate public poliry, the disciplinary action may not be overfumed by an
arbitrator mereiy because of prior treatrnent of other employees. If the mis-
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conduct is "egregious," meaning that "any darn fool" should know better,
the new 1aw prohibits an arbitrator from overtuming the award soiely be-
cause of disparate treatment. In that regard, the amendments to the arbitra-
tion statute were intended to cover not just public poliry concems but also
to "cover all the bases" that arbitrators had formerly relied on to relieve
public employees from responsibility for serious or egregious misconduct.

WAS THERE A NEED TO CHANGE THE STATUTE?
As we look back to the time of passage of ORS 243.706(1), it is apparent

that it should have an effect on arbitrators who decide the cases, the union
representatives who decide which cases should go to arbitration, and em-
ployers who by their policies establish the parameters of conduct that may
result in discipline if not foliowed.8

A number of arbitrators have applied the new provisions of the amended
arbitration language, including arbitrator John Keltner, who we believe ap-
plied an accurate interpretation in a December 22,1995 award involving
Tillamook School District No. 9 and Tillamook OEA.e Keltner wrote:

To understand the significance of these changes on the arbitration pro-
cess we need to look at the purposes behind the lesislation. At the time
the Senate was deliberatingon this iaw Senator Briant, a sponsor of the
bill, stated, ". . . the purpose of the bill . . . is to rebalance the system that
has fallen out of balance in favor of labor . . . I want to say from the be-
ginning that the purpose is to allow management to manage. The record
will show that the intent of this legislation is to restore management
rights in the collective bargaining process . . ." (From Senate Floor De-
bate, SB 750 Conference Committee Report, June 2, 1995). The essence
of this aspect of the law as it emerged therefore, is to prevent arbitrators
from relieving public employees from responsibility for their proven
misconduct.lo

It has been noted that prior to the amendments in SB 750 the public
poliry arbitration exception was part of the arbitration process.ll At least
public poliry was a factor that the Employrnent Relations Board @RB) could
look at in a review of arbitration decisions.l2 The open question was in what
situations the ERB would apply this concept. In drafting the amended provi-
sions of 243.706(1), the legislature intended to provide a significantly differ-
ent review standard to arbitrators and the ERB regarding public poliry and
disparate treatment involving employee misconduct in discipline and dis-
charge cases. If the 1995 legislature merely intended to adopt a standard of

review already adopted by the federal courts and on which ERB traditionaliy
relied, the amendments regarding arbitration would have been unnecessary.

\Mhile the law in this area is not yet evolved, there have been several
cases following the passage of the amendments in which the ERB has ap-
plied or discussed the public poliry exception. For example , in Astoria Educa-
tion Assn. a. Astoria School District 1. the ERB at that time held that the dis-
trict had not estabiished a "well-defined and dominant public poliry that
would be violated if the award was enforced."r3 \A/hile this case does not
involve employee misconduct, it does involve the nonrenewal of a proba-
tionary teacher and may indicate the prior board's direction in restricting its
review of public poliry consideration in the narrow review defined by United
Paperworkers International Unisn a. Misco.la This is not necessarily the direc-
tion the 1-995 legislature intended for cases involving employee misconduct,
which is why we wrote specific public poliry considerations into the new
law.1s

WHAT COMMENTATORS HAVE SAID ABOUT THE
EXCEPTION

What have other commentators said about why the statute was
amended? Howell Lankford took the position that the amendments stated a
concept that reaily was not new or part of the current ERB approach to the
review of arbitration decisions. However, to Lankford, the changes raised a
flag that would cause lawyers to take up more appeals to the ERB. He was
leery of the craf!, creative lawyer who wouid shoehom the concept into
cases that it did not fit. As Lankford saw it, ORS 243.706 could be "mined
for mischief."16

It can be stated with reasonable assurance that the amended arbitration
ianguage is specifically focused on empioyee misconduct (which is why we
wrote examples of misconduct into the law) and not merely on the impact of
the arbitratols decisiory although the impact of the decision may be a con-
sideration when a case finaliy presents itself to the ERB.

THE REALITY OF THE AMENDMENTS
Since the passage of the amendments, the ERB has specifically by order

or dissent considered a public policy exception in only three cases and none
of these cases involved an arbitrator's award that relieved an employee of
responsibility for misconduct. It can hardly be said that the 1995 amend-
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ments to the arbitration ianguage in PECBA have started an avalanche of
new cases at the ERB. Nor does there appear to be a lot of lawyer mischief
afoot. Indeed, because appeals take time and cost money, it is unlikely that
there will be a glut of cases on the issue at the ERB. However, the public
poiiry review standard is now clearly in the statute, quite clearly in the
minds of arbitrators, and quite clearly in front of those who read this
monograph.

Perhaps the most important reason for including the exception in the
statute is that the change may prevent a repeat of decisions like those in the
"sex in the patrol cars" cases previously mentioned. Lr those cases the arbi-
lrators handed down from the misty heights of their private Mt. Olirmpus
decisions that were not in keeping with public poiiry. Not because such
cases if appealed will be reversed, although if presented well, the ERB may,
because of the new law have grounds for reversal. Instead, it wams arbitra-
tors and others handling or processing grievances to be prepared to apply a
measure of common sense in evaluating cases. Certainly it was intended
that arbitrators should expect to face a higher risk if they fail to do so. At
least arbitrators now know, as do unions, that a decision to relieve a public
employee of responsibility for misconduct in a discipline or discharge case
can be challenged and tested against community standards of conduct.

In fact, the most important aspect of the amendment is embedded in
2a3.706(1)@):

Public managers have a right to change disciplinary poiicies at any time,
notwithstanding prior practices, if such managers give reasonable ad-
vance notice to affected emplovees and the change does not othenvise
violate a collective bargaining igreement.

This provision truly permits public sector managers to manage-if they
will-by letting employees know what expectations and standards of con-
duct will be required in the future, regardless of what people may have got-
ten awaywith in the past.The amendment is intended to free management
of the dead hand of disparate treatment provided they grve empioyees clear
notice of what is expected and what will not be tolerated in the future. This is
only fair. But management must take the trouble to use the provision as a
management tool in future disciplinary situations.

CONCLUSION

The goal of the amendments to ORS 243.706(1) is to prevent bad arbitra-
tion decisions where it is clear that the conduct involved is egregious and
not defensible, and regardless of what past practice may have been fol-
lowed. Also, the goal is to continue to be sure that arbitrators are mindful of
sound public poliry considerations and that managers put empioyees on
notice as to what is expected and what will not be tolerated. Overall, it is
unlikely that many more cases will result because of the addition of the
amendments. which estabiish new law at the ERB or in the courts. The new
iaw speaks for itself. However, the cases already completed and on file at
the ERB indicate that better results with more predictable solutions occur
when arbitrators have to weigh all of the matters that come before them in
the light of public poliry considerations.

l Henry H. Drummonds, "The Derfler-Bryant Act and the 1995 Amendments to the Oregon
Public Employee Collective Bargaining Law," Willamette Lazts Rmiaa 32 @inter 1996);
Howell L. LanKord, "Grievance Arbitration Under SB 750," n After SB 750: Implications
of the 1995 Reform of Oregon's Public Employee Collectiae Bargaining Act, ed. Marcus
Widenor, Monograph Series, No. 14 (Eugene, Oregon: Labor Education and Research
Center, 1996), 125-135. 1996.

2Two arbitration cases that caused controversy and led to the legislative public policy inclu-
sion are OSPAJEIlijah Chambers v. State of Oregon, Oregon State Police, (1993) (Park,
Arb.), and OSPA/Kut Melahn v. State of Oregon, Oregon State Police (1993) (Edwards,
Arb.). Unpublished arbitration awards on fiie with the Employment Relations Board,
Sa.lem.

3 Senate Floor Session, 5.8.750, 68th Leg., Or. Laws 286, Tape 678 (April 6, 1995) (statement
of Senator Gene Derfler).

'LanKroro. tl3_
s Arbitrator John Keltner correctly concluded, however, that SB 750 "does not prevent the

arbitrator from aitering the discipline as a remedy for the error of the . . . . employer."
See Tillamook School Disfrict No. 9 v. Tillamook OEA. December 22. L995. Keltner
noted that discipline could be modified but could not totally "relieve the pubiic em-
ployee of responsibility for misconduct." Unpublished arbitration award on file with the
Employment Relations Board, Salem.

6 OSPA/EIlijah Chambers v. State of Oregon, Oregon State Police, and OSPA/Kurt Melahn
v. State of Oregory Oregon State Police.

7 Heaings on S.B. 750 Before the Committee on Labor.
8Query: How many employers have exercised the "right to change disciplinary policies"

under ORS 243.706(1)b)? See discussion in section below.
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eThe Employment Relations Board (ERB) has over 80 arbitrations listed involving discipline

or dilcharge which were decided after SB 750 went into effect in 1995. Several of the

arbitators in those cases mention the impact of the new PECBA arbitration provisions

on their awards. None ofthose cases have been appealed to ERB.

loTillamook School District No. 9 and Tillamook OEA. Arbitrator, John Keltner, p. 15. Un-

published arbitration award on file with the Employment Relations Board.

llLankford, p. 125.
12Willamina Educafion Association 30J v. Willamina School District, No. 30-44-63, 5 PECBR

4086, 4100 (1980).

13 16 PECBR 873,824 (1996).

laUnitedPaperworkersInt ' l .Unionv.Misco, Inc.,484LJ.5.29,108S Ct.354,98L.Ed.2d

286,726 LRRM 3113 (1987). W.R. Grace & Co. v. Rubber Workers, 461 U.S. 757,103 S'

ct.  2777,113 L.R.R.M. 2641.

ls We believe the legislative record shows that the new Oregon law is designed to follow the

broader appiication of public policy review like the Fifth Circuit decision in Misco. The

Fifth Circuit refused to enforce an award directing reinstatement of an employee for

alleged possession of marijuana on company property. The court referred to a "public

policy" against the operation of dangerous machinery by drug-impaired person. Misco,

inc. v. paperworkers, 768 F.2d739,743,120 LRRM 2119 (CA 5, 1985). Ifthe legislature

had intended to follow the U.S. Supreme Court standard from Misco, which overturned

the 5th Circuit, we may not have had the need to amend the iaw in 1995 because Misco

was the underlying view of the law in effect at the time under prior ERB decision.

16Lankford.135.

New Deaelopments in Sexual Harassment
Case Law

Kathy Peck and Lisa Freiley

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade there has been a steady increase in the number of
sexual harassment and related claims filed by employees against not only
their employers but also unions and co-workers. According to a recent sur-
vey publishe d in Business and Legal Reports, approximately hatf of the gov-
emmental employers responding reported receiving at least one sexual ha-
rassment complaint during the past year.l on the surface, the growth in this
area of the law can be attributed to the increasing wiilingness of victims to
assert their right to work in an environment where unwelcome conduct of a
sexual nature is not tolerated. Beneath the surface, the growth in sexual
harassment litigation can be traced to the wide variety of legal theories and
remedies available to employees. The availability of these remedies has mo-
tivated employees to more aggressively pursue claims through the filing of
grievances and civil actions.

Given these factors, it is likely that sexual harassment case law will con-
tinue to evolve as one of the most visible and fastest growing areas of em-
ployment law. Prudent employers, unions, and employees are, therefore,
well advised to maintain an up-to-date understanding of their respective
rights and responsibilities. This section of the monograph is intended to
summarize the evolution of sexual harassment law and highlight significant
new developments.2

GENDER.BASED HARASSMENT
Employers are prohibited from failing to hire, discharging, or otherwise

discriminating against an indMdual because of the individual,s sex.3 The
courts have interpreted this prohibition broadly, incorporating a ban on
sexual harassment in the workplace.a sexual harassment is defined as un-
welcome sexual conduct that (1) requires the employee to submit to conduct
explicitly or implicitly as a condition of employment, (2) bases emplolmrent
decisions on the submission or rejection of such conduct, or (3) his the pur-
pose or effect of unreasonably interfering with a person's work performance
or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work environment.s
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To prevail in a statutory sexual harassment case, the victim of the alleged

harassment must establish that she or he was harassed "on the basis of

sex." It is not required, however, that the harassment be sexual in nature. As

noted in Employment Discrimination Law,

[w]hile harassment must be sex-based, it need not be sexual. The EEoC
buidelines initially misled some courts by focusing on sexuality rather
than gender. The Guidelines, after correct$ stating tha_t "[h]arassment
on thE basis of sex is a violation of section 703 0f. Title \lll," further pro-
vide that sexual harassment consists of "unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a
r."uul nature." Some courts therefore supposed that sex-based harass-
ment necessarily must involve sexual conduct. But the 1993 EEOC pro-
posed harassmjnt guidelines expressly addressed non-sexual, yet gen-
her-based, harassnient. The Guidelines (although now withdrawn
primarily because of controversy involving their application to religious
irarassment) express the EEOC;s view that unlawfirl harassment under
Title VII can inilude several forms of non-sexual conducf epithets, slurs
or negative siereotyping threatening, intimidating or hostile acts; and
writtJn or graphic mate-rlal that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion
toward an individual or group because of gender.6

To establish a work environment claim, the plaintiff must prove that but

for his or her sex, he or she would not have been the object of harassment.

As long as the ,,but for" test is met, offensive conduct need not be sexual in

naturelo be actionable. In 1993 the Eighth Circuit Court found , in Burns a.

McGregor Electriclndustries, that hostility toward women because they are

women, as opposed to only sexually exPlicit conduct, can give rise to a

sexual harassment claim.T Other cases have reinforced the principle that

harassment may be gender based but not sexual in content and still qualify

as sexual harassment.s

By the same tokery harassment based on personality conflicts or other

nongender-based factors is not actionable, as illustrated in the following

casei. In Munay a. Wal-Mart Stores, a plaintiff failed to show actionable

harassment where her co-worke/s offensive actions were based on dislike

of her personality and not her gender.e In Alder rs. Belcan Enginemng Sanices,

evidenle indicated that although a woman was repeatedly made the butt of

practical jokes by her co-workers this did not give rise to a sexual harass-

ment claim because evidence showed she was victimized because of her

vulnerable nature, not her gender.lo

SEXUAL CONDUCT
vvhile gender-related harassment may lead to legitimate complaints, the

most clear examples of actionable sexual harassment claims involve more
overt sexual conduct. Here the courts have ruled that the definition of sexual
conduct covers a broad spectrum ofbehavior, including sexual assaults,
rapes/ propositions, complimenting an employee on his/her appearance,
and flifiing. The most common forms of conduct that form the basis of a
sexual harassment complaint include dirry jokes, sexually suggestive com-
ments, sexual touching, sexual horseplay, and requests for dates.

Consider the following examples
o A manager had a habit of sitting on an employee's desk, touching her

casualiy, using her telephone, and talking to her socially while she was
trying to work. The court found that the manager's behavior included
sitting on both male and female employees' desks, as well as touching
peopie in a casual, gesturing manner. The court concluded that the behav-
ior did not constitute sexual harassment: "The Court finds this impolite
and perhaps annoying behavior from the mid-level manager but ii not
sexuai in nature, was not directed particularly at plaintiff, and did not con-
stitute sexual harassment in any sense."11

o Sexual harassment was found in a case where a manager engaged in a
pattem of behavior that included brushing back a female trainee,s hair,
analogizing telephone conversations to picking up women at bars, using
the phrase "Ohbaby," inviting the employee and other trainees out for a
drink, and shooting rubberbands.12

r The Equal Employment Opporfunity Commission @EOC) found no
sexual harassment where a supervisor made social invitations to an em-
ployee.13 The Commission stated that it "recognizes that supervisors and
their employees often dine together for business or social purposes. An
invitation for these purposes alone is not conduct of a sexual nafure. The
Commission has no intention of regulating commonly accepted business
practices which are purely social in nature rather than sexual and which
are not unwelcome."la

isolated or sporadic incidents of sexual misconduct generally do not rise
to the level of actionable sexual conduct. The courts have held that the
sexual conduct must be severe or pervasive in order to constitute sexual
harassment.ls
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in addition, employers will not avoid iiability merely because the sexuai

conduct occurred off the work premises or during nonworking hours' Given

the fact that sexual conduct may "carry over" to the job environment, the

courts may also consider this type of conduct in determining whether the

initial requirement of unwelcome sexual conduct has occurred. An employer

was found liable for sexual harassment by a supervisor who had authority to

recommend the plaintiffs discharge, even though the supervisor's sexual

advances, at a restaurant after work hours, were beyond the scope of em-
ployrnent. The court ruied that the behavior constituted sexual harassment
because the supervisor was acting within the scope of his authority when

making or recommending employment decisions that affected the plaintiff.l6

CONDUCT IS UNWELCOME

A second element required to establish a sexual harassment claim in-

volves proof that the conduct was not welcome. However, it is not a suffi-

cient defense for the employer to rely on the fact that the employee voiun-

tarily submitted or acquiesced to the conduct. Under the U.S' Supreme
Court's 1986 decision in Meitor Saaings Bank a. Vinson, the correct inquiry is
whether the employee's behavior indicated that the alleged sexual conduct
was unwelcome, not whether the employee acquiesced.lT As a general rule,
proof of active participation is necessary to successfully defend against a
harassment claim.

The employee is not required to resist or verbally Protest to show that

the harasser's conduct is unwelcome. Even though an employee's assent to
the conduct may not be dispositive, it may be relevant evidence to establish
that the conduct was in fact welcome. Consider the following examples:

o Active participation by a complainant creates a presumption that continu-
ing conduct of the same nature is welcome. This presumption may be
overcome if the alleged harasser is specifically notified that the conduct is

no longer welcome; merely ceasing participation is not sufficient.l8

. There was no violation in a case where the employee had a consensuai
sexual relationship with a supervisor for several years before her termina-
tion for legitimate business reasons. The EEOC found that the employee
"substantially welcomed" the alleged harassing conduct.le

. A female employee who, through the course of her employrnent, regularly
used vulgar language, initiated sexually-oriented conversations with co-

workers, asked male co-workers about their marital sex lives, and volun-
teered intimate details of her own sexual encounters, did not maintain a
claim for constructive discharge based on sexual harassment. The Com-
mission stated that "the evidence shows that the a-llegedly harassing con-
duct was substantially welcomed and encouraged by the plaintiff. She
actively contributed to this environment by her own profane and sexually
suggestive conduct."20

Whiie a "victim's" active participation creates a presumption that con-
tinuing conduct of the same nature is welcome, employers who rely on this
as the foundation of their defense need to remember that the empioyer will
have to prove that the conduct was welcome. This can be difficult. It is not
uncorrrnon for willing participants to become "victims" after they are disci-
plined or discharged. The employee may claim that isolated incidents of
harassment caused their work to deteriorate or excuse work rule violations.

LEGAL THEORIES OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT
There are two basic legal theories used in cases of sexual harassment:

quid pro quo and the hostile work environment. Previous sections of this
arficle have discussed what constitutes sexual conduct and whether the con-
duct was welcome. This portion will focus on the definition of the two forms
of harassment.

Quid Pro Quo
The essence of a quid pro quo claim is that someone has used actual,

implied, or apparent authority to extort sexual favors from an empioyee. The
EEOC Guidelines define quid pro quo harassment as "unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verba-l or physical conduct of
a sexual nature . . . when (1) submission to such conduct is made either
explicitiy or implicitly a term or condition of an individual's employment,
[or] (2) submission to or rejecLion of such conduct by an individual is used
as the basis for employrnent decisions affecting such an individual."2l

The elements of a quid pro quo claim are that the employee (1) belongs
to a protected group, i.e., his or her sex, (2) was subjected to unweicome
sexual harassment, (3) was subjected to deprivation of a job benefit or privi-
lege that she or he was otherwise qualified to receive because of the
employee's reaction to the harassmenf and ( ) the employer is responsible.

In quid pro quo cases, liability is generally imputed to the employer
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based on the superviso/s apparent or actual authority to extort sexual con-
sideration in retum for granting or denying job benefits. As noted inHenson
a. City of Dundee, when a supervisor is relying upon his apparent or actual
authority to extort an employee's sexual consideration she or he is "using
the means fumished by the employer to accomplish this purpose . . . [T]he
supervisor's conduct fairly can be imputed to the sourcs sf 2u*L6rihr i o
the employer."22

It is not just empioyees who have been required to provide sexual favors
to receive job benefits or privileges that have a legal claim under the quid
pro quo theory. Employees who have been passed ouer because another em-
ployee submitted to sexuai favoritism may have a cause of action.23 The
courts have taken different positions on claims of this form of sexual harass-
ment, as the following cases illustrate:

o Sexual harassment was found where a nurse was denied a promotion in
favor of another employee who was having a sexual relationship with the
doctor who made the promotion decision 2a

r Whereas, in DeCianto u. Westchestu County Medical Center, the court held
that Title VII sex discrimination prohibitions do not extend to favoritism
based on sexual atlractions or voluntary sexual relationships. The courts
and administrative agencies cannot become involved in policing intimate
relationships.s

Hostile Work Environment

The 1980 EEOC Guidelines state that Title VII prohibits "unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature that has the purpose or effect of unreasonably
interfering with an individual's work performance or creating an intimidat-
ing, hostile, or offensive working environment."26Tlne U.S. Supreme Court
in the Vinson case held that severe or pervasive sexually harassing conduct
can alter the employee's working conditions, resulting in a violation of Title
VII even though no economic job defriment occurred. This is what is re-
ferred to as "hostile environment" sexual harassment.

The hostile work environment claim differs from the quid pro quo claim
in the following aspects:

r The hostile work environment claim can be based on actions by co-
workers or even nonemplovees

. The conduct is not iimited to sexual advances or sexuai behavior; it may
also involve nonsexual behavior directed at the complainant because of
his or her gender or sexual behavior that is not directed at the complain-
ant but affects the complainant's work environment

. There is no requirement that the complainant Prove actual or threatened
economic injury it is sufficient to prove that the harassing actions were so
severe or pervasive that they effectively changed the complainant's work-
ing environment

. Unlike in quid pro quo cases, the employer is not automaticaily liabie in a
hostile environment case.

The elements of a hostile work environment case require the empioyee
to prove that (1) the employee belongs to a protected group, i.e., his or her
sex, (2) the employee was subjected to unwelcome sexual harassment, (3)
the harassment complained of was based on sex, that is, "but for" the
employee's sex she or he would not have been the object of harassment, (4)
the alleged sexual harassment had the effect of unreasonabiy interfering
with the employee's work performance and creating an intimidating, hos-
tile, or offensive work environment that seriously affected the psychoiogical
well-being of the employee.

In order to prevail in a hostile work environment claim an employee
must prove that the sexual harassment interfered with his or her ability to
perform the job or affected a "term, condition or privilege" of employment,
i.e., his or her psychological well-being. The determination of whether
sexual harassment significantly affected an employee's psychological well-
being is based on the totality of the circumstances, including the natwe of
the sexual conduct and the context in which it atose.27

In 1993 the U.S. Supreme Court, inHanis o. Forklift Systems, held that in
evaluating the severity and the pervasiveness of the offensive conduct
courts, must apply both a subjective and an objective standard.2s First, the
employee must establish that the conduct would be offensive to a reason-
able person.2e Second, the employee must establish that she or he was in
fact offended by the conduct. Conduct that is not welcomed by the em-
ployee, but is viewed as trivial or insignificant does not constitute sexual
harassment. If the victim does not subjectively perceive the environment to
be abusive, the conduct has not actually altered the conditions of the
victim's employrnent and there is no Title VII violation.3o
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in order for a conduct or a work environment to constitute sexual ha-

rassment the employee does not have to prove psychological harm or loss of

a tangible job benefit. It is sufficient if the environment would reasonably be

p"rcJirred as, and the employee did perceive the environment to be, hostile

br abusive.3l In the court's view, an employee does not have to experience a

newous breakdown before a claim of sexual harassment can be successful'

The court intheHarris case failed to directly address whether the objec-

tive standard in hostile environment cases should be a "reasonabie person"

standard, a "reasonable victim" standard, or a "reasonable woman" stan-

dard. The court used the "reasonable person" terminology throughout its

decision. It is still unclear what the lower courts will do in applying the Har-

ns decisions, grven the fact that the u.s. supreme Courtdid not address this

issue directly.-Th" Ninth Circuit (which includes oregon) has adopted a
,,reasonable woman" standard. In EIIison a. Brady the court stated that it

would ,,adopt the perspective of a reasonable woman primarilybecause . . .

a sex-blind i"urotibl"-person standard tends to be male-biased and tends

to systematically ignore the experiences of women'"3z

LIABILITY FOR SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Individual LiabilitY

standards for individual liability for sexual harassment differ between

federal and Oregon statutes. tn Miller tt. Maxwell's Intemational,33 the Ninth

Circuit reaffirmed its eariier decision in Padway a' Palches,3a to hold that

supervisors and managers cannot be held indMduallyliable for discrimina-

tion under Title MI. The Ninth Circuit's ruling is based on the conciusion

that the language of Title VII was intended to incorporate the concept of

employer fia'Uifity for the actions of its agents, not to impose individual li-

abiiity on supervisors and other agents of the employer'

The Oregon state discrimination statute, however, includes an aiding-

and-abetting provision not found in Title VII. Under this provision, it is an

unlawful .ttiplol 
"nt 

practice "[flor any persory whether an employer or

an employee, to aid, abet, incite, compel or coerce the doing of any of the

acts forbiiden under ORS 659.010 to 659.110, or to attempt to do so."35

Employees who are the victims of sexual harassment may utilize this

statute to hold harassers individually liable for damages under Oregon state-

law. It should, however, be noted that even under state law, supervisors and

managers cannot beheld liable under the general employer obligation dis_
crimination stafutes.36 supervisors, managers, and co-work"r, .i. be held
lj{l:.,liv if the plaintiff pleads and proves aiding and abetting under oRS
659.030(1) (g).3?

. 
Moreover, oregon's sex discrimination statute provides onry equitabre

damages to a prevailing plaintiff. pain-and-suffering damages and'punitive
damages are not available. rn the schram a. Albertsoi's, Inc."case, the oregon
Court of Appeals held that the plaintiff, a victim of sexual harassment, could
1ot 1ec9v9r the equitable damages for back pay or front pay against the in-
dividual defendants who committed the harassment. rhl iourt reasoned
that the employer, not the individuai defendants, was responsible for the
payment of wages. Inasmuch as the plaintiff did not seek other equitable
damages against the harassers, i.e., attomey fees, injunctive rerief, etc., sum-
mary judgments for the individual defendants were upheld.
Employer Liabitify

Har assment by Sup eroisors

It's generally agreed t-hat application of agenry principles requires that
an employer be held liable{or quid pro q,ro huruisment 6y its supervisors.
under this strict liability rule an employer is held ,"rpor,ribl" for supervisory
harassment resulting in loss or tangrtie job benefits, L,r.., if the empioyer
did not know of the harassment, uiress ihe employer took effective remedial
action promptly after acquiring knowledge of the irarassment.38 Conse-
quently, the employer can avoid liability in these situations by acting quickly
and effectively after becoming awar" of the harassment. For e*ampl"", in tne
instance of sexual harassment, the employer was not liable even though a
supervisor had disciplined a subordinate in an effort to damage her career
for rejecting a sexual relationship. The employer had deflectei liability be_
cause it promptly investigated the compiaint, removed the supervisor from
the compiainant's work environment, disciplined the supervisor, and re-
moved the disciplinary action issued by the supeMsor.ri (see the section
Preventative Actions by Employers p.94 for further commentary on this
issue.)

- whether an employer will be liable for sexual harassment that results in
a hostile work environment is not as clearly defined by the courts as it is in
quid pro quo cases. The courts wil apply basic ageng, principles in deter-
mining whether liability should be imputed to th"e empioyer. Employer
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liability for supervisory misconduct that results in a hostile work envtron-

ment is not automatic. Employer iiability tums on issues of actual, implied,

or express authority of the supervisor and whether the employer's conduct

indicated acceptance. In determining whether the employer should be Ii-

able, the courts will consider what action, If any, was taken by the employer

after it became aware of the sexuai harassment. In addition, the courts will

evaluate whether the employer had a satisfactory anti-harassment poliry in

effect at the time the harassment occurred.

Harassment by Co -Workers

Employers will be liable for harassment by co-workers only if (1) the

employer had actual or constructive notice of the harassment and (2) failed

to take prompt and appropriate remedial action.4O When the alleged ha-

rasser is a co-worker of the employee, an employer can avoid or minimize

exposure to liability by taking prompt and appropriate remedial action to

end the harassment and by maintaining a work envirorunent free of harass-

ment after that time.al Lr one case, for example, an employer was not liable

for work environment harassment of a flight attendant by a pilot because

when the attendant complained, the employer investigated the matter,

issued a written waming, and told the pilot to "stay away'' from the

attendant.a2

Harassment by N onemploy ees

Employers can be liable for harassment of employees by nonempioyees
(e.g., confractors, customers, consultants, or vendors) where the employer

"knows or should have known of the harassment by the nonemployee and

fails to take immediate and appropriate corrective action."43 The following

examples illustrate this point:

. An employer was found liable where a customer had touched an

employee's breast. The employee reported the incident and was reminded

that the "customer was always ight.'44

r A restaurant employer violated Title VII when a waitress was subjected to

unwelcome sexual conduct by a male customer. The employer knew of the

conduct but took no corrective action even though the harasser was a

frequent customer who had a friendly relationship with the employer.as

The EEOC will consider the extent of the employe/s control over

nonemployees or any other legal responsibilities the employer may have

with regard to the conduct of nonemployees.

Retaliation

It is not just aggrieved appiicants and emproyees who may have claims
against an employer if they are subjected to sexual harassment. Applicants
and employees who are retaliated against for opposing sexual harassment,
testifying or participating in harassment proceedingr, 6, filing harassment
complaints are also statutorily protected.a6

Union Liability

Like employers, unions are required to compry with state and federal

l1w1 nrghiuiting employment discrimination, inciuding sexual harassment.
under Title vII and oRS Chapter 659, a union can be both an ,,employer,,
and a_"labor organization." As an employer, a union may be heid liabie for
sexual harassment of its employees in accordance with theories generally
applicable to employers. As a iabor organi zation, a union muy lJ nela hilie
for its action or inaction in dealing with sexual harassment issues raised by
the employees it represents.

The leading Ninth Circuit opinion addressing a union,s responsibility
under Title vil to respond to the harassment ciaims of its mem^bers is the
1991 case woods a. Graphic Communications.az Nthough the woods case ad-
dressed the issue of a union's obligation to respond to racial harassment
claims raised by its members, the court's decision is equaliy applicable to
claims of sexual harassment. aB rn woods, the trial courr found that a steward,
a committee person, and other bargaining-unit employees had engaged in
various acts of racial harassment. The trial court alsb found that the uruon
had failed to fiie a grievance or take any other action to alleviate the harass_
ment. The Ninth circuit applied the rules of agency generally applicable to
employers to conclude that the union ratified the harassmeni by falling to
i$e.pr9mpt, appropriate conective action. In rendering this decision, the
Ninth Circuit expressed its view that unions have an afErmative obligation
to oppose unlawful discrimination against members. under this standard.
unions may be held liable for intentionally failing to file grievances raising
hostile work environment claims and acquiescing to known hostile work
environments.ae

The courts have also demonstrated a willingness to hold unions liable
under Title MI when union agents engage in conduct of a sexual nature that
creates an offensive work environment. The decision of stair o. Lehighvalley
Carpenters is illustrative.s'In that case, a union was held liable under Title
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VII for purchasing calendars of nude women in suggestive poses and dis-
tributing the calendars to its members. Although none of the union officials
had actually posted the calendars, union officials were aware that the calen-
dars had been posted at job sites and were also aware that female workers
had compiained. At trial, the union argued that pomotraphy was widely
available in society and should therefore not give rise to liability. The Court
rejected this "boys will be boys" defense, conciuding that the union's distri-
bution of " gSrlie" caiendars communicates to women that the union views
them as sex objects rather than as skilled workers fiyng to succeed in his-
torically male - dominated fields.sl

OTHER ISSUES

"Same Sex" Harassment

Both Title VII of the Civii Rights Act of 1.964, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, and ORS
659.030 prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex but do not prohibit dis-
crimination on the basis of sexual orientation.s2 This distinction has led to
considerable confusion nationwide on the question of whether "same sex"
harassment is actionable and, if so, under what circumstances.

As a starting poinf the EEOC compliance manual provides the following
guidelines:

The victim does not have to be of the opposite sex from the harasser.
Since sexual harassment is a form of su discrimination, the critical inquiry is
whether the harasser treats a member or members of one sex dffirmtly from
members of the other sex. The victim and the harasser may be of the same
sex where, for instance, the sexual harassment is based on the victim's
sex (not the victim's sexual preference) and the harasser does not treat
employees of the opposite sex the same way.u'

This regulation serves as the guideline for administrative enforcement of
Title VII's sexual harassment prohibitions, but the regulation has not been
uniformly adopted and applied by the federal courts. As a result, significant
conflicts have developed. At the present time, a majority of federal circuit
courts have held, or indicated in dicta that "same sex" harassment is ac-
tionable.sa These decisions are reflected in the rulings of the Fourth, Sixth,
and Eighth Circuits in McWilliams a. Fairfax County Board of Supm:isors,
ssYeary a. Goodwill Industries-Knomille, s6and Quick o. Donaldson Co.s7

There are, however, variations among these circuits as to when harass-
ment between members of the same sex is actionable. ln the McWilliams

case, the Fourth Circuit held that harassment of a heterosexual by a hetero-
sexual of the same sex is not actionabie unless it is motivated by homosexual
attraction. The Eighth Circuit adopted a different standard in euick In that
case, the Court held that evidence that male employees were the only tar-
gets of mde heterosexuals who practiced "baggSng", i.e., the grabbing and
squeezing of testicles, could lead to a violation of Title MI. The Court did
not consider the motivation of the "baggers" as relevant. It was sufficient
that female co-workers, who obviously lacked testicles, were not subjected
to the same treatment. in the Eighth Circuifs view, the determination of
whether same sex harassment is actionable must be based on whether
"members of one sex are exposed to disadvantageous terms and conditions
of employment to which members of the other sex are nor exposed,,, not
homosexual attraction.s8

Similarly, inYeary, the Sixth Circuit held that a male employee,s claims
that he was grabbed, pinned against the wall, subjected to obscene com-
ments, and asked out for a date by a male co-worker gave rise to a Title VIi
claim. It was sufficient that the employee alleged he was harassed "because
of" his sex. The sixth Circuit considered it unnecessary to decide whether
same-sex harassment was actionable only when the harassment was
homosexual.

Contrary positions are reflected in decisions from the Fifth and Seventh
Circuit. rn Johnson u. Hondo, the Seventh circuit held that a male employee
failed to establish an acLionable sexual harassment claim even though he
was subjected to repeated sexual remarks, including the comment ,,I,m go-
ing to make you suck didg" as well as crotch-grabbing geqtures, by a male
co-worker.se The Court noted that sexually graphic expressions were com-
monplace in certain circles and concluded that the employee-victim had
failed to adequately show that these actions were irrevocably linked to his
gender or based on sexual stereotyping.

The Fifth Circuit, in Garciq a. EIf Atochem North America 60 'l,td oncale a .
sundowner offihore santices,6l has gone further to become the only circuit to
hold that "same sex" harassmentisnot actionable under any circumstances.
rn Garcia, the court rejected a male plaintiff's argument that his male super-
visor committed actionable harassment by making sexual motions and grab-
bing his crotch. In oncale, the Court rejected a similar argument from a male
employee on an off-shore oil rig who claimed he was held down by his co-
workers while his supervisor placed his genitals on him and sexually as-
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saulted him with a bar of soap. In both cases, the Fifth Circuit reasoned that
there is no recognized cause of action for alleged sexual harassment be-
tween members of the same sex.

The Oncale case was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. On March 4,
1998, a unanimous Supreme Court issued a long-awaited decision resoMng
what it described as the "bewildering variety of stances" among the federal
courts on the same-sex harassment issue. In the Oncale decision, the U.S.
Supreme Court held that same sex harassment is actionable under Title
VII.62

The Court prefaced its decision by noting that aithough male-on-male
harassment was not the principle evil Congress sought to address when it
enacted Title VII, "statutory prohibitions often go beyond the principie evil
to cover reasonabiy comparable evils." Given the fact that Title VII prohibits
discrimination because of sex as a term or condition of employrnent, the
Court reasoned that the Act's sexual harassment prohibitions "must extend
to sexual harassment of any kind that meets the siatutory requkements."

In rendering this decision, the Supreme Court rejected the notion that
same-sex harassment must be supported by evidence of homosexual attrac-
tion. The Court also rejected the argument that recognizing liability for
same-sex harassment would transform Title Vii into a vehicle for enforce-
ment of general civility codes. In the Court's view, the risk of making the
federal courts enforcers of such codes was no greater in same-sex cases than
mixed-sex cases. Moreover, the Court made it clear that Title VII does nor
reach innocuous differences in the ways men and women interact with
members of the same se& nor does it reach conduct merely tinged with
offensive sexual connotations.

Under the Supreme Courfls ruling in Oncale, sarne sex harassment is to
be evaluated according to the standards applicable to more traditionai male-
female harassment claims. This standard was succinctly summarizedby
Justice Scalia as follows:

The prohibition of harassment on the basis of sex requires neither asexu-
ality nor androgyny in the workplace; it forbids only 

-behavior 
so objec-

tively offensive as to alter the conditions of the victim's employment.
'Conduct that is not severe or pervasive enough to create an objectively
hostile or abusive work environment-an environment that a reasonabie
person would find hostile or abusive-is beyond Title VII's purview.'
Citing Harris and Meritor.s

WORKPLACE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Related Tort Causes of Action

In addition to remedies available under state and federal sex discrimina-
tion statutes, victims of sexual harassment may pursue a variety of common
law tort claims against employers, supervisors, and co-workers. The term
"tort" describes a cMl wrong actionabie under common law court decisions
rather than statutes.

Wrongful Discharge
Under Oregon law, the retaliatory discharge of an employee for pursuing

his or her right to resist sexual harassment constitutes a lwongful discharge
for which an employer is liable for general and punitive damages.6a The
tortious character of the action arises from its retaliatory nature. An em-
ployee who resigns because she or he was subjected to sexual harassment
does not have a cause of action for wrongfui discharge unless the elements
of constructive wrongful discharge are established. (See the section "The
Theory of Constructive Discharge" below.)

Defamation

Liability for defamation arises when false, defamatory and unprivileged
information conceming a person is communicated to another, causing dam-
age to the defamed person's reputation.5s Exposure to defamation claims
typically arise during the investigation of a sexual harassment complaint,
when a supervisor, management employee, employee witness, or union
representative overreacts by falsely publicizing that the accused employee
has committed acts of sexual harassment. Those who are charged with defa-
mation in the context of the investigation or response to a sexual harass-
ment claim may assert an absoiute or qualified privilege.

Absolute privilege is a total defense to a claim of defamation. Qualified
privilege is a defense to claims of defamation oniy if the alleged defamatory
comments were made in good faith. As a general rule, statements made
during judicial or quasi-judicial proceedingp are absoluteiy privileged, pro-
vided the statements have some relevance to the proceeding. The availabil-
ity of absolute privilege to communications made to administrative agencies
depends on whether the action requested from the agency and the agency's
authority to take quasi-judicial action can be characterized as simiiar to a
judicial proceeding. Qualified privilege is a defense to claims of defamation
that arise in connection with the employe/s statutory obligation to investi-
gate and take appropriate corrective action.
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Although the Oregon courts have not addressed defamation and privi-
lege defenses in the context of a sexual harassment case, the Fifth Circuit's
decision inGarzinau.Dupont Co. illustrates the application of these defenses
in another jurisdiction. In Garzina, the Fifth Circuit held that an employer's
action in posting a bulletin that included a statement saying an employee
was discharged for repeated, unsolicited physicai conduct was protected by
qualified privilege.66Inasmuch as the employer believed it had a legal duty
to issue the bulletin, the Court concluded that the employee could not pre-
vail in a slander suit absent proof that the representation was known to be
false or published with malice.

Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress (Outrageous Conduct)

Under Oregon law, a claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress
must be supported by evidence that the defendant's conduct constituted an
"extraordinary transgression of the bounds of socialiy tolerable conduct."67
Consequently, acts of sexual harassment that are sufficiently egregious to
meet this standard may glve rise to a cause of action. To prevail, a plaintiff
must prove not oniy that the conduct in question transgressed socially toler-
able conduct but aiso that the defendant intended to inflict severe emotional
distress and his or her conduct caused such distress. Proof of intent may,
however, be esiablished through evidence that the defendant knew or
should have known his or her sexual harassment would cause severe dis-
tress.68 Other courts have held supervisors, co-workers, and employers
Iiable in a variety of circumstances.6e

The Oregon courts have rejected the notion that the discharge of an
employee for refusing to break off a consensual romantic relationship with
another employee constitutes intentional infliction of emotional distress.To
Based on this precedent, it appears an employels conduct in forcing an
employee to break a consensual relationship for fear that a change in this
relationship will create future exposure to sexual harassment liability will
not be actionable as outrageous conduct.Tl

Inaasion of Priaacy

Employees have also successfully asserted tortious invasion-of-privary
claims in the context of sexual conduct in the workplace. Exposure to liabil-
ity may arise as a result of the intrusive sexual harassment itself or an overly
intrusive investigation of the harassment. The first type of iiability is
reflected in the decision of the Eleventh Circuit in Phillips a. Smallev Mainte-
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nance Smsice. In this case the owner of a business was held liable for inva-
sion of privary where he made a demand that a female employee engage in
oral sex, began to cover the windows in his office to prevent visibility, hit
her "across the bottom" when she refused to comply, and ultimately termi-
nated her.72

Interference With Economic Relationships

Work-related sexual conduct may also give rise to a claim for tortious
interference with economic relationsh ip. In Laais a, Oregon B eauty Supply
Co., a female employee was working for an employer whose son was a su-
pervisor.T3 She began dating the son but later told him she wanted to date
other men. He became very jealous and embarked on a course of conduct
that included standing outside her office and glaring at her several times a
day, telling co-workers she was a drug addict and had given him a venereal
disease, calling her a whore, searching through her personal belongings,
slamming doors in her face, and generally refusing to cooperate with her
when she needed information relevant to her job. The Oregon Supreme
Court held that such a course of conduct constituted intentional interference
with economic relationship on the part of the son but refused to bind his
father to liability because there was insufficient evidence that he personally
saw or heard any of the acts or knew of his son's motive.

Assault and Battery
Claims for civil assault and battery are often included in sexual harass-

ment complaints, inasmuch as such claims often involve allegations that an
individuai was subjected to offensive touching and/or apprehension of such
action. An example is McGanty a. staudenraus, suprq; and Phillips a. smalley
Maintenance Smsice, supra.In Phillips, an employer was held liabie for as-
sault and battery in circumstances where he sexually propositioned an em-
ployee and hit her "across the bottom" when she rejected his advances.za

The Theory of "Constructive Dischatge"

Under some circumstances, an empioyee's resignation is deemed to be
the functional equivalent of a discharge. such resignations are referred to as
"constructive discharges." The determination of whether an employee who
resigned was constructively discharged is critically important rrom ine
standpoint of damages. An employee who resigned is not entitled to dam-
ages for back wages and benefits, while an employee who was discharged,
or constructively discharged, may be entitled to such damages. Also, some
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causes of action, including the tort of wrongful discharge, require a plaintiff

to prove she or he was discharged. Proof of constructive discharge satisfies

this element of the cause of action.7s

Conslructive discharge issues typically arise in sexual harassment cases

when an employee ciaims she or he resigned to escape sexual harassment.T6

Under Ninth Circuii precedent, a plaintiff must show that the sexual harass-

ment was sufficiently intolerable that a reasonable person would have felt

compelled to resign under the circumstances.TT This objective standard is

aiso applied in a majority of other circuits.T8

As noted in the previous discussion, an employee who is discharged for

resisting sexual harassment may bring a cause of action for torlious wrong-

ful discharge, in addition to a statutory sex discrimination claim. The Or-

egon courts have also recognized the tort of wrongful constructive dis-

charg". To establish the constructive discharge element of this cause of

action, a piaintiff must prove that (1) the employer intentionally created or

maintained working conditions that were so intolerabie that a reasonable

person would have resigned, (2) the employer intended to cause the em-

ployee to leave his or her employnent as a result of those conditions or

knew that it was substantially certain that the employee would leave as a

result of those conditions, and (3) the employee did leave as a result of

those conditions.Te

PREVENTATIVE ACTIONS BY EMPLOYERS
Employers can reduce their liability by implementing several preventa-

tive steps. First, the employer needs to develop a sexual harassment policy

that clearly establishes the employels expectations and states that sexual

harassment is not acceptable. This poliry must then be clearly communi-

cated to the employees. This should include informing all employees of the

poliry, reviewing it with them annually, and making newly hired employees

aware of it.

Elements of a Sexual Harassment Policy

The policy itself should include several key elements. The prohibition

against sexual harassment needs to be explicit, and the policy should explain

what it is and define what conduct and behavior is unacceptable. A state-

ment as to what sanctions may be used when violations of the poliqr occur

should be included in the poliry. In addition, the poliry should explicitly
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encourage employees who have been subjected to harassment to come for-
ward and file complaints. The process for employees to file complaints
needs to include more than one person with whom the complaint can be
filed. This will ensure that the employee who has a complaint wiil be able to
circumvent filing it with the harasser if he or she is the person who normally
would have received the complaint. The poliry also needs to include a state-
ment that assures employees that they will not be subject to retaiiation for
filing complaints or providing information regarding alleged harassment.
The employer may also want to consider mediation as a possible altemative
under the policy.

The following case examples illustrate how the presence of employer
poliry guidelines on sexual harassment may effect the outcome of
litigations:

. An employer's handbook that prohibited horseplay, assault, obscene lan-
gage,and immoral conduct and contained a grievance procedure did not
absolve the employer from liability for a supervisor's sexual conduct. Even
if the employer's employnent poliry negated constructive knowledge of
sexual harassmenf the employer's poliry was not specific enough to in-
form female employees that sexual harassment was prohibited.s0

r A revised anti-harassment poliry was adequate in scope and detail, where
it defined harassment and provided specific complaint procedures that
bypassed immediate supervisors, if necessary. 81

Thorough Investigation of Complaints

A second part of an effective preventative program involves ensuring
that there is an immediate and thorough investigation of sexual harassment
complaints and that appropriate action is taken based on the results of the
investigation. As soon as evidence of sexual harassment becomes known,
the employer should take action to investigate the situation. This will be
necessary even if a written complaint has not been formally filed. In addi-
tion, investigations are necessary when a complaint has been fiied but the
employee has requested that the employer not take any action. To fail to
investigate at this point would put the employer in the situation of being
aware of possible harassment and not having attempted to investigate and
remedy the situation. This is not a strong position to be in when it becomes
necessary to defend against a lawsuit.

Employers should attempt to maintain confidentiality to the extent
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possible. The duty to maintain the complainant's confidentiality must be
balanced with the employer's legal duty to effectively investigate the com-
plaint, which includes a confrontation of the accused with the allegations
against them.

Corrective Action

A third component of any preventative plan is for the employer to take
appropriate corrective action when a sexual harassment complaint is found
to have merit. Corrective action involves taking some action against the
person who is guilty of the actual harassment and also providing some re-
medial action for the victim of the harassment. The sufficienry of the
employer's action is judged in part by the severity and persistence of the
harassment and the adequary of the investigation and remedial action
taken. The remedy implemented by the employer must be appropriate and
end the offensive behavior. Action against the harasser can take a variety of
forms, including but not limited to counseling, verbai waminp, written
wamings, suspensions, transfers, and discharge.

It is important that the victim of the harassment not be punished in or-
der to correct the situation. In other words, the victim's working conditions
should not be altered in such a manner that his or her work environment is
less desirable than before he or she filed the complaint. For instance, a
victim's shift should not be changed to a less desirable one and the victim
should not have to work in a less desirable work environment.

In determining the appropriate disciplinary response, empioyers should
consider the severity and frequenry of the misconduct, the accused's levei of
contrition and emplol'rnent record with the organization, and, if it is not the
first complaint, the effectiveness of prior remedial actions. Other relevant
considerations include the employer's past practice in situations factually
simiiar to the current situation, the organization's stated policy regarding
appropriate remedies, and, where appropriate, the organization's coilective
bargaining agreement. Merely talking to the alleged harasser may not be
sufficient without some more formal type of discipline and a waming that
any repetition of the behavior will result in termination.82

Remedial action for the victim can take a variety of forms: verbal or writ-
ten apologies, reaffirmation of the anti-harassment poliry, shielding the
victim from retaliation or backlash, counseling, educational sessions, super-
visory training, and retraction of any improper adverse action.
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CONCLUSION

Employers and unions are encouraged to take proactive steps to comply
with their legal responsibilities and avoid liability in this rapidiy developing
area of employrnent law. These steps should include, as a minimum, a well-
written and effectively distributed poliry prohibiting harassment, along with
regular training of employer and union representatives.

Given the increased willingness of vrctims of sexual harassment to assert
claims, as well as the expansion of harassment protections to same-sex vic-
tims and the proliferation of related causes of action, it is likely that the his-
torical increase in the numbers of sexual harassment claims filed will con-
tinue well beyond the tum of the century.

Employers, unions, and employees are, therefore, encouraged to develop
and maintain an up-to-date understanding of their rights and obligations
under state and federal laws prohibiting harassment, as weli as related com-
mon law theories.
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Chicago Tribune Co'992F.2d 697 (63 F.E.P. Cases 319) (7th Cir. 1993); Spulak v. K-
Mark Corp., 894F.2d 1150 (51 F.E.P. Cases 1652) (10th Cir. 1990); Flill v. Winn-Dixie
Stores, lnc., 934F.2d.1518 (6I.E.R. Cases 1068) (11th Cir. 1991).
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483 (1997).
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E-mail Policies in the Public SectorWorkplace:
B al ancing Management Resp onsibilities w ith

Employ e e Priu acy lnter ests

Stuart J. Kaplan

INTRODUCTION
Few new workplace technolggies have found such widespread and rapid

acceptance as electronic mail. According to recent survey data,90% of large
companies have E-mail and the number of workers using E-maii, now esti-
mated to be nearly 40 millioru is expected to rise at the rate of 20% per
year.l Businesses and other organizations have invested in E-mail systems
to attain a host of potential benefits, including increased worker productMty
and reduced expenses for FAX, mail, and telephone.2 Many government
agencies are adding citizen information services delivered via E-mail and
other forms of Intemet media to their E-mail capabilities.3

The main pulposes of this essay are to (L) summarize the legal authority
and iimitations regarding employer monitoring of E-mail, (2) analyze the
worker privary interests that should be considered, and (3) suggest some
options for accommodating the often competing interests of management
and workers when public agencies develop or revise their E-mail policies.
I'11 start by reviewing the legal context for E-mail monitoring, as it currently
edsts in constitutional law, statutory law, common laq and arbitration his-
tory. Impiications of these laws for both the private and public sector work-
place will be considered. Then, I will examine differences and simiiarities
between the interests of workers and their employers with respect to E-mail
monitoring. A concluding seclion will review various types of E-mail poli-
cies and highlight the practical and legal implications of these opttons.

WORKER AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES IN THE NEW
ELECTRONIC WORKPLACE

As companies and govemment agencies deveiop telecommuting pro-
grams in response to environmental poliry mandates or in an effort to re-
duce the expense of building new offices, E-mail will become increasingly
vital to the functioning of the organization.a Employees who work at home
or at small, geographically dispersed office facilities need a variety of elec-
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tronic communication technologies to stay in touch with co-workers and
supervisors and to deliver their work product.

Along with the subsiantial benefits that E-mail brings to the workplace,
numerous problems and unintended effects are also starting to emerge. The
technology of E-maii, as compared to the telephone, appears to foster a
heightened sense of psychological distance between communicators and a
greater perception of anonyrnity. Although perceptions of psychological
distance and anonymity may have a positive effect in the workplace to the
extent that more casual and efficient communication is facilitated, some
observers believe that these characteristics of E-mail might also encourage
an increase in offensive messages, including sexual harassment.5 Indeed,
there is some indication that the nature of the technology may facilitate
abusive use. One commentator notes that several large companies report
that sexual harassment is the main form of E-mail abuse and that more than
20o/o of the respondents in some studies have received sexually harassing
E-mail.6

Excessive use of E-mail and other network services for nonwork-related
purposes is another matter of concem to management. Productivity may
suffer when workers spend hours "surfing" the World Wide Web in pursuit
of their personal interests rather than for information relevant to their work,
or when they make extensive use of E-mail for personal communication.
\{hen several public agencies in Oregon recently monitored their employ-
ees' use of the Web, they found that many of them were regularly accessing
sites that had no connection to their work, including some with pomo-
graphic content.T This revelation not only caused concem about the effects
of these practices on productivity but also raised questions about misuse of
resources purchased with public funds.

Because employers face potentially costly liability if the organization's E-
mail system is used to harass or defame another person, or to violate copy-
right law, they are more and more likely to monitor how their employees
use the system. The American Civil Liberties Union estimates that one in
three American workers is subject to electronic surveillance by manage-
ment.8 Such monitoring on the job can include searches of employee com-
puter files and review of stored voicemail and E-mail messages. When
monitoring of employee phone calls and the use of hidden surveillance
cameras is added to this list of methods, almost two-thirds of major U.S.
firms monitor their workers.e In addition to the monitoring of employee use
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of E-mail by management, cases have been reported of workers obtaining
unauthorized access to their company's computer network for the PurPose
of gathering information about their bosses.l0

As reliance on E-mail communication grows and eiectronic monitoring
becomes an established workplace practice, workers are increasingly con-
cemed about the impact on their personal privary. Employers are also aware
of the need to take measures that reduce their potential exposure to
invasion-of-privary suits brought by workers. Some commentators predict
that electronic monitoring will become a significant source of labor-
management tension in the near future, with important implications for
employee morale and productivity.ll Invasion-of-privary suits arising from
workplace monitoring of various types are beginning to proliferate.l2 The
assumption that monitonng results in geater worker productivity has aiso
been called into question.l3

Although the primary focus of this essay is on E-maii monitoring, it will
be necessary to also refer to other forms of workplace observation, such as
phone and voicemail monitoring, and the use of surveillance cameras. Most
of the laws affecting E-mail were developed in response to older forms of
monitoring, and courts are just beginning to address E-mail cases. At least
for the present, the tendenry is for legislatures and courts to appiy principles
developed for older technology to the newer forms. I will discuss some
unique aspects of E-mail that should get more consideration.

LEGAL CONTEXT FOR E-MAIL MONITORING

Federal and State Constitutions

The Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution prohibits unreasonabie
searches conducted by govemment entities. It traditionally has been applied
to searches carried out by law enforcement personnel, such as the police. ln
the employment context the Fourth Amendment does not apply to private
employers, but it has been interpreted to apply to searches by pubiic sector
employers. A search warrant isn't required for some types of "administra-
tive" searches. A leading case invoMng invasion of privary in the public
sector workpiace was the 1987 U.S. Supreme Court's decision in O'Connor a.
Ortega.la Ortega, a physician in a Califomia state hospital, was suspected of
improprieties in his management of an educational Program in the hospital.
Hospital officials searched his private office and seized various items from
his desk and files, including some that were personal in nature. Ortega sued
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for violation of his privary rights under the Fourth Amendment.

In determining if ortega's Fourth Amendment rights had been viorated
by the search, the supreme Court reached two conclusions that are relevant
to the subject of E-mail monitoring. First, the Court affirmed that pubric
employees can assert Fourth Amendment privary claims against their em-
pioyers. However, the degree of privary protection is conditioned on the
"operational realities" of the particular workplace.tt By that standard, the
question of when a search is "reasonable" (i.e.,lawful) depends on the con-
text of a particular employment relationship and the employels legitimate
need to supervise the workplace. In subsequent court opinions that have
appiied the principles of O'Connor, the trend has been to favor the (public)
employels need for supervisiory control, and efficienry over the employee,s
privary interests.l6

This strong presumption in favor of the employe/s interests has led one
legal scholar to conclude that govemment workers have virtually no Fourth
Amendment pivaqr protection.lT In the E-mail-monitoring context, public
employers need only inform their workers that monitoring could occur in
order to reduce "reasonable expectations" of pirvaqt practically to zero. A
few exceptions to this strong presumption in favor of management's author-
ity to monitor workers will be presented later.

Although O'Connor wasn't about E-mail monitoring, the reasoning of
the supreme Court in that case has been applied to searches of computer
systems. A recent federai district court ruling involving a search of a govem-
ment worke/s computer may provide some indication of how O,Connor
principles might apply to E-mail monitoring in the workplace. In 1993 the
federal District Court for the Eastem District of Pennsylvania ruled inwill-
iams o. Philadelphia Housing Authoity that a goverrrment employee's Fourth
Amendment rights were not violated when the empioyer searched his com-
puter disk even though it contained personal information as well as items
that were work related.l8 The court ruled that O'Connor gtrves govemment
employers considerable latitude to examine a worker's personal items if that
is necessary in a search for work-related material.

The Fourth Amendment's reasonableness standard is incomorated in
most state constitutions, including oregon's.le The pattem of d-ecisions de-
scribed above suggests that in most instances public workers would have a
difficult time asserting a privary right against E-mail monitoring under their
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state constitutions. Employers can reduce their liability for invasion of pri-
vary by publishing an E-mail poliry and asserting that monitoring is neces-
sary to protect their property and maintain an efficient work environment.
Even the Califomia constitution, which requires that searches be justified by
a "compelling interest," has tumed out to be not especially protective of
worker privary.2o

Federal Statutes

The federal law that is most reievant to the subject of E-mail monitoring
is the Electronic Communications Privary Act of 1986 (ECPA).21 The ECPA
updates older wiretapping statutes by extending privary protection to com-
munication systems based on computer technolog'. Under the ECPA, inter-
ception of an E-mail message while it is being transmitted or obtaining the
content of a stored message is a federal crime. However, three broad excep-
tions in the ECPA would seem to allow most forms of E-mail monitoring by
both private and public employers.22 The first of these, the "consent" excep-
tion, removes the ECPA's privacy protection if one of the parties to the com-
munication has given prior consent. Although obtaining express written
consent would be the safest approach for the employer,23 it probabiy is suffi-
cient to have a written E-mail poliry that has been well publicized within
the organization.2a The other two ECPA exceptions that are relevant to E-
mail monitoring in the workpiace stem from the employer's position as
"oumet" of the E-mail system. As the system owner, the employer is al-
Iowed to monitor it to assure that it is being used properly by employees
(the "business use" exception) and that the technical performance of the
system is adequate ("system provider" exception).2s

Courts deciding workplace-monitoring cases brought under the ECPA
generally side with the employer because of the exceptions described above.
Two notable cases that deviated from that general pattem wili be reviewed
here because they reveal the circumstances under which workers' privary
claims might override the strong presumption that employers can monit-or
communication in the workplace in order to protect their business interests.

The boundaries of the consent exception were tested in a case that pre-
dates the ECPA" but has been generally considered as a useful guide to how
courts might decide the limits of consent for E-mail monitoring. InWatkins
o. L.M. Berry I Co., an employee of a telemarketing firm alleged that her
personal phone call had been monitored in violation of federal wiretapping
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law.26 The employer had informed its workers that sales calls were subject to
monitoring but not personal calls. But in this instance the company listened
to Watkin's call longer than was necessary to determine that it was personal
in nature. The Eleventh Circuit Court rejected the employer's claim that
Watkins' knowledge that monitoring was used was sufficient to establish
general consent: "She consented to a poliry of monitoring sales calls but not
personal calls. This consent included the inadvertent interception of a per-
sonal call, but only for as long as necessary to determine the nature of the
call."27

The ECPA's business-use exception was applied in a case involving ex-
tensive monitoring of a worker's phone calls. The employer in Deal o. Spears
had installed a phone recording device in an effort to get information about
a burglary at the employels place of business.2s The onmer recorded and
listened to some twenty-two hours of phone calls made by one employee,
and the personal content of some of those calls was disclosed to a third
party. The employer attempted to avoid liability for this violation of the
ECPA by claiming that the business-use exception applied. But the Eighth
Circuit Court ruled that such an extensive amount of monitoring, which
involved both personai and business calis, not be construed to have taken
place within the "ordinary course of business."

Collective Bargaining Statutes

Federal labor law could limit some E-mail-monitoring situations, at least
with respect to private sector employment. The National Labor Relations
Act (lttLRA) protects the right of workers to join labor organizations and
"engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining
or other mutual aid or protection." 2eThe NLRA's Section 7 protection of
certain concerted activities extends to workers in non-unionized work-
places.

A1.997 National Labor Relations Board OILRB) ruling addressed the
question of when E-mail communication might quahfy as protected con-
certed activity under the NLRA. InTimekeEing Systems Inc., Nt employer
discharged a worker for the tenor of an E-mail message in which the worker
criticized a new vacation policy and sought the assistance of other employ-
ees in getting the old poliry reinstated.30 The NLRB ruled that the worker's
E-mail communication was primarily intended to elicit help from other em-
ployees and, therefore, qualified as a form of concerted activity. The NLRB

further ruled that the tone of his message, while sarcastic, wasn't so offen-

sive as to lose the protection of the NLRA'

A somewhat different outcome was reached in an earlier NLRB ruling

that involved an employee who was fired for sending a system-wide com-

puter messag" to .o-*orkers proiesting-impending layoffs. In washington

Adoentist Uo"spnat lnc., the NLRB ruled that the conduct did not qualify for

protected status under the NLRA because the employee's E-mail message

intemrpted the work of more than 100 terminai users at a peak time in the

hospital, creating a potential hazard.31

One commentator has suggested that E-mail communication could be-

come an increasingly important medium for "concerted activity" in the fu-

ture as more workers participate in telecommuting programs'32 E-mail

might be the only readily available means of communication about employ-

melnt conditior,, fo, geographically dispersed workers' However' the above

cases don't address t-h" ge""ral isiue of union solicitation rights' It is unclear

under what circumstances the NLRB would aliow employees to use an em-

ployer E-mail system to solicit union members, especially during working

i,ontr. Generaliy, the NLRB has restricted union solicitation to nonworking

times and nonworking areas.33 ln one case regarding E-mail, E.I. du Pont de

Nemours €t Co.,the Ninn ru1ed that the employer had violated section

8(a)(1) of the NLI{I\ when it allowed workers to use the E-mail system to

airt iUrt" personal messages but prohibited bargaining unit employees from

using it to distribute union literature and notices'34

Like the NLRA, Oregon',s Public Employee Collective Bargaining Act

(PECBA) makes interference with the right of public employ.ees to organize

and participate in the activities of labor unions an Unfair Labor Practice.3s

Ho#"v"r, the Employment Relations Board (ERB), which administers the

PECBA, has yet to hear a case determining whether E-mail use might

quahfy as protected "concerted activit/' under the Act. while the ERB has

often followed NLRB precedents, it is still unclear whether it would rule

consistently with the NLRB's TimekeEing, Washington Adttentist Hospital, or

DuPont decisions.

Proposed Federal Legislation

Congress has shown an interest in workplace privary legislation because

of r"poris of stress and morale problems from the growing use of electronic

*onitorir,g.36 Several bills to regulate the monitoring of workers have been
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considered by Congress since 1,987, but none has been adopted. Althoueh
these efforts to craft a federal law that balances employer and emproyee"
interests havenot been successful to date, the process has produced some
basic principles that suggest the direction that future privacy regislation
might take.

The bill that received the broadest support, with more than 130 cospon-
sors, was the Privary for Consumers and workers Act (PCWA), introduced
by senator Paul simon in1993.37 The key provisions of the pCWA concem
the type of notice about monitoring practices that employers would be re-
quired to give, the rights of workers to review any information obtained
through monitoring, and limitations on the extent of monitoring. Employers
would be required to give detailed written notice to workers and job appli-
cants about the type of monitoring to be conducted and the possible uses of
the information coliected. The PCWA would also require employers to no-
tify employees that they were being electronically monitored at the time of
monitoring, unless it was being done for investigatory purposes when the
employer had reasonable suspicion of wrongdoing. other major provisions
of the PCWA would place restrictions on the amount of monitoring that
couid take place in a given period and provide progressively greater privary
protection to workers as a function of their seniority. The net effect of these
provisions would be to allow employers to monitor new workers (those who
had been with the employer for fewer than 60 working days) with the least
degree of restriction.

The PCWA received criticism from employers who argued that the no-
tice requirements would be burdensome and the restriclions on monitoring
would excessiveiy limit their right to control how their equipment was
used.38 Due to these objections, the retirement of senator simon in1994,
and the shift to a Republican-dominated congress in the same year, there
seems to be little likelihood that this workplace privary biil will gain
approval.

State Statutes
Nearly all states have laws that restrict eavesdropping on electronic com-

munications.3e But the privary protection afforded by these laws is condi-
tioned by exceptions that, in most cases, are similar to the exceptions in the
ECPA. . fu a general mle, these state laws permit interception-or monitor-
ing of electronic communication when at least one parly to the communica-
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tion has given prior consent or when the system provider (i.e., the em-
ployer) can assert a reasonable business interest for monitoring.al As has
been the case with rulings on the ECPA" the courts have tended to infer
consent when an employer has a well-publicized monitoring poliry. Some
state statutes require that all parties to a communication give prior consent.
Ai this time, Oregon's wiretapping statute requires that only one of the
parties give consent.a2 One commentator cautions that E-mail communica-
tion with a party located in a state that has less liberal exceptions (e.g., an
all-parfy consent requirement) could give rise to an invasion-of-privary
claim under that state's laws.a3

State legislatures are only beginning to address E-mail privary in the
workplace as a specific issue. Colorado, for example, recently passed a law
that requires all public agencies and institutions to develop written E-mail
monitoring policies.aa Most states appear to be relying on eisting wiretap-
ping and other interception-of-communications statutes to cover E-mail
privacy. But the assumption that laws written for older electronic technoio-
gies are adequate for addressing unique characteristics of E-mail communi-
cation is only starting to be tested in the courts.as A Wisconsin law takes the
unusual approach of limiting the ability of state employers to discipline
workers based on information gathered through monitoring, rather than
iimiting monitoring itself.a6

Common Law Cases

Some workers have challenged monitoring under the tort claims of "in-
tentional infliction of emotional distress" and "invasion of privary." For the
most part these attempts to use common law claims have not been success-
ful.47In one suit involving telephone monitoring, the court ruied that in
order to state a claim for intentional infliction of emotional distress, the
plaintiff would need to establish that the "defendant's conduct was 'truly

extreme and outrageous,' that the defendant must have intended its actions
to cause or known that its actions would cause severe emotional distress,
and that the conduct did in fact cause severe emotional distress." a8 Claims
under the invasion-of-privacy tort have been simiiarly unsuccessful on the
theory that the plaintiffs had a reduced expectation of privary by choosing
to work for an organization that utilized such methods.ae The few exceptions
to this general pattem of decisions against the worker have occurred in
those cases where employers have used hidden video cameras in areas that
most people would consider private, such as bathrooms.
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dinate and a violation of company rules, she also believed management
personnel had not followed their own disciplinary poiiry thus warranting a
reinstatement of the employee without any backpay.

An argument made in both the above cases was that the employer's
rules did not include any clear poliry on the use of E-mail generaily or on
personal use specifically.

SUMMARY OF LEGAL ISSUES

Before discussing employee privary interests and the employer's poliry
options, it might be helpful to summarize the key themes in the above re-
view of the legal context for E-mail monitoring in the workplace. Courts and
arbitrators give substantial deference to the employer's business and man-
agement interests when there is a dispute with workers regarding workplace
monitoring. Although workers are not without privary rights, it is only nec-
essary for the employer to wam workers that monitoring is possible and
have a plausible reason why monitoring serves a legitimate purpose in the
organization for those privary rights to be greatly reduced. The reasonabie
expectation of privary threshold that is central to Fourth Amendment con-
stitutional law and looked to as a standard in common law privacy cases and
arbitration is almost entirely under the conffol of the employer.sa Federal
and state privary statutes have generous exceptions based on the worke/s
consent to be monitored and the employe/s interest in maintaining a pro-
ductive work environment.

Workers have successfully challenged surveillance and monitoring when
it is excessively intrusive, either because the physical space being observed is
universally considered to be private (e.g., bathrooms) or because the em-
ployer uses monitoring to obtain nonwork-related information that has iittle
relevance to the needs of the business or agency. As an example of the lat-
ter, Holmes describes a hypothetical situation in which an employer who is
monitoring to assure compliance with a poliry that prohibits personal use of
computer equipment finds a letter (or E-mail message) by one of the work-
ers that is clearly personal. If the empioyer reads the entire contents of the
letter, that would obviously be more intrusive than simpiy examining the
letter long enough to determine that it is private, which is all that is neces-
sary in order to check compliance with the poliry.ss Employers who disclose
the contents of a personai message to other parties run a risk of liability for
invasion of privary.56 Successful claims against monitoring have also been

I t J

Arbitration

Disputes between workers and their employers over workprace searchesand electronic monitoring may be settred tr-,ro,ign uruil;;;il.re there isa collective bargaining agreement in effect o, *t"r" the employer has initi_ated it as a means of resoMng a dispute. A recent study of irtia, arbitra-tions involving electronic monitoring in both private ;d dtii;"mploy_ment found that most decisions supforted th" 
"mproye.s 

n 
" 

*r, majorityof the arbitration awards analyzed aidrers"d video, teiepr,on", and audiomonitoring of employees. only a small number of cases'involved E_mail_relaied issues, perhaps because its use is stin so new in the workptace.
Arbitrators generaily find that monitoring is a norma.r and accepted partof supervision and shourd.be ailowed, proviied trrut trr" 

"-fof", 
uarir",workers of monitoring policies and hmlts searches of privatJ *'"u, u.a p.r-sonal possessions.sl In a few instances arbitrators rured for the grievant be_cause the monitoring vioiated the terms of a iabor contract. TwE exampresiliustrate the importince of having * 

"rrubhrhed 
poriry regarding E-mailuse.

rn Conneaut schoor District, a ribrarian and her supervisor had a disputeover the content of E-mail messages the librarian ,.r,t to coileagues.s2 Theemployee grieved a written repririand she received fro- h"; p;;cipar re-garding remarks she had made criticizing the schoo|s new curricurum. Thelibrarian's E-mail message contained a rJquest made to other ribrarians inthe state for informatiotr t"rut"d to the curriculum changer, u'JL, mt.r_mixed with several sarcastic remarks about her schoor. 5n".."u, ,.primanded fol u_sing the schoo|s E-mail system to disseminate editoriar com_-,"rt1.In finding for the grievant, arbitrator Ronard Tararico noted that theschool's lack of a written policy on E-mail use made it difficult for the em_ployee to predict the standard of appropriate message content that might beapplied to this fairly new communication medium.
A second E-mail arbitration case occurred in a non-unionized workplacewhere 

$e.9-r.ngloyer had initiated arbitration as a means of resolving dis-putes. In-{//ied signal Engines, arbitator Rhonda Rivera reduced the dis_charge of an employ"" *howus charged with viorating n;;rr; work-place rules, including using E_mail tJdisseminate an objecti;;i"
workplace "newsletter",and using company computers for personal gain orbenefit.s3 while the arbitrator fouid the employ"e,s behavior to be insubor_
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brought when it was conducted in a way that vioiated the terms of a labor
contract.

THE INTERESTS OF MANAGEMENT AND WORKERS

To a large extent, the interests of employers and employees are in com-
petition with respect to monitoring. Managers see monitoring as a tool for
increasing work productivity, assuring compliance with E-mail use poliry,
and protecting the company or agency against liabiiity for improper use of
the system. Workers, on the other hand, may resent being subjected to co-
vert observation and the general climate of mistrust qmbolized by the ex-
panding use of electronic monitoring in the workplace.

The potential risk to employers from improper use of E-mail by employ-
ees is considerable. Four female workers at one large company won a $2
million settlement from their employer for failing to stop the transmission of
pomographic E-mail messages between workers.sT Minority workers have
sued their employers for allowing the circulation of racist jokes over the E-
mail system.s8 Employers also need to be careful about liability for their own
use of E-mail. A fired worker who alleged that discrimination played a role
in her termination found evidence to support that claim in an E-mail mes-
sage between executives of the firm.se This led to a $250,000 settlement.

Due to the increasing reliance on E-mail in the workplace, employers are
facing more frequent discovery requests for this type of document in litiga-
tion. The content of E-mail traffic can be valuable to litigants because even
deleted messages can often be recovered from computer hard drives. Public
sector employers may have the additional responsibiiity of responding to
requests for copies of E-mail communications under public records laws in
their states.60 Oregon's public records law would seem to apply to E-mail
communication of an advisory nature within or between public agencies,
making those messages potentially accessible by the public.6l Oregon's law
requiring public bodies that hold meetings via telephone or other electronic
communication to give the public an opporhrnity to listen in would also
seem to apply to E-mail "meetings," though the technical details of how
that might be accomplished aren't clear.62 The fact that E-mail communica-
tion is potentially discoverable in litigation and subject to disclosure under
public records laws gives public employers considerable incentive to moni-
tor E-mail to assure that messages are appropriate and consistent with the
policies of the agenry.
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Given these risk factors, it is not surprising that lawyers generally advise
empioyers to adopt strict rules on E-mail use, monitor to check compliance,
and avoid poiicy language that might lead employees to expect even the
slightest measure of privary in their E-mail communications. For example,
one attomey specializing in business law recommends limiting E-mail use
to business purposes and waming employees that "all E-mail messages are
subject to review by the Company's management from time to time or at
any time at management discretion."53

On the other side, civii liberties groups, unions, and other workers rights
advocates point to several possible drawbacks to an E-mail poliry that is
aimed solely at reducing to a minimum the employels liabiiity for misuse.
Autonomy is a strongly heid value in Westem culture, and the use of highly
intrusive monitoring in the workpiace has a potential cost in terms of its
effect on the worke/s sense of dignity and personal integrity. Public opinion
survey data reveal a perception that privary may be eroding due to techno-
Iogical advances in the means for obtaining information about people. In
one series of polls taken over the last twenty-five years, the number of re-
spondents who said that they were concemed about loss of personal privary
went from 34% to 82o/o.64

Some commentators argue that the net effect of monitoring on produc-
tivity is negative, citing studies showing that workers in settinp with exten-
sive monitoring report higher levels of psychological stress and stress-
related illness.6s Studies of the effects of telephone monitoring have shown
that companies that abandoned monitoring experienced increased produc-
ti'oity.uu Of course, supervision of workers is hardly a new phenomenon. In
the history of labor-management conflict in this century, overly close or
intrusive observation of workers has frequently been an issue.67 What is
djfferent about electronic monitoring is its potential for being far more per-
vasive than direct human surveillance. The perception among workers that
they are constantly being monitored may also contribute to an adversarial
atmosphere between workers and managers that harms morale and
engenders resentment.6s

E-mail communication tends to be more informal and spontaneous than
communicating with written memos. This quality can fostei more efficient
workplace communication and productive collaboration. Thus, a potential
drawback to monitoring is that workers will be more guarded in their E-mail
use and their communication will be less effective as a result.6e
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DRAFTING EFFECTIVE AND FAIR E-MAIL POLICIES
As noted above, the applicable laws and court rulings primarily serve to

establish a minimal pt'rvaal protection standard. Monitoring practices that
violate that standard put the employer at risk of liability for invasion of pri-
vary. But monitoring practices that meet the standard of lawfulness may nor
be in employer's best interests if those practices have a significant negative
Lmpact on worker morale, the level of trust in the workplace, and the gen-
:ral understanding between employers and employees about faimess in
.abor relations.

Etsting federal or state statutes provide little guidance for developing
workplace monitoring practices that strike an effective and fair balance bi-
:ween these interests. in this legal context, the employer's E-mail use poliry
s the key means for articulating the rights, responsibilities, and values of the
rarties. Although some employers may feel that the best or most prudent
rpproach is a poliry that piaces no limits or restrictions on monitoring to the
:xtent allowable by law, I would argue that thoughtful consideration of em-
rloyee privary interests when writing E-mail poiicies may ultimateiy be the
)est course.

In the remainder of this essay, I wiil outline the key elements that should
;o into workplace E-mail policies. The ideas presented are drawn from sug-
;estions of commentators on this issue and my own analysis of some poli--
:ies currently used by various organizations. In addition, I've found some
tseful concepts in the PCWA that Congress considered in the early 1990s. It
;hould become clear that there is no single best policy for all situations.
nstead, there are a number of choices to be made by employers and others,
ncluding workers' representatives, who wish to influence the process.

3xamples of E-mail Policies

. Two contrasting examples of policies from large public universities may
relp illustrate the range of approaches. The southern Illinois school of
ledicine E-mail privacy statement begins with the premise that E-mail is
:onfidential.7o walne state university, on the other hand, wams users that
nonitoring can and will be used.71 The following excerpts from the poliry
anguage of these organizations convey very different conceptions of their
i-mail users' rights and responsibilities.

Expectation of Privacy

Southem Illinois University assures its Medical School faculty and staff
that "the University considers electronic mail to be a confidential direct
communication between sender and receiver." Wayne State University tells
its E-mail services users that they "have no privacy interest or expectation of
privary in information stored on or transmitted over the University's infor-
mation technology resources. "

Monitoring

Southem Illinois University states that E-mail "should not be monitored,
observed, viewed, displayed, or reproduced in any form by anyone other
than the sender or intended recipient(s)." Wa1me State advises users that
"the University is entitled to access and monitor its information technology
resources without prior notice, knowledge or permission."

Disclosure to Third Parties

The Southem Illinois University poliry wams that "unauthorized disclo-
sure of E-mailed information is a serious breach of ethics that may resuit in
disciplinary action or dismissal." Wayne State reserves the right to "disclose
information or communications to others . . . without the authorization of
the user and without authorization by the sender or any other party to the
injormation or communications."

Personal Use of E-mail

The Southem Illinois University poliry doesn't restrict personal use. In
the Wayne State poliry, the list of prohibited conduct includes "using the
Universit/s inJormation technology for personal, commercial, political, rec-
reational or other purposes unrelated to the user's responsibiiities and/or
duties for furtherance of the University's mission without express authoriza-
tion to do so."

BASIC PROVISIONS THAT SHOULD BE IN ANY E.MAIL
POLICY

There should be little disagreement conceming the desirability of having
a written E-mail poliry. Some of the lawsuits and other disputes described
above occurred because the employer lacked a written poliry covering use of
E-maii and other network services or because existing poliry needed to be
revised to correspond with changes in technology and office practices. The
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existence of a written E-mail poliry will reduce the employer's potential
liability for invasion-of-privacy claims. Moreover, the existence of a poliry
may reduce misunderstandings between workers and management over the
role of monitoring in the organization's supervision practices.

Employers also should take reasonable steps to inform employees about
the E-mail poiiry. Some organizations require new employees to sign a
statement acknowledging that they have read the poliry. Commentators
have also recommended that the E-mail poliry (or a condensed version)
appear on the worker's computer screen at the time of login.72 Public sector
workers should be told that their E-mail may be subiect to disclosure under
public records laws.

Any of the organization's existing policies on sexual harassment and
other forms of inappropriate communication should be incorporated in the
E-mail policy. One commentator recommends that E-mail policies specifi-
cally prohibit the "posting of E-mail messages that contain sexually explicit
images or language which may be construed as harassment or disparage-
ment of others based upon their race, national origin, se& sexual orienta-
tion, age, religious beliefs or political beliefs."73

BEYOND THE BASICS

Beyond the generally noncontroversial poliry provisions suggested
above, there are a number of potentially more difficult choices organizations
face when considering their E-mail policies.

Monitoring for Cause vs. Random Monitoring

The concept of "indMdualized suspicion" is a threshold standard in
Fourth Amendment law and a generaiized privacy value in many contexts.
Although employers who have established consent for monitoring generally
do not need to be concemed about meeting this standard, the aversion to
being searched or monitored without clear reason is a deeply ingrained atri-
tude in our society. An E-mail policy that limits monitoring to those in-
stances where the employer has a fairiy good idea that a specific worker or
group of workers is making improper or unlawful use of the system respects
that sentiment. It is aiso possible that an empioyer's potential liability for
abusive or harassing E-mail messages might be greater under a poiiry of
continuous or random monitoring if the empioyer failed to discover the
inappropriate conduct quickly and take prompt action to stop it.

WORKPLACE DISPUTE RESOLUNON

In an environment where there is a large volume of E-mail, even random
sampling may yield a sample of many thousands of messages in a week. The
task of reviewing all that material could be very costly for the employer.
Empioyers who listen to their workers and maintain a good relationship
with them will probably hear of any problems with inappropriate E-mail
use (e.g., harassing messages) in time to investigate through targeted
monitoring.

On the other hand, random monitoring may be perceived as the fairest
approach, particularly in an organization where some workers feel that su-
pervisors have a practice of picking on particuiar employees or group of
employees, such as racial minorities. Organizations that opt for monitoring
based on individuaiized suspicion should take great care to avoid percep-
tions of discrirnination. The employer should be prepared to document the
basis for the use of monitoring in each particular instance.Ta A poliry of ran-
dom monitoring is also least likely to lead workers to harbor any expecta-
tions of privary; this poliry may appeal to organizations that are especially
concemed about their potentiai exposure to invasion-of-privacy claims.

The Wayne State University poliry quoted above is an example of the
kind of poliry language that supports random monitoring. A cabie public
access organization in Portland, Oregon, has adopted a "for cause" poliry
on monitoring that incorporates the following language: "The company will
not randomly or routinely monitor messages, but may intercept, review, and
disclose specific messages if there is reasonable basis to suspect that the
company's interest may be affected by those messages."Ts

Should Personal Use of the E-mail System Be Prohibited?

Employers may wish to limit E-mail system use to communication that is
clearly work related out of a concem that employees use their time produc-
tively. Govemment agencies might also adopt a prohibition on nonbusiness
use to assure the public that govemment workers don't misuse publicly
funded facilities. Although restricting E-mail activity to work-related com-
munication seems reasonable and sensible, such a policy may be difficuit to
carry out in acfual practice. The very speed and ease of E-mail communica-
tion invites a casual attitude toward its use. It only takes a minute or two to
E-mail a dinner invitation to a friend or ask a spouse how his or her day is
going. One commentator estimates that a substantial proportion of E-mail
in the workplace isn't strictly work related.Ts ln addition to E-mail messages
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between workers and their friends or famiry, the content of E-mail commu_nication between workers is likely to be a mixture of task information andpersonal commentary or workplice gossip.
A strict poliry requirement that E-mail can onry be work rerated is prob-ably unenforceable. Therefore, it is likery not to betaken seriously. If such apoliry were to be enforced through extensive monitoring, ii."rra read toresentment. A compromise position might be to alrow p"ersonJuse of E_mail to the extent that it doesn't interfeie with an 

"*p6;;;;;;oductiviryand job performance.TT

should All workers Be subject to Monitoring or only serected
Groups?

. The proposed pcwA wourd provide various revers of protection fromeiectronic monitoring based on the emproyee's rength or 
"-pioy-ent.78 Thelegislation would prace fewer restrictions on the 

"rin"riay "i'.-#ptoy"r, 
tomonitor workers who have been with the organization for fewer than 60working days. workers who have been wrthihe orgu.irutio; flr more ttranfive years would notbe subject to monitoring unrei it was forinvestigativepurposes/ based on the empioyels reasonabie suspicion;;";;r_g.

An E-mail policv that makes this type of distinction has some benefitsfor both -unug"-"r,t and workers. It?ould convey a measure of trust inlong-term employees. It wourd arso reduce th" cosi of m;;il;;; for theemployer bylimiting the amount of E-mail that needed to be reviewed. Forempioyers who are worried.about their exposure to Iiability from improperuse of E-mail by the exempt group, a compromise approach (for a work_place where random,l3nitorrna rs the poriry) .outa ato* -onitori.,g orthose workers when there was i"uro'utl" suspicion of improper conduct.
Another type of distinction could be made on the basis of an emproyee,srank in the organization. For exampre, the E-ma'potiq..ouia 

"*"mpr 
pro-fessional staff and managers from monitoring. An altemative upfrou.',could make these emproyees subject to moniioring based or, r'iirriauair.asuspicion but not to continuous or random monitoring.

A drawback to exempting rof" employees from monitoring is the po_tential for resentment such iporiry -ightir.ut" among other workers.
9ol.diti?nint priv3cr on rengih of servi"ce or rank wouri urro upp.u, to con-tradict the principle that alr workers shourd be entitred to a basic lever ofprivary and autonomy. However, these kinds of distinctions are nor uncom_

mon in the workplace. Most organizations routinely give professional staff
freer access to resources and place more trust in their judgment regarding
proper use of resources. It is also not unusual for higher ranking employees
to be given more private physical working sPace.

What Happens to Information That Has Been Obtained Through

Monitoring?

Employers need to consider whether employees wiil be given access to
the information gathered, either when that information is the basis for a
disciplinary action or at any time that the employee wishes to exercise that
right. The "Fair Electronic Monitoring Poiicy" recommended by the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union gives workers access to all personal electronic data
coilected through monitoring as well as a right to dispute and correct inac-
curate information.Te Puthing this tlpe of provision in an E-mail policy
would make it seem fairer to employees. However, estabiishing and impie-
menting an access procedure adds to the employer's administrative burden.

Disclosure of information that has been obtained through monitoring is
another poliry issue that needs to be addressed. One commentator recom-
mends that disclosure of information obtained through monitoring should
be iimited to officials in the organization "who have a legitimate need to
know about it in the performance of their duties." 80 A clear statement about
disclosure in the poliry would contribute to a perception of faimess.

CONCLUSION

E-mail monitoring is just one component of a broad debate about pri-
vary in the workpiace. Drug testing became widespread in the last ffieen
years, and the advent of genetic testing is upon us.81 Electronic identification
cards represent another form of monitoring with potential privary implica-
tions. This technology lets the employer track a worker's movement within
the workplace and ascertain how long he or she has spent in a given
location.82

As employers acquire increased technological ability to monitor their
workers and obtain information through chemical and biological testrng,
disputes between employers and workers about privacy are bound to in-
crease as well. The task of developing E-mail policies that address the
employe/s needs and responsibilities as well as recognize legitimate privary
interests of workers should be viewed as an opporhrnity to clarify the goals
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of 
loth parties regarding this particular issue, as weil as more general expec-tations regarding pri"l? in the contemporary workplace. Following aresome suggested principies for such a poliry review;

' Monitoring shouid. be conducted onry in the furtherance of clearry definedand important business interests of tire organization. Full consideration
should be given to finding artemative mettods ror r.J'g tnose intereststhat are more protective of privary.

' Employees shourd have unimpeded access to information about theirconduct that has been coilected through monitoring. They should arsohave the right to dispute and deiete iniccurate information.
' Disclosure of information obtained through monitoring shourd be strictry

I-it-"d to supervisors who have a recognized need for that information.
Disclosure to other parlies shourd not Jccur without ti 

" "-fLy.e,s 
ex-press authorization.

' Careful consideration shourd be given to developing altematives to con-tinuous or random mgnitoring Monitoring based o"n individuaized suspi-cion.of wrongdoing shourd bJconsidered lhe prefenea metrroa. As notedpreviously, organizations that maintair, u good r"tationrhip-*iii, ,t.i,workers will probabry hear of misconductln time to invesigate throughselective monitoring.
' Employees should be ailowed to use the E-mail system for personai com_munication to the extent that such use doesn,t impede theii work perfor_mance or place the organization at risk. A flat ban on p.*ui ur" *ttprobably be ignored_unress it is backed up by extenrru. -or,riorrng andsevere penarties. Allowing a limited amounf of personar use can be ben_eficial to employee morale or even work performance. For e*umple, uworker who is concemed about an il family member .ur, 

"inJ"r,tly 
checkin with that person through brief E_mail messages.

In the end the coyover:{ surrounding E_mail policies in the publicsector will be best addressed by a periodic"review of their effectiveness andeguity' Employees should be given an opporfunity to participate in this re-view process in order too assure that poiicies aaequately ,.ni.i .nu'g", ir,technology, law, and actual practi.., *ithin thei, wortpr"..r. fhi, wil herpguarantee that workplace E-mair policies represent a true barancing of em_ployer and employee interests, rights, and responsibilities.
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